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Common initiatives occUmng in several Canadian provinces, such as regionalization, 
shifts in hding nom institutions to commumty-based prograrns, physician resource 
management, and the creation of local heaîth councils, are leading to an increased 
emphasis on primary health care. The literature indicates that primary h d t h  care will 
not be achieved without reciucing perceiveci and acaial societal inequities: building on the 
empowennent and participation of hdividuals, groups, and commmities. Professional 
and public cynicism is based on the histoncal faitures of goveniing boards, sponsor& by 
the govemment, to promote community empowerment and participaiion 

The purpose of this participatory research study was to explore and descrii how 15 
Community Health Board (CHB) memben in one community, located in southwestern 
Nova Scotia, understood the concepts of empowerment and participation and how they 
relateci the concepts to their experiences in community health planning. Participatory 
research has a double objective, to produce knowledge and action usefid to a group or 
cornmunity7 and to promote empowerment by the process of producing that knowledge. 
Through the cycles of listening dialogue and action, the participants' sense of control and 
confidence in their own knowledge increased 

Foilowing 15 individual i n t e ~ e w s  with each member of the CH., the researcher 
deducted general themes relating to the concepts of empowerment, participation and 
comrnunity development nom the interview data. These themes were used as a basis for 
a workshop in which the CHB as a group and the researcher participated in dialogue, 
leaduig to the creation of a vision for the CHB. The process of dialogue led to a critical 
consciousness or conscientization, in ail participants7 of the personal assumptions and 
stnictud m e r s  that influence health. The researcher discovered that her own 
assumptions regarding the CHB members' understanding of health and the role of theory 
were challenged and altered 

The ernpwerment continuum (RNABC, 1992) dong with critical theory, especially 
Freire's philosophy of critical peàagogy (1970), were used as a h e w o r k  in the 
organization, analysis and application of the findings. The finduigs indicated that the 
CHI3 members' understandings of the concepts of empowerment and participation, in 
their own context, were congruent with a community development approach to primary 
health care. Collectively their understandings converged on the vision of building a 
strong cornmimit., capable of making decisions. In this vision, health care s e ~ c e s  were 
viewed as resources, not problems. Actions ensuing nom the dialogical session included 
a strategy to promote increased commiinity awareness and involvement in addressing the 
identifïed healtb issues. The findings have implications for the promotion of personal 
and group empowerment and the creation of situations in which involvement "makes a 
difference" for al1 participants, including health care professionals. 

Participatory research engaged the participants in an analysis of issues that 
'~'anscended beyond commonly held assumptions. The collective theory emerging from 
the dialogue enabled the participants to visualize a culture that builds on the capacity of 
individuals and their community. Through the research process participants became 
critically conscious of aspects in our current health care system that prevented their 
vision from becoming a redity. Participatory research method01ogy is recommended as a 
means to study and advance the social change required to achieve primary health care. 



I know of no safe depository of the ultimate power of the society but the people 
themselves, and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their wntrol with 
a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it fiom them, but to S o m  theù 
discretion. 

Thomas Jefferson 
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CHAPTERI 

Introduction 

Canadian provincial govemments have the responsibility to develop health care 

systems that will d u c e  spending and increase the wehess of Canadian ciîizens. Public 

a-ness regardhg health c m  spending and the social deternrinants of health has 

increased, resdhg in demands for accountability Ui government decision-making. 

Common initiatives occUmng in the provinces are regionalization, decenaaiization, shifts 

in hd ing  nom institutions to community-based programs, and the creation of local 

hedth counciis (Canadian College of Health Service Executives, 1996). Commun@ 

empowerment, health system iategration and health care cost reduction are the provincial 

objectives from wtiich the above strategies were developed but the desired outcome is not 

always clear (Lomas, 1996). He& economists state there is adequate funding for 

Canada's medicare plan (Rachlis & Kushaer, 1 994; Sutherland & Fulton, 1 98 8). The 

challenge of the evolving health care system lies in balancing the power between the 

cornrnunity citizens, the provincial govemment and the health care providen. 

Nursing associations in Canada are advocatuig that Canada adopt the concept of 

primary health care as the central organizing principle in health care refomi (Baumgar~ 

1992). A primary health care systern places a greater emphasis on health promotion and 

wellness, rather than concentrating on illness care. Three key strategies in health 

promotion include " 1) fostering public participation, 2) strengthening community health 

services, and 3) coordinating healthy public policy" (Peterson, ONeill & Rootman, 

1994, p. 124). The strategy to shift to primary health care has been largely unsuccessful 

(World Health OrgaEUlzatiion, 199 1). Reasons cited for this failure centre around the 



reludance of those in powemil positions to share power and the reluctance of those who 

are oppressed to assume power (Labonte, 1989; Oakley, 1989). 

The Nova Scotia governent has prornised a process of hedth reform leading to a 

primary heaith care system. Through decentralization, a reallocation of resources and 

authority wil i  be issued h m  central agencies to communitia. Community health boards 

are the political structures proposed to increase community participation in hedth 

planning. Eleven Community Health Boa& have been formed in the Western Region of 

Nova Scotia without official regdation by the Nova Scotia govenunent (Shuiyei, 1997). 

The legitimate power these boards will assume is vague, and their ability to influence 

health care decisions is king viewed with confusion and skepticism by the public. The 

recommendatiom in Nova Scotia's Biueprint for Health System Reform (Minister's 

Action Cornmittee on Health System Reform, 1994) state community development is 

necessary to achieve primaiy heafth care. The definition of commuuity development 

describes a bottom-up approach, building on the empowerment and participation of 

individuals, groups, and communities. 

Nurses must be integral partners in social change. Empowement is a process 

involving the s h a ~ g  of power. Therefore, professionals cannot promote this process, or 

health, without participating with clients, cofleagues, and community members. 

Authentic participation goes beyond acting as a resource or facilitator. It necessitates 

joiaing in, leaming about us and expecting dialechcal interactions. Nuning research 

within a critical theoreticai hmework is bas& on dialogue and reciprocity, with the goal 

of increased consciousness (Stevens, 1989). The discipline of nursing also recognizes 

that knowledge comes from several sources, thus confirming the need for research ushg 



alternate methodologies ( C m  1 994). 

It has been suggested that our construction of democracy resdts in a social order that 

maintains dienation and individualism (Hudson-Rdd, 1994). This impedes the sense of 

collectivity essential for community development; instead cornpetition and power seeking 

are cultivated The concept of citizen participation can be identifiai as a core value in 

democratic theory (Pateman, 1979). However, authentic participation occurs in cultures 

that promote social responsibility and justice, rather than individual satisfaction 

(Wallerstein & Bernstein, 1994). 

Although nurses are comtmtly interacting with vuhemble populations, their practice 

has largely remained at the individual or family levei. Environment, a central concept in 

nursing's metaparadigm is considered to be the immediate smounding and context of the 

client's situation Chopoorian (1986) suggests that instead of helping people adapt to 

conditions such as poverty, nurses should be infiuencing the environment that contributes 

to people's conditions. Nursing Iiterature indicates that there is a growing support for an 

emancipatory nuning practice (Kendall, 1992; Greenwood, 1994; Stevens & Hall, 1992; 

Swanson & Aibrecht, 1993). Nursing concepîuai modeis with a critical theoretical basis 

have been proposed (Kendall, 1992; Maeve, 1994; Stevens & Hall, 1992) and critical 

theory has k e n  utilized as nursing research fhmeworks (Allen, 1986; Hedin, 1986; 

MacDonald, 1992; Parker & McFarlane 199 1). 

The concepts of empowerment and participation represent phenornena that are 

theoretically sought after. Often the careless use of the words "empowerment" and 

"health promotion'' neglects to idenw the social change and consciousness that &se 

from the empowerment process (Grace, 1991). A lack of systematic research creates a 



void in our understanding of how these processes are advanced in practice. Clearly, there 

are contraciictions between the rhetoric of health refonn and actuality. The research 

based on a d  expenence is often not analytical, neglecting to measure change or 

validate the perception of individuals. 

There is cynicism, based on historical fdures, that a govemhg board sponsored by 

the govemment is capable of promoting community empowerment and participation A 

decentralized structure does not guarantee a power shift Information stemming f?om 

health promotion projects such as Healthy Cities or third world development suggests 

that an empowerment process must be experienced by board members, individuaily and 

collectively, before they can be critically aware of the issues mounding the health of 

citizens in their community (Flynn, Ray & Rider, 1994; Purdy, Adhikari, Robinson & 

Cox, 1994). Critical thinking enables people to determine and confiont the sources of 

inequaiity in their own world 

Participatory research methodology allows the reseucher to promote and participate 

in a reflective, dialogical interaction with individual board memben and the board as a 

group. In him, members parûcipate with the researcher in the analysis and validation of 

their experiences in order to explore factors affécting empowerment and participation at 

the individual and group levels. 

The educative approach and methods developed by Paulo Freire (1970) are a means 

of advancing the cntical consciousness that acts as a precursor to an e m p o w e ~ g  

expenence. Freire's stratepies foster an educative process that engages participants to 

collectively leam and act towards a stiared vision. 



Pumose 
The purpose of this study is to explore and descn'be the experience of~oxnmunity 

health board members as they participate in heaith planniBg. The researcher's role 

becornes one of participant and fiicilitator in the process of experiential leaming that a 

commMity health board must undergo in order to develop the critical awareness 

necessary to foster empowerment and cituen participation in their communityunity 

Research cruestions 

How do comrnunity health board mernbers come to understand the meaning of 

empowerment in relation to themselves as individuais and as board members? 

How do comunity health board memben come to understand the meaning of 

commmity participation in relation to themselves as individuals and as board 

members? 

How do community health board members relate their understanding of 

empowerment and participation to the health of the community they represent? 

How do rnembers perceive their ability, individually and collectively, to influence the 

process of community development in their community? 

How does the community hedth board members' understanding of empowerment and 

community participation and their perceived ability to infiuence community 

development change over a period of tirne (9 months)? 

Literaîure Review 

Commiioity development is the foundation of reform and "CHBs should also be the 

dnving force behind community development" (Minister's Action Cornmittee on Hedth 

System Reform, 1994, p. 28). Comrnunity development is definecl as: 



a process in which d l  members of the wmmunity gain an increuse in the controf 

over their lives, as well as the We of their wmmunity, by achieving equd access to 

participate in the wliecfive decisions about their needs, and in the development and 

implementation of strategies which utilize their coliective power to meet those n&. 

(City of Toronto Department of Public Health as cited in Hofban & Dupont, 1992, 

P. 21) 

Concepts inherent to cornrnunity development are empowennent and participaîion. 

Equity, a core value in our Canadian constitution is also included in the above definition. 

The relevant measure of success for C H B s  will be in the facilitation of meanin@ 

participation and community empowement. 

The literature review locates the concepts of empowement and participation in 

theory and research, and describes the factors that enhance or prevent their occurrence. 

There is a paucity of information describing the actual experiences of empowement or 

participation in both individuds and groups. The concepts of empowerment and 

participation both de@ universally affirmed defiaitions, hampered by diverse levels and 

contexts (Lord & Farlow, 1990; Powell, 1988). 

Community development can be viewed as a process in which individual 

empowerment is c b e l e d  into a coUective effort to trançfom social, comrnunity, or 

political issues. Some models of comrnunity development conceptdize this process as a 

continuum with personal empowement leading to community empowerment (H0ffina.n 

& hipont, 1992; Registered Nurses Association of British Columbia, 1992). Labonte 

(1993a) depicted a holosphere derived fkom the nodes onguially placed on the 

communiq development continuum. Like the Registered Nurses Association of British 



Columbia's (RNABC, 1992) mode1 it f d  on the empowering stnitegies that are 

necessary to promote comrnunity development (see Appendixes A and B for models). 

Wderstein and Bernstein (1994) posed manswered questions. Do empowered 

individuais create an empowered comrnity? Or, does an empowered community 

produce a p u p  of empowered individuais? Community development strategies are 

comidered necessary at d l  levels, individual, organizational, community and politically. 

Rapport (1984) stated that "empowerment is viewed as a proces: the mechanism 

by which people, organizations, and communities gain mastery over their lives" (p. 3). 

?Empowerment insists on the primacy of the target population's participation in any 

intervention affecting its welfare. It is the antithesis of patemalism" (Rappaport, 1984, p. 

xiv). Empowement has k e n  accepted as both a process and an outcorne. 

"Empowerment is a social process of recognizing, promoting, and enhancing peoples' 

abilities to meet their own ne&, solve their own problems, and mobilize necessary 

resources to take care of their lives" (Jones & Meleis, 1993, p. 8). "In addition, 

psychological empowerment incorporates the establishment of a critical or analytical 

understanding of the social and political context, and the cultivation of both individual 

and collective resources and skills for social action" (Israel, Checkoway, S c h a  & 

ZMmeman, 1994, p. 152). 

Labonte (1990) expanded this view by stating empowerment exists at three levels: 

intrapersonally, interpersonally, and within communities. "Intrapersonally, it is the 

experience of a potent sense of self, enhancing self-esteem and selfefficacy" (p. 64). 

Interpenonal and comrnunity empowerment results from the collective knowledge and 



exprience that bas been c o ~ l ~ t ~ ~ t e d .  Through participatin& individuais gain increased 

influence and control over the quality of life of their community. The concepts of 

ernpowement and participation intertwine as one becornes empowered through 

participation and the power and howledge gained fiom an e m p o w e ~ g  experience 

increase the desire and ability to puiicipaîe- 

Kieffer (1 984) conducted a longitudinal study with fifieen members of grassroots 

organizations. The individuals ail were leaders within their groups. The qualitative data 

were coliected h m  dialogical in te~ews.  The data were d y z e d  in collaboration with 

the interviewees, to promote verifkation and muhial learningg In his literature review 

Kieffer stated he found no references to previous shidies of individuai participatory 

cornpetence. 

Kieffer descnid this process of "citizen empowerment" as the emergence of 

activism from a prevailing oppressive situation and concluded "while this research sought 

to illimiuiate empowering transitions as processes of development, I had never 

anticipated the consistency and clarity of the developmental mode1 which ultimately 

emerged" (p. 26). Kieffer (1984) described empowerment as a developmental process 

that began when a powerless person reacted to a sense of persona1 violation. The energy 

was rnobilized and sustained by active involvement, critical understanding of power, and 

the support of a mentor or facilitator. The transitions in the empowerment process 

reveaied consistent stages leadhg to a "critical awareness" that enabled these individuals 

to actively collaborate with others in challenging the established systems. 

The process, which led to "participatory cornpetence," was likened to growth 

infancy to adulthood However, it was acknowledged that persod growth continued as 



one cunstantly dealt with conflicts. Empowerment was maiutained by the cycle of 

experience, reflection and action (Kieffer, 1984). It was interesthg to note that all 

participants had the help of an eaabler, facilitator, or mentor as a resource for group or 

political skills. 

Using the phenomenological method of inquiry, Brown (1987) interviewed sivteen 

nurse administrators in order to leam about their experiences with power and nursing. 

The interviews were conducted in the fom of a conversation, with no attempt to 

encourage critical reflection in the co-participants. In her discussion, following the data 

analysis, Brown admitted that her jwior understanding based on the literahire relaîing the 

image of nurses to power was "stenle." Empowerment and participation both emerged as 

central concepts interrelated within the context of the individu81 expenence. 

The empowerment process cleariy started with their inner self (Brown, 1987). 

Individual nurse administrators chose to be involved depending on the assessed potential 

for power development in any given situation. Empowerment occurred within the 

con- of power sharing and interacting with others. The benefit of a supportive peer 

group or superior was stated repeatedly by the respondents. The outcorne of an 

empowering experience was describeci as an affirmation of self. increased energy, and a 

sense of power. The discovery that power is such an individual, comp1ex phenornenon, 

yet people acting in positions of power are so often stereotyped, led Brown to suggest the 

potentid usefulness of cxitical theory in her concluding discussion regarding fuwe 

research. Research based on critical theory would address the assumptions that uphold 

common societal images. 

Lord and Fariow (1990) conducted a study that attempted to explain the process 



whereby people moved from being powerless to a feeling of participatory cornpetence. 

The researchers were concemed that the current emphasis on collective or community 

empowerment failed to understand the experience of personal empowerment within a 

community context. Thirty-eight biographicai i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted on individuals 

overcoming some form of disability. Grounded theory was used to anaiyze the data 

The interviewees had formerly been dependent on others due to a variety of physical 

or emotiod problems. The analysis revealed the central ùidicator of empowerment was 

a sense of personal control (Lord & Farlow, 1990). As a process, empowerment was 

noted to be both interndy and externally influenced It was always tnggered by a 

personal motivational fkctor. A positively contributhg factor was the connection to 

someone that listened, supporte& and promoted the capacities of the individual. As the 

individds experienced further successes their sense of personai cornpetence to challenge 

the controlling structures grew. 

Isreal et al. ( 1994) designed an instrument to quantitatively mesure perceived 

control, indicating empowerment at the three levels of individual, orgaaUation, and 

cornmunity It consisted of twelve close-ended questions that measured how much 

influence individuals perceived they have in organizations and communities to which 

they belong. Though the reliabihty ratings were adequate, the questionnaire failed to 

capture the complexity of the community empowement concept or the process of 

conscientization (Israel et al., 1994). The researchen suggested its usefiilness might be in 

establishing a badine measurement, with follow-up surveys to identiQ changes. 

Repeated evaluations are possible, as the instrument is easy to administer. The article 

descnbed the potential use of the tool, but achial research based upon the tool was not 



citeci. Participatory research was rrxommended as the rnost appropriate methodology to 

understand the varied experiences of empowement at ail three levels, individual, group, 

and community. 

Eng and Parker (1994), using the concept of community competence to represent the 

a b a t  process of communiiy empowement, developed a rating sa le  that was 

administered to 28 key informants by community volunteea. Forty-one items were 

measured, 14 king openended qyestioas that were subjected to content d y s i s .  The 

questionnaire was utilized at the beginning of a community development project and 

repeated one year later. 

The researchers claimed the tool was only valid as an evaluation component of the 

project (Eng & Parker, 1994). They wamed that the instrument could not be standardized 

as it failed to rneasure issues of awareness and conflict and also various incidents 

influenced the results. However, pdcipating in the survey design, administration, and 

evaluation increased the understanding of community competence among the volunteers, 

which led to further activities established by community mernben. 

Particimition 

The literature presented a gap in the knowledge of the participato~y process in 

relation to peoplels actual experience of participation and the notion of citizen or public 

participation (Powell, 1988). Using a working definition of public parhcipaûon as "the 

individual and collective action of people to becorne involved in and improve their 

community" (p. 5), Powell found the followuig questions unanswered af?er an extensive 

review of commUtll:ty participation research and literature. "1s there a hierarchy of 

involvement? 1s participation in self-care a prerequisite to participation in collective 



h d t h  promotion" (p. 7)? What factors foster the transformation fiom a group of 

individuals participating in order to h s @  their persod needs to a group of people 

paxticipating wilectively in order to address a common goal? Do individuals require 

success in their own experiences of participation before they can be involved at a group 

or commuaity level? 

Community participation, or involvement, can be "assessed by the level of 

involvement in and the degree ofdecentralization in decision-making as well as the 

development of efféctive mechanisms for expression of people's aeeds and demands" 

(Riflan, Muller, & Bichmann, 1988, p.932). Participation or involvement have been used 

interchangeably in this paper though it is acknowledged that there are arguments for 

involvement (Oakley, 1989) or participation (Labonte, 1993) as king  the most 

empowe~g  term. It is impPed with either term that increased local control in problem 

identification, planning, resource utilization, and evaluation is desired. Public, 

community, or citizen participation occurs when the govemment and professionals share 

the power and authority they cunenfly hold (Oakley, 1989). Participation in health 

planning is a health enhancing activity (Hoffman & Dupont, 1992). 

Comrnunity participation cm be M e r  defked as the process by which individuais 

and families assume responsibility for their own heaith and welfare by building the 

capacity to contribute to their own and the cornmunityts development (Bracht & Tsouros, 

1990). Citùens voluntarily participate in either formal or informal activities to bring 

about a planned change in community me. Drawing upon an extensive review of North 

American and Western European experiences with the perspective of citizen 

participation, Bracht and Tsouros (1990) listed possible masures of a community's level 



of citizen involvement: 

(a) opportunity for and level of decision-making or advising, (b) amount and duration 

of the devoted to goal acfivities; (c) representativeness of citizen and leader groups 

formed; (d) degree of local ownership perceived anaor achieved; (e) satisfaction 

with the processes of participation; and . . . f) achievement and long terni 

maintenance of effort (p. 20 1 ). 

At the macro level, the concepts M o m ,  equity, and citizen participation cm be 

identified as a core vaiues in democratic theory (Watts, 1990). Though democracy and 

participation are both ambiguous terms, M e r  defhed by quaiifjmg adjectives such as 

liberal or authentic, genedy  democracy implies a voluntary commitment by individuals 

to the state; labeled political obligation by Pateman (1979). 

Political system. In con- to political obligation is politicai obedience; a state in 

which individuals must conform to the d e s  of elite. Political obedience may not becorne 

problematic if citizens passively accept the decisions and policies implemented by the 

members of the govemment. The status quo is assumed to be natural, thus discouraging 

questionhg or critical analysis (Pateman, 1979). Canadians are realizuig their political 

system is one of elitisrn (Adie & Thomas, 1987). When justifications of the legitunate 

force come into question, a crisis in confidence arises, manifest in the loss of individual 

self-worth and collective identity (Habermas, cited in MacDonald, 1992). Pd (1992) 

noted there has been a ment  increase in dernomtic consciousness in Canada due to 

discussions related to the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. This charter has been 

interpreted to favour individual rights, reducing our conmitment to the state. Pal (1992) 



expressed concern that the attention placed on individual cases, as violations of the 

Charter will hinder ou .  need to develop a collective community identity. 

Programs such as unemployment insurance, social assistance, and medical seMces 

are being threatened by the need for fiscal restraint. This has resulted in anger and 

anxiety for many recipients of these services who have been passiveiy accepting the 

government's control over these services. "Many comrnunities have learned to feel 

helpless in controllhg their own destinies" (N. S. Task force on Primary Health Care, 

1994, p. 79). Enforcing cornpliance to policies and criteria in order to quali& for 

financial assistance bas created a vulnerable population of powerless individuals 

dependent on the state. Yet, two organhtions that are leaders in providing health care 

services in Nova Scotia issued statements that implied individual knowledge is the meam 

to empowement Reports describing stratepies for health reform noted that "Education is 

the key to empowennerit" (MacDonald, 1994, p. iii) and "Personal empowement 

positions the individuai to act on health issues. This process begins with the 

dissemination of idonnation on health statu, healthy behavior, and the cost of health. 

Such information is a key factor in allowing people to accept individual and collective 

responsibility for health c hoices" (Minister's Action Cornmittee on Health S y stem 

Reform, 1994, p.33). 

Peter h c k e r  (1993) in his book, Post-Ca~itdist Society, maintained that 

govemment as a ' N m y  State" has failed by destroying citizenship. He defbed 

citizenship as "the willingness to contribute to one's country" (p. 17). The upsurgance of 

volunteers in the social sector is a potentid meam of creating cornmitment and civic 

pride in individuals while establishing bonds between community members. 



Autonornous organizafîons rnay reduce dependency on government services and r e h t e  

local leadership. Drucker claimed that without citizenship, the political unit will only be 

held together with power, a "dangerous empire" (p. 72). 

The theme of govemment counterproductivity as a supplier of social programs is 

echoed in the argument for wmmunity developed seMces (Alary, 1990). The 

researchers stated that current govemment cutbacks do not reflezt an d y s i s  of what 

citizens can take on and what govemment should resume. The institutions are identi-g 

the gaps and requesting volunteers to replace employees, but volunteers recruited to fi11 

specinc o r ~ t i o n a f  gaps may only perpetuate the control of the institution. Such 

volunte&sm does not contniute to citizenship. 

Many attempts to involve the community are manipulations by poiiticians or 

bureaucrats and they result in objectifying or infantilking people (Madan, 1987). Several 

researchers have expressed their cynicism that citizen parhcipation will occur or is even 

desired in our current system (Adie & Thomas, 1987; Brownlea, 1987; Madan, 1987). 

There seems to be a reticence on the pari of the govemment and health professionals to 

open up and discuss health planning with citizens and communities. Perhaps this is due 

to an avoidance to engage in a "proper exploration of the enormous contradictions which 

the practice of community participation must raise" (Clarke, cited in Hudson-Rodd, 1994, 

p. 122). Pateman (1979) advised readers that political obligation is only compatible with 

a revised democmtic conception, one that emphasks the horizontal relationships 

between citizens. "The practice of political obligation requires that individuals develop 

the capacities that enable them critically and ~e~consciously to appreciate the foudation 

and operation of theu politid association" (p. 178). 



It is paradoxical thaî the power bestowedfiom the people to the govement, and 

M e r  delegated to bureaucratie services, is now king given back to the people. It leads 

to an assumption that undeveloped individuals and communities must receive power iiom 

the government. In a critique on the irnposed primary h d t h  care system in Nova Scotia, 

Devine (1995) claimed that primary health care appears to be accepted witholtt debate, 

possibly because no one understands it. Thus far, the locus of control remains a -  the top, 

rendering primary health care impossible to achieve. Community development, the 

essence of primary health care, must be deteRnined by the community as it shi% in 

response to the felt needs. There has not been evidence indicating that a primary health 

care system will improve health, nor has there been a public outcry for primary health 

care in Nova Scotia (Devine, 1995). 

Professionals. Human service interventions have four built-in harms: (a) people are 

only recognized for their deficiencies, (b) money is spent at the discretion of the s e ~ c e  

providen, (c) active citwnship is intimidated by the domination of "experts", and (d) 

services may become so coordinated and aggregated that they may form a new 

environment (McKnight, 1994). The medical mode1 has created an expert, reverent body 

of knowledge that enables professionals to control the heaith of the population (Hunt, 

IWO). 

In the pst-capitalist society, possession of expert knowledge has become a symbol of 

statu (Drucker, 1993). The largest producers of knowledge are universities, 

corporations, and the government. Underlying the knowledge production is the 

domhance of science and objectivity. Standards, certification, and regdations ensure 

accountability. These have given nse to hierarchies of knowledge, where experts answer 



to themselves, their peers, or superion. Domuiant knowledge has been mystifie& 

subordinating experience and common sense. (Gaventa, 1993). 

In a critique of a participatory research project in Scotland, Hunt (1990) claimed the 

professional attitudes, professional behaviours, and bureaucratic were seen as 

significant barriers to a community participation process. The reasom listed were: a) 

inflexibility due to bureaucratic policies; b) a reluctance to share skills and knowledge; c) 

the tendency to treat individuals, ignoring larger social causes; and, d) an aloofness that 

separated some professionals nom the commURIty. Hunt emphasized fundamental 

changes are needed in professional pride, beliefs, and behavior in order to arnelionite 

some of the major health problems. "One inevitable result is the demystification of 

professional authority and language" (Hunt, 1990, p. 1 83). 

Brownlea (1987) described a decreasing gap between the power base of professional 

health providea and their beneficiaries as comrnunities are increasing their knowledge 

and decision-making He cited several examples where commmity groups have 

successfully challengeci the traditional political powers that are seen to be creating and 

sustaining imhealthy environments. "The centre of the circle of ownership for 

community health actions must become the people themselves who are m g  to shifi 

fkom dependence on health care services to a greater emphasis on health promotion 

attitudes and actions" (Agnes, 1994, p. 23). This ownership came nom meaningful 

participation in individual or collective health actions. 

While not defending the traditional medical mode1 that exerts control, one must 

recognize that wmUNty developmeat theorists are also reinforcing the us/them 

paradigms that place ulhimate community control as the ideal and professional 



domination as the oppressor (Oakiey, 1989; Ri&in, Muller, & Bichmam, ,988). 

Labonte (1 993) argued that a partnership between heaith care professionals and 

community members is needed to produce harmooious changes. 

Citizenshir, and Local Health Boards 

Political decentrakation, exemplified by creating new structures, such as conmunity 

hedth boards, does not guarantee a philosophical shift fkom govermnental control to 

c o r n m u .  ownefship. The Nova Scotia government is giWig power to new structures, 

not the people (Devine, 1995). Indeed, the changes remain topdowu with IittIe 

involvement with the commututies. Comrnunity development in Nova Scotia, thus far, 

has been a project. Devine claimed there is a "widespread history of failure of 

cornmulzity development/citizen participation in health care", and an "absence of any 

empirical, logical or other evidence that increased citizen participation and coneol . . . 

le& to improved health status" (1995, p. 17). 

In her correspondence, Alison Stirling, a health promotion consultant for the Ontario 

Prevention Clearinghouse questions the ability "of citizens to effectively influence 

government or bealth] professionals through participation on community health boards 

that are set-up by those people andor institutions" @ersonal communication, July 28, 

1994). While a govemment mandated board is bound to the sponsoring government 

agency, it may dso be k e  of funding and maintenance problems that oflen totdy 

occupy non-government voluntary boards (Neysmith, 1987). 

1s there a consensus that commUIli:ty participation is an outcorne rather than an 

additional resource to meet the endpoint of the reform process? The board must 

recognize that such an approach opposes some of the traditional values in our heaith care 



system today. bards seekuig to encourage public participation may be distracted £iom 

planning by management problems or financial considerations such as reports, budgets, 

stalZng or "housekeeping" duties (Wolf & Armstrong 199 1). Trade-offs for increasing 

community participation may include decreased efficiency, reduced loyalty to the 

government, fewer stnictured programs and Iess govenunent employees (Pietîe, 1990; 

Riflon, 1985). 

Indeed, if the role of the CHB is to "drive" community development and foster 

cornmuniîy participation, then attention should be diverted fkom setting up the structure 

to the process of developing a board that has self-confidence, knowledge, members 

representing the comrnulzity, and a collective vision (Piette, 1990). The focus shifts from 

providing semkes and program as a strategy for hprovhg health, to developing human 

effort (Rifkh, 1985). 

Considering al1 the literature available proclaiming the benefits of citizen 

participation in heaith planning, one wouid expect this philosophy to influence the 

decisions and acîions of professionals and health care planners. The literature is based 

primarily on conditions that should foster community involvement, rather than conditions 

that did increase participation. Reports of community involvement in health developrnent 

tend to be a "literary exercise rather than practice-based (Oakley, 1989, p. 66). In a 

survey of the literature on citizen parficipation, Powell (1988) found only twenty per cent 

of the literature to be empirical, with the majority of those reports king case studies. 

The following section attempts to iden* factors, fiom the documentation of experiences 

and past research in various nations that contribute to the effectveness of public boards 

in enhancing citizen participation. 



Canada Nine of the provinces have developed regionalized systems by devolving 

central authority to regional systems. These systems vary in scope, responsïbility and 

local structures. Health boards govem a region, rather than a single instiMon. It is still 

too early to evaluate if these devolved boards have achieved their mandates (Canadian 

College of Health Senrice Executives, 1996). Lomas, Woods and Veeastni (1996) note 

that the outcomes expected fiom devolution are to be the measures of success rather than 

the process of devolution itself. Such outcomes include coa containment, integration, 

and coordination, i n m e d  flem'bility and improved health outcornes. These researchers 

mailed a smey  in 1995 to members of the established regional and community boards in 

five provinces, including Nova Scotia. The responses indicated that the majority of board 

members were committed to the citizenry rather than the provincial govemment or the 

providers. The authors cautioned that this study was conducted early in the devolution 

process and many boards, especially Nova Scotia's RHBs, were in their uifancy. 

Ouebec. In Quebec, a review of the local community service centres (CLSCs) 

reveaied that community participation was low despite a goveming board consisting of a 

smail majority of seats behg held by the users (O'Neill, 1992). The potential for public 

involvement was largely exhibited at the initiation, upon where a community had to 

develop a plan based on the needs of the cornrnunity. When the centres were operating, 

participation dwindled and control shifted to the staff and professionals. Broader 

participation occurred only in a cnsis (Hasruigs, 1983). The only legitimate power the 

board wielded was in the right to hire or fk staff(O'Neill, 1992). This created a 

tendency to focus on short-term management problems. 

O'Neill (1992) cited four factors that shouid be considered when supporthg the 



empowerment of community citizen boards: (a) the need for information regarding the 

business of the system; (b) the recpîrement of a strong man* fiom the comunity; (c) 

board members with a strong pemnalities; and (d) an easy access to community 

members by the board representative. 

Nova Scotia Though community health boards are just king formed in Nova Scotia 

at the present, research is available on hospital board trustees in Nova Scotia Regan, 

(1994) himseff a member of a Regional Hospital board, w d  grounded theory to 

interview and analyze the responses nom chef executive officers (CEOS), board 

chairpersons, board members, medical staff, and the senior nursing staff fkom eight N. S. 

hospitals in order to study the effectiveness of board trustees in hospital govemance. 

Regan concluded that too many board memben lacked a good grasp of what is expected 

of them. "The reformist cal1 for greater public involvement in the planning and detivery 

of h d t h  care may produce an illusion of empowerment unless the public's participation 

is tied to carewy planned and well executed board deveiopment" (p. 22). 

United States. In an attempt to reduce the inequities causing pcm health, in the 

1960-70s, the government of the United States initiated a plan to help those who were 

trapped in the poverty cycle (Sidel & Sidel, 1984). The goal was to bring services and 

cuntrol closer to the target population. Projects, such as community heaith centres, 

overseen by local boards with consumer representation, were expected to be the 

foundation for professional and community partnership, eventually growing to a forum 

for social action Close to one hundred studies have been conducted in order to 

determine the outcornes of the health centre movement. H d t h  status, utilkation rates, 

and cost efficiency were ail positively rated However, there was a lack of research on 



the impact of these centres and theu boards on the community. Litüe attention was given 

to the communication between board representatives and their constituents (Geiger, 

1984). The board members, themselves, demomtrated positive effects. Serving on the 

board provided an expexience leading to fiirtiier personal opportunities, including 

politid leadership (Hutch & Eng, 1984). 

Descriptions of the United States' experience with the "war on poverty" identified 

such problems as failure to use established community networks, inappropriate board 

representation, fundmg reductions, and lack of politicai cornmitment Hatch and Eng 

(1984) descnbed how community organizers used unredistic criteria to recruit 

community representatives. Considering the local leaders to be barriers rather than 

conduits to the poor, they bypassed the established =id networks and recruited 

individuals they considered comected to vdnerable people. Pimps were enlisting to be 

on staff in a community health project These men replicated the same type of 

relationships they had with their women among otber commuaity memben (Hatch & 

Eng, 1984). Oakley (1 989) suggested there is widence that local structures "do not 

flourish and do not serve authentically as a basis for participation if they are imposed by a 

bureaucratie decision fiom above" (p. 35). The reluctance of administraton, health 

professionais, and funding agencies to share the power was the central reason for the 

"war on povertyls" failure to Iead to social refom (Sidel & Sidel, 1984). 

New Zealand and Australia. In New Zedand, which has a system based upon private 

enterprise, the govemment formed the Area Health Boards (AHBs). These boards were 

assigned to coordinate and contract health a r e  services in order to ensure al1 citizens had 

access to essential core health services. The members of the AHBs, dominated by 



administrative and medical staff, were unsure of their roles and were not in touch with 

their constituencies (MacDodd, 1994). The business and administrative fiinctions of 

the AHBs have precluded any attempt to foster public participation 

Estabfished in 1988, as pilot projects, by the South Awtralian government, four 

health and social councils were evaluated in 1991 (Baum, Sauderson, & Jolley, 1997). 

The councils demonstrated the potential to promote partk;patory democracy but the 

bureaucratie structures continually interfered, restricting their adVities. A dilemma 

arose when the wuncils found they constantly had to criticize the body that was fùnding 

it. These councils lost their fiinding in 1996. 

Endand and Wales. Community Health Councils (CHCs) in England and Wales 

were devised as "watchdogs" for the people in relation to health services. However, these 

structures had no power in decision malring and had trouble establishing links to the 

population they represented Consequently, after 20 years in existence, the CHCs remain 

ineffective in increasing communiîy involvement, despite the recent initiatives put in 

place to increase and gauge "local voices" (MacDonald, 1994; Milewa, 1997; Piette, 

1990). 

Piette (1990) studied the membership of 207 CHCs during the ten years, from 1974 - 

1984. The majority o f  the members were upper and middle class professionals. The 

views of the individual CHC members aEected the discussions and decision-making of 

the coimcil, causing a dilemma between consumer and provider representation Piette 

(1 990) determined that by seeking increased efficiency and eqxdient decision-making 

the boards restricted public participation. She listed the following characteristics of a 

structure likely to promote population participation: 



(a) a strong organization of the community through the networking of sub-groups and 

organimtions; 

(b) a two-way communication flow between representatives and their accountable 

M y ;  

(c) a polyarchy system for representing the population; 

(d) the training of representatives of the population; this training may cover: 

understanding of how experts approach problems; development of self-reliance and 

of critical consciousness; introduction of leadership, team work and negotiation; 

(e) the training of chairpersom or the use of a hcilitator, 

(f) the avoidance of mandating professionals to represent a commun@; experts 

should be given an advisory role for the community organizations; expertise should 

be distinguished fiom decision-making; 

(g) sufficient t h e  should be given to representatives to organize meetings or to react 

to decisions. (p. 1 96- 197) 

Health Promotion 

Patterns that may serve as guidelines for community health boards seeking to 

increase citizen participation have emerged fiom research in the fields of health 

promotion and health development (Agnes, 1 994; Bracht, 199 1 ; Caîano, 1994; Park, 

Brydon-Miller, Hall, & Jackson, 1993; Purdy et al., 1994; Rappaport, Swift, & Hess, 

1984; Tandon, 198 1 ; Wallerstein & Bernstein, 1994). An extensive review identified 

the following major Wors that contribuîed to the effectiveness of community 

committees in hedth planning: 

1) There was a motivated core membership consisMg of existing community 



leaders. 

2) Extemai staff were utilized as facilitators or resoufces, providing knowledge and 

guidance on research, leadership, conflict resolution and group faccilitation. 

3) A d e h i t e  process involving dialogue, analysis, problem-solvin& and ongoing 

reflection between members on the cornmittee or board was essential. 

4) There was a balance between action and reflection in order to prevent committee 

members nom becoming ftustrated or disinteresteci. 

5) Legitimate power was bestowed upon a cornmittee or board in order thai actions 

could take place. 

Hedth promotion literature also provided indiators of increased empowermeot and 

community participation They inciuded: (a) projects became sustained with local 

funding, (b) progBims for high nsk populations demonstrated increased utilization and 

measurable behavioral changes in participants, (c) users volunteered to be on planning 

cornmittees, and (d) sîructurd changes that marked increased equality, Le., women on 

councils or less caste domination. 

The sources analyzed were written and submitted by project coordinators, 

professional coasuiting fimis, or academic researchers. As documentation tended to 

focus on the evaluaîion of health promotion projects, M e r  research is needed on the 

experiences of the participants and the specific actions of the conmittee (Flynn et al., 

1994). 

Emmwering: Emriences of Board Members 

In order to comprehend the personal experiences of comunity board members the 

litexature was consulted only to find a lack of attention to the concept of empowement in 



relation to board goveraance or membership. The foilowing information has k e n  

organized according to the personal and smaii group development nodes as depicted on 

the Empowerment Continuum constructed by W C  (1992). 

Persod. Cyril Houle (1989), an educator who has been studying and teaching about 

the functions of goveming boards since 1935, noted that sociologists or psychologists 

have ignored the human side of board membership. They failed to penetrate the power 

structure, to discover the forces of self-interest and altniism that are balanced or to 

measure how thex forces shift during the experience (Houle, 1989). 

A participatory research project conducted in Quebec (Alary, 1990) reported the 

constant quest for personal development or growth was at the root of collective groups 

working to improve the system. Individuals who were aware of their own distinctiveness 

and aspirations became more sensitive to others. "People seek selfactualization while 

working to improve the cornmon Living conditions of the collective" (Alary, 1990, p. 1 1). 

Board members required personal development before Wcipating with the group 

(Agnes, 1994). This researcher conducted an analysis based on the final reports and 

evaluations of ten selected health promotion projects in the Atlantic Provinces. 

Individuais needed to build self-esteem, social consciousness, and motivation for 

collective action in order to have meanin@ participation. Agnes (1 994) recommended 

allowing tirne for the board members to express their views and providing leadership 

trainhg for al1 members. Travel expenses, child care costs, and the use of clear language 

enabled some community members to attend wmmittee meetings. 

In an attempt to anaiyze why a number of board membea remainecl passive during 

meetings Neysmith (1987) questioned whether these individuais were displayhg the 



effect of constant inequalities or if it was merely a lack of experience causing discornfort 

in joining the group discussion. These members were women a d o r  tended to belong to 

minonty groups. No attempt was made to study the personal experience of these 

rnembers. 

Past experiences have demonstratexi that professionals on boards often dominated, 

especially &er the initiai planning stage was over (Hastings, 1983; O'Neill, 1992; Sidel 

& Sidel, 1984). Professionals tended to be goaï oriented which caused tension for some 

group memben (Agnes, 1994). To be accepted as an individual, with self-interests was a 

ptential threat to health professionals. It challenged the traditional role in which the 

"expert" looked &er the patient (Hunt, 1990). 

Corcega (1992) called for research on how the group dynamics of community 

rnembers and health care workers will change as they interact The conflia between 

professionalism and democratization needs to be resolved. The connection that many 

professionals have with the conventional or scientific paradigm requires the detachment 

or aloohess they often display (Labonte, 1993a). The altemate piiradigms or theones, 

such as community development, critical theory, or constructivism are converguig to 

identiQ a reconceptuaiued professional role. Components include: (a) facilitating, (b) 

enabling, (c) king explicitly concemed with creating more equitable power relations, (d) 

sharing persod values statements, (e) seelang consensual decision-making, (f) 

"midwiving" a search for meaning, (g) king critically ~e~reflective, (h) displaying 

empathy, and (i) involving oneself as a "stakeholder" with a "claim" to the outcorne 

(Labonte, 1993a). 



S d  ~ O U D  develo~ment. "Only in interactuig with others do we gain those 

healthfiil characteristics essentid to empowerment: control, capacity, coherence, and 

comectedness" (Labonte, 1993, p. 58). Houle (1989) descnhed the board "spiritt' as a 

powerfiil bondhg between individuah, a sense of unity that drew them together. He 

listed qualities of outstanding spirited boards, including, clearly defined roles, a shared 

purpose, ability to resolve conflicts, and opportunities for ail memben to contribute. As 

reported by veteran trustees, the List also contained values, such as respect, trust, and 

cornmitment (Houle, 1989). 

Undergoing the process of group development should be a priority when boards are 

initially formed @honte, 1993). Labonte claimed tbat a year is often needed to deal 

with group dynamics. "When you put pressure on people to get results quickly, you 

short-change the process, dont get results, and everyone becomes disheartened" (p. 59). 

Group safety, which is based on confidentiality and muhial respect allo-NS members to 

practice skills for participation in a cornfortable environment (Agnes, 1994). Measuring 

changes in the group process, such as the number of times individual members entered 

into the group discussion, demonstrates success in the beguinuig, rather than expecting 

immediate outcornes, such as a plan for services (Labonte, 1993). 

In order to evaluate the strategy of joint planning, a qualitative study was conducted 

with members of a task group assigned to develop a health city plan for Liverpool, 

England (Costongs & Springett, 1997). To determine the effectiveness of intersectord 

collaboration in health planning, the researchers explored the individual participants' 

subjective perceptions regardhg the value of the group process. They concluded f o n d  

joint structures were not enough to guarantee that people successfully worked together 



and that the "arenas for dialoguen deserveci more attention. Members claimed the process 

was more beneficial than the stniçhrn and rewmmended joint working be used as a 

strategy to implement the plan designed by the task group. 

Houle (1989) placed the responsibility for guiduig the group process on the 

chaupersm of the board A facilitator proved to be effective in aiding the group process 

and preventing domimering personalities to become established (Oakley, 1989; Piette, 

1990). Also facilitators have been used at board retreats, enhancing the contribution of 

ail rnembers in self-appraisal (Wilson, 1989). In participatory research groups Alary 

(1990) used "animators" to assist the group in the analysis of Uitra and interactions. 

Community groqs in B.C. requested facilitators to train the group members in the 

development of parîicipaîory leadership skills, enabhg the rnembers to pass these skills 

on to other community members (B.C. Hdthy Communities Network, 1992). 

The issue ofthe group worlàng coiiectively before a participatory research project has 

ody been touched upon in the literature. Case studies provideci the most valuable insight, 

or rather hindsight, as rnost failed to recognize the significance of interpersonal 

relationships until the analysis or conclusion (Brydon-Miller, 1993; Chand & Soni, 198 1 ; 

Maguire, 1987; Salazar, 199 1). Argyris and Schon (1991) cnticized this omission in 

qualitative research documentation Reporhg the situation before intervention allows 

the reader to judge if changes occurred due to the research process. 

Criticai Theow 

Theorv in Darticipatorv research. Eakin and McLean (1992) observed that ''theory is 

often one of the first casualties of academic-community research collaboration" (p. s74). 

Earlier descriptions of participatory research emphasized equal relationships and the 



generation of knowledge for emancipation. Reasons cited for failure to provide a 

theoretical bais included: wishùig to avoid an elitist division, the researcher considered it 

irrelevant for the participants, it wouid spark controversy, it did not fit the community7s 

agenda, or there was a limited time h e  (Brydon-Miller, 1993; Eakin & McLean, 

1992; Maguire, 1987). A debate regarding the need for the researcher to &part 

theoretical knowledge to the group or to remain only as a resource for the collection and 

d y s i s  of data was presented by Cornstock and Fox (1993). They concluded the 

prominent role of the researcher was in the critique of analyses and the promotion of a 

theoreticdy guided political struggie. Allison and Rootman (1996) clearly state '%e 

researcher should not be seen as a mere instrument of the community. Rather, attempts 

should be made to match the interests of researchers with research priorities as expressed 

by the various levels of community" (p. 339). This approach does not deny- the 

researcheis intent to add to the theoretical undentandhg of a certain phenomenon. 

Collaboration between practitioners, community members and researchers has produced 

collective knowledge which leads to action and health promotion research (Boutilier, 

Mason, & Rootman, 1997). 

Critical t h e o ~  defïned There are several perspectives of critical theory deriving 

from diflerent fields and researchers such as Habermas and Freire (Stevens & Hall, 

1992). However the central assumptions are cornmon providing a broad 

conceptualization. Seven assumptions of criticai theory identified by Kincheloe and 

McLaren (1 994) are: 

1) Al1 thought is fùndamentally mediated by power relations that are social and 

historicdly constituted; 



2) The facts cm never be isolated fiom the domah of values or removed fiom some 

form of ideological inscription; 

3) The relationship betweea concept and object and &en signiner and signifieci is 

never stable and is often mediated by the social relations of capitalist production and 

consumption; 

4) Language is centrai to the formation of subjectivity (coascious and unconscious 

awareness); 

5) Certain groups in any society are privileged over others an4 although the rearons 

for this privileging may Vary widely, the oppression that characterizes conternporary 

societies is most forcefuly reproduced when subordinates accept tiieir social statu as 

naturai, necessary, or inevitable; 

6) Oppression has many faces and that focusing on only one at the expense of others 

(e-g. class oppression versus racism) often elides the interconnections among them; 

and 

7) Mainstream research practices are generally, although most ofkn unwittingly, 

implicaîed in the reproduction of systems of class, race, and gender oppression (p. 

139-140). 

In order to change the prevailing ideology, the rationalism that upholds it must be 

critiqued The fundamental tenet of critical theory is as follows: 

Informed by critique, conscientized persons engage in dialogue with one another and 

reflect criticaily upon their own situations with respect to oppressive environments. 

They take context-specifïc action to bring about social change based on this criticai 

reflection and dialogue. This Liberation process can be conceptuaiized as dialecticai, 



in that action prompts further reflection and dialogue, which in turn generates 

renewed action (Stevens, 1989, p. 60). 

It requires exploration of our histories leading to an awareness of factors that perpetuate 

the power structures. Exposing these unequal power relations and taking actions for 

liberation are the basis of critical theory. 

The ideology of nursing that purports individudism, adaptaûon, coping, and selfcare 

ody perpetuates the oppression of people (Kendall, 1992). Nurses do not speak out 

against the roots of the problems they witness daily (Chopoorian, 1986). A framework 

for the future development of nurses consists of the cornerstones, equity, community 

involvement, and intersectord cooperation (Maglacas, 1988). In order to accomplish 

this, nurses must overwme their distaste for politics and leam the agendas and prionties 

of those who influence public policy. Community health nursing depends on the 

recognition of social, environmental, and political aspects of the environment affecting 

health and the willingness to work for structural changes at the community level 

(Chalmers & Knstajanson, 1989; Stevens, 1992). Participating with commuNties in the 

unfolcihg of power structures, joining in consciousness-raising dialogue, and acting for 

change leads to empowerment for community health nurses (Stevens, 1992). 

Though critical reflection for emancipation has not traditionally been tau@ in the 

academic preparation of nurses, it is coherent with nursing's value of holism (Stevens, 

1992). Research on nursing education using a critical theohcal fiamework revealed 

that nurses were constrained by dominant forces and did not develop a collective sense of 

cornmunity (Hedin, 1986; MacDonald, 1992). By participating in mal1 group dialogues, 

nurses were able to challenge their positivistic ideology and plan strategies for change 



(MacDonald, 1992). Weaving r e f l d o n  with action may resolve an ongoing concern in 

the discipline of nursing, the gap between theory and practice. 

Two processes that criticai theory buiids upon are participclrory cornpetence and 

comrmmicatnte competence (MacDonald, 1992). Participatory competence is the 

outcome of empowerrnent as  describecl by Kieffer (1984). Defhed as "the combination 

of attitudes, understanding, and abilities required to play a conscious and assertive role 

in the ongoing social construction of one's political environment" participatory 

cornpetence is not viewed as an endpoint but a "continuing process of adult development" 

@. 31). 

Communicative competence is based on the shared values of trust, knowledge, and 

mutual support. Comprehension, understanding, as weiI as linguistic ability, contribute 

to the goal of communicative competence; genuine collaboration (MacDonald, 1992). 

Communicative cornpetence leads to the "ideal speech situafion" in which there is 

mcoerced, undistorted, and nonauthoritative communicatioa Language is no longer a 

vehicle for social control (Kendall, 1992). 

Critical theonsts are intent on moving beyond a purely i n t e l l e d  world and 

comecting theory to action (Hedin, 1986). Research supporting critical theory descriied 

how the discovery of contradiction mobilizes the study parûcipants. These contradictions 

were perceived to be an injustice in one's lived world, leading to a sense of personal 

violation (Kieffer, 1984). Paulo Freire developed a philosophy based on the application 

of educatiod methods that facilitate the discovery of these contradictions. His work was 

successfid in liberating illitenite Brazilian peasants as they used their knowledge to 

critique on the oppressive forces in their lives (Freire, 1970). 



Freire. In the 1970s Freire's ptdagogy was welcomed into the United States as a 

method used in the literacy campaigris established during the era of the "war on poverty." 

However, as noted fonnerly in the literature review, the social change did not occur. 

Consciousness was raised but it did not le& to action. In order to survive, these 

community-based schools utilized federal fiinding, necessitating a refocusing fkom 

collective empowerment to individual growîh (Heauey, 1989). 

Freire's work emphasized the comcienikation that occm as a resuit of the discovery 

of oppressive factors and the knowledge that one has the nght and ability to act these 

oppressors. ConrcientLsation is defineci as the level of awareness that enables people to 

perceive social, political, and economic contradictions and to conceive of ways to take 

action against oppressive contradictions (Stevens, 1989, pp. 59). Martin (1997) stated 

that the identification of contradictory issues is not enough to produce comcientizution; it 

is the dialogue that easues between people who are willing to act for emancipatory 

change that leads to a new joint level of consciousness. The process of comcientzzation 

is not an individual experience as it involves becoming a "subject" with othen who are 

also struggling against oppression (Heaney, 1989). 

"Solidarity" is a term Freire names for the act when one enters the situation of those 

persons whom have been unjustly dealt with and fights by their side in order to tninsform 

their reality. Factors that may oppress and restrict some health care providea fiom 

engaging such situations are their current employers and their professional regdatory 

acts. It may prove that for professioaals, such as myself who are employed within the 

govenunent sector, participahg in a study grounded in critical theory, seeking solidarity, 



is too risky. Freire recognizes this and calls for us to commit "an act of love" (1970, 

p.35). 

The laquage used by critical theorists, especially Freire, is filled with neologisms 

discouraging students fkom reading and understanding their works (Maguire, 1987). It is 

ironical the critical paradigm of research, that denounces the positivist paradigm for its 

domination of power and tnith, is beset with terminology that is difficult to read, 

understand and place in one's own context. 



CHAPTERD 

Methodology 

The uitimate aim of piimcipatory research is to bring about a more just society (Park, 

1993). It is a systematic approach to personal and social transformation through the 

development of a cntical consciousness that challenges the domination of societai 

structures and relationships (Maguire, 1987). A researcher who chooses to do 

participatory research wishes to not only understand the world but also to change it 

(Harris 1992). The researcher m u t  acknowledge the politicai nature of ber inquiry and 

clari@ her stance. Objectivity means k ing  aware and honest about how one's own 

beliefs and values will affect the research process (Lather, 1990). 

Participatory research, which is used synonyrnously with participatory action 

research, has a double objective: to produce knowledge and action usefid to a group or 

community and to promote empowerment through the process of producing that 

knowledge (Reason, 1994). A concem for the powerlessness created by dominant 

elements in societies, a valuing of people's knowledge and expenence, and the genuine 

cornmitment to collaboration are listed as the necessary qualities for those who endeavor 

to do participatory research (Reason, 1994). Henderson ( 1995) argued for use of 

participatoiy research methodology in nursing inquines as the sepamtion between 

pmctice and research will fuse, directiy benefiting the clients or participants. 

Sûinger (1996) rejected the need for participatory research to challenge the 

"oppressors" in our society. Through collaboration participatory research "seeks to link 

groupa that are potentially in conflict so that they rnay anain viable, sustainable, and 



effective solutions to their cornmon problems through dialogue and negotiation" (p. 19). 

Using M i c b l  Foucault as a reference Stringer described how assumptions fomd in our 

language and everyday lives shape our understanding, concluding that participatory 

research is therefore a search for new meanings. 

Participatory research incorporates three components, research, education, and action. 

Stringer (1996) simplified the process in cycles of look, think and act, which he termed 

the "basic routine." These wmponents are interactive and cyclic as they combine to 

create an experiential methodology (Fals-Borda, 199 1 ). In this aspect, the political 

dimension is acquired as the experience extends fiom the micro to the macro level. 

Throughout the process, the components are liaked, based on the cycle of reflectioq 

infonned action, and changed r d t y  (Smith, Pyrch & Lizardi, 1993). This leamhg cycle 

leads to praxis: a conscious integration of theory and practice. 

The requirements of the participants chose the rnethods in participatory research and 

these needs may Vary throughout the research process. This diversity discourages a 

prescriptive research design and irnpedes the consistency that outsiders may desire in 

order to analyze the potential application of this methodology. "The preferred way to 

communicate the practice of [partxipatory research] seems to be through the description 

of achial cases" (Reason, 1994, p. 329). The intent is not to generate and disseminate 

theory, but to commrmicate other perspectives and to illiIminate uncovered distortions 

(Reason, 1994). 

The case studies ciifFer in the extent to which the researcher reported on the actual 

consciousness-raising the research process initiated. Some projects were concerned with 



evaluatuig the action leading to measurable changes (Stringer, 1996) as opposed to 

focussing on the new understandings that the participants acquired (Maguire, 1987). 

The magnitude of these case SRidies varied greatly, nom a d group inqujr to a 

third world development project (Chand & Soni, 198 1 ; MacDonald, l992), as did the 

outcomes. Whereas one t o m  rallied against a corporation, amther women's group 

dissolved fol~owing the exit of the researcher. Concrete action stemmhg fiom 

participatory research included lobbying for social poticy changes or initiating a seFhelp 

group (Cornstock & Fox, 1993; Maguire, 1987). The understanding that 1ed to such 

strategies, a result of criticai dialogue, was the essential element that deflned 

emancipatory changes in the participants. 

For example, a parîkipatory research shidy involving a Healthy Community initiative 

described how low-income families perceived the need for accessible and fiordable 

recreational facilities in their community (Abbott, Blair & Duncan, 1993). With the 

facilitaîion of a nurse researcher, they were able to investigate the availability of such 

facilities. What differentiates this case h m  many other projects was the purposeful 

attention to raising awareness of the participants and other cornmunity mernbers 

regarding the surroundhg issues. uiterestingly, the group discovered there were 

affordable resources in place, which led to M e r  reflection to deterrnine why they were 

perceived as inaccessible. Being involved in the process resulted in suggestions to 

improve the access, and, most importantly, reduced the dienation that many of the low- 

income families felt. 

Using the technique of facilitated dialogue to critique nursing theories in relation to 

practice, study groups of bedside nurses produced collective recommendations for the 



development of a critical nming practice (MacDonaid, 1992). The researcher analyzed 

the data independedy and plmed to use her material as justification for changes in the 

nursing education curriculum. This participatory research dissertation initiated a process, 

which the researcher tenninafed when her needs for obtaining theoretical data were met. 

The author noted that some individual group members did increase their awareness of the 

forces influencing the practice of bedside nursing but there was no M e r  action taken 

A participatory research project, conducted in Nova Scotia, addressed the problem of 

nutritional inequities with women receiving iow incomes (Travers, 1997). The 

participants discovered and acted against a situation they had previously accepted as a 

condition of their social status. Collectively challenging an oppressive organization was 

an empowering leaming experience for al1 participants, including the researcher. The 

study, presented in chronological fonn, descrikd the process with an analysis of the 

major themes. The researcher also provideci a theoreticai discussion in which she 

compared the experiences of the participants to the empowerrnent continuum. 

Role of the Researcher 

The main concem for participatory researchen who are under the constraints of 

acadernic obligations, such as thesis work, is the loss of conîrol that cornes nom a 

research process that responds to the questions arising from other participants. A clear 

problem statement, research plan, and method of analysis are often not available before 

conducting the research. T h e  schedules are unpredictable. Research submitted for 

graduig credits one investigator only, discornaging true collaboration "Participatory 

research is time consuming, demmding, and troublesome" (Maguire, 1987, p. 198). 



Alary (1990) and Maguire (1987) found their positions to be dinicult, as they were 

required to be facilitator, ededutor, and mearcher. The above researchers recomrnended 

additional training for the researcheis role in @cip.tory research. 

The initiai entry period into an unnuniliar commuhity must be planneci for in the 

research design. Suspicions and tensions must be worked out before any collaboraiion is 

possible (Perkins Br Wandersman, 1990). Rural communïties may be cautious about 

interacting with professionais or researchers fiom urban centres. One way to overcome 

this orientation period is to do research in one's own comrnucilty (Dalhousie Association 

of Graduate Students, 1988). Two case studies (Cornstock & Fo& 1993; Maguire, 1987) 

presented interesting observations regarding how easily student researchers were 

accepted by communities in which they had chosen to conduct participatory research. 

The concept of "student" may be less threatening to the established power structures. 

The initiai phase of a participatory research project is one of establishg the 

relationship between the researcher and the community memben involved with the 

project. Fds-Borda (1991) called it "breaking up the . . . subjedobject binomial" 

believing this step necessary to obtain authentic participation (p. 153). The researcher 

must be willing to be part of the struggle of the people (Parks, 1993). Reinhan (1990) 

commented that skilis needed to conduct qualitative research were not highly valued in 

the world of traditional research. These were often the skills of women and others 

without power and iocluded, "the ability to form relationships of trust with people, the 

ability to Men carefully¶ and good verbai and writing skills" (p. 299). In two case 

studies (Brydon-Miller, 1993; Maguire, 1987) the researchers felt that entering the 

community was a major step, and the separation between researcher and mcipants  was 



never fully bridged Other studies reported that the role of the researcher remained 

detache4 purposefiiuy, as the researcher planned to eventually exit (Perkins & 

Wandersman, 1990). 

Greenwood (1994) wuneci researchers that many "noms" may be protective, albeit 

distorted and an amount of psychosocial unease may be precipitated if these 

representations are challenged This may be quite disruptive in a heterogeneous group 

with individuals pssessing various levels of power. Any atternpts to deconsiruci power, 

however unequai, may be tmpleasant. A useM metaphor that Greenwood drew is that of 

the "causal onion . . . peeling them can bring tears to the eyes" (1994, p. 17). 

Understanding the research process, making sense of the technical howledge, 

organizuig the idonnation, and docurnenting the analysis usually are the responsibilities 

of the researcher at the beginning of the project However, the long-range plans should 

include sharing the above skills with the group, acting as a resource persoa rather than an 

organizer. Success is defined as the community collectively investigates problems 

without relying on extemal experts (Cornstock & Fox, 1993). 

Fais-Borda (1991) and Alary (1990) have described the participatory researcher's role 

as an "animator." The animator is a socialiy conscious individual who has the ability to 

stimulate self-reflection and social analysis in groups. As the group develops and 

establishes mlmial trust the anirnator promotes leadership fiom within the group 

mernbers. 

in preparation for the role of researcher, using participatory research methodology, 

during the pst year 1 completed training and education in communication skills and 

group facilitation. My experience in Public Health provided additional training in adult 



education and counseling. 

Communitv Health Boards in Nova Scotia 

Interestingly, the d e  predicted for the Community H d t h  Board ( C m )  has evolved 

over the past three years. The original document that outlined reform in Nova Scotia, 

"Nova Scotia's Blueprint for H d t h  Systern Reform" ùicluded mental health, continuhg 

care, public health, and addiction sewices as being partidy detennined by the CHB 

(Minister's Action Cornmittee on Health System Reform, 1994). The CHBs were to be 

responsible for planning, coordinathg and authorking the fiinding of al1 primay hedth 

aue services, such as outpatient clinics, nutrition programs, well-baby clinics and health 

education services (Nova Scotia Department of Health, 1995). The CHBs were not to 

deliver services or employ health care providen (N.S. Task Force on Primary Health 

Care, 1994). The functions of the CHB remained obscure as people tned to interpret the 

role of the appointed Regional Health Boards, Bill 95 ( 1994), and the role of the 

Department of Health Systems Reform Branch (Nova Scotia Department of Health, 

1995). In the pend from November 1994 to the present, the activities involving the 

Digby and Area C m ,  the Digby community, the Western Regional Health Board 

(WRHB) and the Department of Hedth have been chronicled (See Appendix C). 

In tracking the Department of Hedth's publications, the CHB was seen to be iess 

instnrmental in the actual responsibility of providing p r i m q  health care services as t h e  

went on A document issued April 1996 stated "they will assess local health needs, 

develop plans to coordinate primary health care, and idenafy ways to improve the overall 

health of the cornmunity" (N.S. Department of Hedth, April 1996, p. 6). 

The Western Regional Health Board has instnicted the CHBs to submit a cornmunity 



health plan to the regionai board '%y feeding into the Regional Heaith Plan, your 

comme@ hedth plan will help the regional Health Board and the Department of HeaItb 

use resources effdvely at the local, regional, and provincial levels" (N.S. Department of 

Health, 1997, p. 5). The emphasis is on the provision of a plan to a larger decision- 

malcing body, which reduces the CHE3 to the position of being an advisory council. 

This thesis was conceived on the premise that community development is the 

foundation of health reform and "CHBs shouid also be the m g  force behind 

community development" (Minister's Action Cornmittee on Health System Reform, 

1994, p. 28). The orientation binder presented to new CHB mernbers describecl the 

responsibility of CHBs in Yostering community development that encourages people to 

actively participate in local health planning" (N.S. Department of Health, 1996). 

The Nova Scotia CHB membership includes health professionals. This tactic has 

failed in past local health councils, resulting in the recommendation that health 

professionals representing agencies be prohibited fiom becoming board mernbers (Piette, 

1990). British Columbia's health plan refbsed to allow professionals to participate on 

boards if they were employed by any agency govemed by the board, thereby excluduig 

the majority of health care providers (B.C. Ministry of Health, 1994). 

Setîing 

The site chosen for this research project was an English speakuig d Southwestern 

Nova Scotian commUflj.ty that had initiated a community hedth board. 1 based the 

criterion for selection on my fhliarity with the culture of this area therefore easing my 

entry and acceptance in to the field. 

The Digby and Area Cornmtmity Health Board represents Digby t o m  and 



municipaiity. This involves a population of about 1 1,540 with about 80% of the 

population living in the ruml areas. The high Ievels of unemployment average 15.4V0 and 

17.2% of families are considered low inwme (Nova Swtia Department of Finance, 

Staîistics Division, 1996). With the reduction in the number of fishing vessels and the 

closure of the Canadian Forces Base, Cornwallis, the population has declined According 

to the census of 199 1, the rate fell6% in the previous five years. Digby General Hospital 

has undergone extensive changes in the p s t  ten years. It no longer provides NI surgical, 

obstetricai or intensive care services, currently acting as a 28 bed primary level 

community health hospital with 24-hour emergency services. 

Ofiginally, I had rejected the notion of conducMg this project with the Digby CHB, 

as Digby was the area that 1 lived and worked in. Throughout the course of this study, 1 

was the Clinical Site Manager of the Digby General Hospital. 1 based the origuial 

research proposal on the notion of working with a neighbouring conimunity, a direction 1 

supporteci until 1 began the actual project Through ongoing participation with the Digby 

and Area Community Health Board Steering Committee, wfiile waiting for the board 

formation, 1 entered the field and established a relationship based on my role as a 

researcher. Mer  consultations with my thesis committee mernbers, administrative staff 

of the Western Regional H d t h  Board, other participatory researchers and rnembers of 

the Digby and Area Community Health Board I decided to work with the CHB in Digby. 

The issues raised by doing research in one's own community are M e r  discussed in ths 

chapter and in Chapter 5. 



Participants 

The Dinbv and Area Communitv Health Board The 15 mexnbers of the Digby and 

Area CHI3 were volunteers thas responded to an advertisement mailed to every household 

in the catchment population. M e r  an orientation meeting held October 30,1996, only 16 

people were willing to serve on the CHE One person was asked to remain an alterne. 

Geogmphically, the membership is representative. The IS members hclude nine 

females, five health care providers, and six retirees. The ages range fkom 35 to over 70, 

with the average age king aromd 53. AU members had previous experience as 

community volunteers. 

The researcher. In order to produce honest research it is necessary for the researcher 

to locate herself, by acknowledging her values and assumptions (Kirby & McKenna, 

1989). My experience as a Public H d t h  nurse pracficing in a low-socioeconomic rural 

Nova Scotian community provided a wntrast to the cornpetitive, fast-paced childhood 

that urban Vancouver afforded me. 1 welcomed the slower lifestyle but what 1 mistook 

for contentment 1 soon recopnized as apathy and hopelessness. It was ingrained through 

generations and people did not expect more. 1 was surprised at how the majonty never 

questioned physicians, constantly denounced teachers or politicians, but never attempted 

to do anythuig constructive. Reliance on the government's social system was c o m m o ~  

seerningiy considered a right. Despite this dependence, the people of the niral 

comrnunity have many strengths, including a strong cornmitment to W y .  

A lack of appreciation for the abilities of other community members, especidy those 

who demonstrate powerlessness by passively or violently accepthg theù fate, is evident 

in many situations. My hope was that a local health planning board would become aware 



of the imbdance of power, thus promoting the contributions of ai1 community members. 

One's position in society creates an assumption on the part of rnany other people that 

one interacts with. 1 believe this to be especially truc in rurai neighbourhoods as we have 

the opportunity to know the small nurnber of citizens. Our Society perpetuates the 

assumptions, *ch can prevent equality in relationships. I have simplified and 

emphasized this principle found in critical theory, as it was an essentid factor in the 

perception of '%.ho 1 a m  and did innuence my role with the CHB. Throughout the t h e  

ofthis project, I was the Clinical Site Manager at the Digby General Hospital and my 

employer was the Western Regional Health Board The CHB members spoke neely 

about the local and regional health care systern in my presence and denied any sense of 

conflict when 1 questioned theu cornfort 1 may have felt the role tension more so than 

they dici, as they accepted me as an active participant in ttieir discussions that chdeoged 

the WRHB's direction. At al1 times 1 felt welcomed by the CHB members and privileged 

to be part of their development However, 1 was always very conscious about the 

perception of positional power that the role of hospitai administrator may cany. 

Pre~aration and E n w  

My thesis cornmittee accepted the research proposai in August 1995. Unfortunately, 

the CHBs were not established until December 1996. This necessitated postponing the 

project, resulting in a slightly compacted timeframe. The interim period between the 

proposai approval and the actual implementation was spent with the Digby and Area 

Community Health Board Steering Committee. Though it was not a purposeful tactic, I 

had entered the field. 

The steering commi.ttee received very little direction fiom the WRHB or the 



Department of Hedth, This resuited in long hours of dialogue in which they created their 

own direction The chauperson of the steerhg cornmittee rrçognized the value of the 

discussions m. Jefney, personal communication, October 30, 1996). 

Between September 1995 and August 1996 the steering committee arranged several 

poorly attended public meetings, spoke on the media, aîtended meetings of 0 t h  groups, 

participated in a community needs assessrnent and sent two newsletters to every 

household in the Digby town and municipality. They also met with the two neighbouring 

CHBs to agree upon the boundaries. This action resulted in two additional joint public 

meetings with the Clare and Armapolis citizens. The goal of the steering cornmittee was 

to increase the public's interest in and support of the CHB. Ln August 1996, the 

cornmittee achieved the goal and thqr begm to plan for the selection of the permanent 

CHB mernbers. 

On August 15 1996, the same day planned for circulating the posters requesting CHB 

volunteers, there was a news release fiom the newly appointed Minister of Heaith, 

placing the establishment of CHBs on hold Overheads displaying a series of statements 

issued from the Miniçter's office in bullet form were presented to the various steering 

cornmittees in the Western region. One of the builets contained the following: 

There is no question as to the cornmitment to local input. The &point mandate as it 

relates to primary care planning at the community level will rernain unchanged. It is 

not certain however that the CHE3 structure, as proposed, is the best approach to - 
ensurhg a local level of participation and achieving neceçsary accountability for 

heaîth care decision making in a r e g i o d k d  and decentralized h d t h  care system. 

(N.S. Department of HeaIth, August 27,1996). 



The estabiished community hedth boards or the steering committees in the Western 

region were deflated and 811gx-y. The volunteers had devoted time and energy to a cause 

they supported On August 21 1996 the Westem Region's CE0 contacted the 1 1 steering 

cornmittees and instnicted them to p r o d  The Western Region was prepared to 

develop the CHB structure without provincial legislature. 

This background information is detailed in the preparation for this research as it sets 

the political climate under which the CHBs grew. By the tirne the project was underway 

the integrity of the process was somewhat flawed 

Time Frame and Schedule 

Recognizing that participatory research is mpredictaùle, a general schedule was 

required to establish some guidelines and comrmicate the expected time fiames to the 

CHB and the thesis committee (See Table 1). The period of interaction originally 

planned with the CHB was one year. This allowed for two sets of interviews, 

approximately six to eight months apart, with attendance at board meetings, as approved 

by the commun@ health board, during the period of the study. 1 requested a period of 30 

- 45 minutes, following the k t  set of in te~ews,  at a CHB meeting for the 

dissemination, validation, and discussion of the results. 

In participatory research, the steps normally delineated in a research proposal are 

fused. Creating and collecting data or knowledge is ongouig, as is analysis and problem 

construction. Wallerstein and Bernstein ( 1988) have simplified the empowement 

education strategy designed by Paulo Freire into three stages: (a) listening, (b) 

participatory dialogue, and, (c) action or envisionhg changes. These steps provide an 

outline for this study design. 



Li stening 

The listening stage is rnultifhceted in that the researcher listened to the views of the 

participants in their personal interviews and their dialogue with each other, as well as the 

considering the context. The participants were also listening to their community 

members and to the environment. This process unearthed the felt needs or issues of the 

community 

Inte~ews.  In many of the participatory research case studies reviewed in the 

literahire, reresearchers began with personal inte~ews building rapport and encoumghg 

the intewiewees to self refiect. A one-to-one interview may increase a person's self- 

confidence, if the researcher shares in the value of the intervieweers experience. The 

perception thaî one's contribution is meaningfid may be the incentive needed to 

encourage participation. The most effective method to develop the rapport and trust is 

through a conversation, rather than an interview guide. The inte~ewer must be prepared 

to express some of her or his own personality and listen to concerns that the in te~ewee 

feels are important. 

The i n t e ~ e w s  were al1 approximately two hours long and took place in a variety of 

locations, at oimes muhially convenient for the researcher and participant. 1 held the 

majority of the i n t e~ews  at the CHB members' private homes, which provided cornfort 

and privacy. With consent Rom the participants, 1 audiotaped the inte~ews. The initial 

intewiew included demographics, such as ses age, and occupation fiom most of the 

pmticipaats. 



Table 1. 

Tirne Schedule 

Time (months) Activities Data coIIected 

Listening interviews. Themes identified 

Attending meetings. Codifications developed. 

2-6 rnonths Presentaîion to CHB. Observation notes. 

Participatory Facilitate dialogue. Minutes fkom meetings. 

dialogues IdentiQ mutual research Visuai ai& developed for CHB. 

questions. Journal. 

CHI3 resources 

6-8 months Participate in CHB activities. Meeting notes 

Action or Final i n t e ~ e w s  Journal 

envisioning change Records of activities 

Compiled interview resdts 

8- 12 months Reportlrecord to CKB Record of CHB activities. 

Thesis finished 

As the conversations focused on the concepts of ernpowerment and participation, the 

situations were specific for each interviewee, although a pattern was followed (See 

Appenàix D). I developed the questions based on observations, Merature, and my 

experience in relation to the context of the CHB. 



1 plmed the inte~ews using a dialogka1 approach. "The researcher and the 

participants share control of the process wtiereby knowledge and understanding are 

generated through conversation that is rooted in the participants' pe~s01n.i histones and 

horizons" (MacDodd, 1992, p. 86). Tho@ 1 shared the selection of discussion topics, 

I provided the stimulus necessary for interviewees to identi& and evaluate the validity of 

their assumptions. Using critical questionin& 1 challenged the common beliefs, thus 

promothg reflection. The interview staned with open-ended questions regardhg 

personal experiences of the Community Health Board member that described 

empowement or meaningful participation. The purpose was to iden* the assumptions 

underlying and continue to question in a manner that engaged the participant in an 

exploration of meaning. in my research plan, 1 envisioned the refiective cycle with a 

resulting "ah-ha" for each interviewee (Feather & Laboate, 1995). 

Engaging the inte~ewees in dialogue was not always possible in these initial 

interviews. 0- a criticai question resulted in interviewees asserting their perception 

more emphatically. Occasionally, 1 found it necessary to disclose a personal experience 

in order to encourage rdection. Sometimes, 1 became so absorbed in the stories the 

interviewes told that 1 neglected the i n t e ~ e w  guide. Always, I felt a co~ection as we 

openly acknowledged our mutual goal in furthering the CHB and ultimately the 

community. 

Spradiey (1 979) described a rapport process that develops in ethnographie 

inte~ews. The stages identified were apprehension, exploration, cwperation and 

participation. Working together for a common vision expedited the progress through 

these stages in the i n t e ~ e w s  between the CHB rnembers and myself Several themes 



consistently ernerged in ail of the in te~ews  and 1 did validate and d y z e  these themes 

with CHB members ut the subsequent interviews, afkr the interview rapport process had 

advanceci to the coopemtive or participatory stage. 

Kvale (1996) described the need to ensure transcription validity. 1 transcnbed the 

tapes myself following each interview, adding contexhial notes when applicable. This 

procedure ensured consistency and accuracy. 1 typed the UiteMews verbatim excluding 

long passages that were irrelevant Tmcripts were returned to the ïnte~ewees and 

they were asked to cal1 me if 1 misunderstood any of their comments or if they would 

object to me placing excerpts of their tmscript in the context of my report. 

1 conducted the second set of interviews with the same Community Health Board 

members approximately seven months following the first interviews. Two members had 

left the CHB due to other coillfnitments and one member was not available during the 

tirne of the second inte~ews. The questions focused on the major theme of "making a 

ciifference'' and explored how each member experienced the didogical process that led to 

the joint CKB vision. I also asked each penon was how the collective vision and values 

supported their personal values. As the purpose of this i n t e ~ e w  was to gather specific 

information, the majority of the questions were direct (See Appendix E). 1 took notes 

rather than audio taping the i n t e ~ e w  as three of the informants requested telephone 

interviews. 1 compiled the answers to these questions and disseminated the results were 

to each member. 

The written recordings of the CHB sessions 1 facilitated and the parûcipant 

observation notes produced data. 1 wrote the salient points sternming f?om the dialogue 

and group activities in a simple handout form and distniuted it to d l  CHB members 



w i t b  two weeks of each meeting Group discussions were not audio taped as 1 had 

origindy pianned due to poor s o d  qdity.  In addition, the CHB members intertwined 

their business into the discussions, which creafed a concem regardhg confidentiality. 

As iistening is ongoing, 1 kept a pnsonal journal to record experiences, observations 

and impressions. Rodgers and Cowles (1993) lsbeled such data collection as personal 

responre doczunentation The authors recommended compulsive recording and suggested 

establishing classifications of contextual, methodological, and analytwl documentation. 

Rather than dividing the journal entnes into the three ciassifications 1 preferred to first 

write in a narrative form and then highlight the categories. 

Particimtorv dialogues 

The process of "decoding" involves analyzing the issue, through dialogue, moving 

beyond the personal meaning to a social analysis. Wailerstein and Bernstein (1988) 

provide a five-point stnitegy for facilitators to use during discussions of the codifications. 

People are asked to: (1) describe what they see and feel, (2) as a group define the 

problem, (3) share similar expenences nom their lives, (4) question why this problem 

exists, (5) develop action plans to address the problem (Wallerstein & Bernstein, 

1988, p. 383) 

Stringer (1996) described the "'basic routine7' and provided a "cookbook" to aid the 

process of interpretatioe The steps are very similar to the Wallerstein and Bernstein 

strategy delineated above yet neglect to include the personal emotive involvement that is 

intrinsic to conscientitation He drew his references fiom the work of constnictivists 

such as, Dension, Guba and Lincoln. Labonte (1993b) disthguished beîween the 

paradips of constructivist and criticai theory by the political nature inherent in critical 



theory. Consûuctivists seek to build a consensual understanding of our naturai lives 

while dissensus in a cntical perspective may create an emancipatory leaming opportunity. 

For community development or participatory action to occur, the research method must 

not stop at a common understanding but must proceed to motivating the participants to 

act on the inconsisteacies they discem. 

The dialogue twk place at two meetings. The CHE3 planned the first meeting d e r  

identifjmg their need to explore theû values and establish a collective vision and invited 

me to facilitaie this session using the themes 1 e-d fiom the individual interview 

data The plan for the six hour meeting encompessed the steps delineated by Wallerstein 

& Bernstein, (1988) and included extensive time for reflectiom. The CHB arranged the 

second meeting in order to extact their vision. Dialogue continued throughout the meeting 

as they worked to produce a community newsletter. 

Action or Envisioning Changes 

The "problem-posing" stage appropriateiy describes this stage, as usualty there are no 

clear solutions to act on (Wderstein & Bernstein, 1988). Discussing new visions, 

expressing hope, logically exploring aiternatives are al l  positive changes. If participants 

recognize small changes, a deeper cycle of reflection occurs, enabling people to 

collectively address greater obstacles (Wallerstein & Bernstein, 1988). The researcher 

can facilitaîe this process with critical questionhg placing some responsibility on the 

participants to act, helping ident* the strengths and reinforcing their sense of mastery. 

in my role 1 contriiuted by suggesting a framework to dispiay their themes, 

facilitated small group activities th& encouraged M e r  discussion and interpretafion, 

and compiled the flipchart lists in order to produce a wntten record. 1 then did the 



cornputer iayout of their newsletter mailed to every househoid in the area 

Data adysis 

1 analyzed the data fhm the interviews to determine the major issues or themes. 

These themes represented the "codesn or tfcodificationsn Freire demibed in his 

pedagogy. The d y s i s  leading to the discenunent of the themes was similar to the 

procedure of chunking categories that constitutes the first steps of grounded theory. 

However accuracy and depth was not of primary importance as the purpose was to 

provide a nuciear issue that will be M e r  analyzed, or "decoded by the group. 

Common themes arose from personal stones or histories involving the commmity, rather 

thm h m  reflections. The technique of creating "generative themes" as described in 

detail by Freire (1  970) and Coover, Deacon, Esser, and Moore (1985) was not employed 

as originally planned. A previous workshop held for the CHB memben had received the 

criticism of having too many "games." The "'generative theme" codifications are often 

presented as plays, pictures or Stones and I sensed the CHB was not interested in t h e -  

consuming activities imposed from an extemal source. 

My original plan was as follows: A cornmunity health board session would be 

allottd to the exploration of themes and the resulting discussion would be analyzed for 

(a) confirmation and expansion of themes presented by the researcher, (b) group critique 

of the themes leading to conscientizution, and (c) any other outcornes. Additional themes 

identified by the participants would "fan" out from the initial issue. 

The CHB did not support the steps 1 designed. The Presenîation of the Findings 

captures the changes in the process. The flexibiiity necessary to incorporate the agenda 

of all participants into the project was essential. in retmspct, the intent of the research 



study, which was to promote an understandhg of empowennent and participation 

tizrough dialogue and critique did occur. However 1 did not drive the dialogical exchange 

and it may have taken place regardes of the pdcipatory research study. 

Initially 1 envisioned a theoretical data analysis occurring with the CHB members. 

On a practical level, this did happen as the CHB memben explored the themes relevant to 

their purpose. The group analyzed the themes fiom the interviews at least twice as their 

individual perceptions of these themes related to a common vision The themes focused 

on by the CHI3 were the concrete categories, such as resources, community involvement, 

health and community development 

Magwe's (1987) account of her participatory research project with vulnefable 

women noted that the women did not l e m  about dohg research Maguire bas published 

a book in which there is extensive theoretical analysis by the researcher based on her own 

experience in the shidy. The majority of the case studies reviewed in the literature also 

included a theoretical anaiysis of the research process by the researcher in the 

documentation. Yet few of the textbooks outlining the method of participatory research 

recognize or place this component of analysis in the method ( S t ~ g e r ,  1996; University 

of British Columbia, Institute of Health Promotion Research, 1995). Throughout the 

research process, 1 found myself analyzing the data in cornparison to my worldview and 

the theories that 1 have been exposed to in my academic background The challenge was 

to weave my personal analysis in the presentation of the findings without seeming to 

"betray'the CHB process. 1 focused the themes on the concepts of empowerment and 

participation. The overall representation of "making a ciifference" surfaced from the 

i n t e ~ e w s  and remained relevant throughout the process. Another theme "doing for" was 



inherent in several of the contradictions articulated in the dialogue regarding the role of 

services and pro- in promoting health. 

The resdts of the CHB meeting, in which the anaiysis of the themes occmed, were 

typed and retunied to the CHB members. An additional meeting m e r  explored the 

expanded themes or issues, resulting in action 1 also recorded this meeting and issued 

printed copies to al1 CHE3 members. In tum, they distrihieci the issues they had 

researched, analyzed and agreed on by consensus to the cornmunity for validation. 

After the second set of interviews, 1 cornpiled the results of that questionnaire, 

hoping to present them at the last meeting 1 attended However, the members had a busy 

agenda with deadlines requiring attention. I have included my impression of that final 

meeting in my presentation of the findings. 

Validiîy 

In qualitative research the question of validity is commonly addressed by verifying 

that the interpretation by the researcher coheres with the expenence and understanding of 

the group (Heron, 1988). Kincheloe and McLaren (1994) rejected the notion of validity, 

arguing that tnistworthiness is more appropriate in critical research. One criterion of 

tnistworthiness is the credibility of the research in portraying the pichire accurately. This 

study continuously sought participant comments throughout the process. 

This research project did not presume to produce knowledge that is generalizable to 

other situations and contexts unless the participants, themselves, undenvent changes to 

their cognitive process, enabling them to transfer this insight to new contexts. Viewing 

validity in this light is captured in Lather's dennition of catalytic validity: "Catalytic 

validity points to the degree to which research moves those it studies to undentand the 



world and the way it is shaped in order for thern to transfomi itw (cited in Kincheloe & 

McLaren, 1 994). Self-understanding and self-determinaton affim vaiidity. 

Throughout the pmcess, 1 shared the findiags and interpretations with colieagues, 

fiiends, and other community members. m e r  participants did the same as they sought to 

confirm the issues they had identified with other community membea. The CHB 

members vaiidated the vision statement and identified issues but they were unable to 

elicit the community input they sought. We recognized that silence might, at times, be 

considered a 5 n n a t i o ~  as waitiag for consensus may be pralyzing. The final i n t e ~ e w  

questions provided an indication of the agreement Jxtween al1 individual participants and 

the joint vision that we had developed 

The continuing integration and cornparison of literaîure, other research, and reports 

from other sources pertaining to the topic or its social and political context increased the 

accuracy of the our interpretations. The CHE! memben received reports, articles and 

attended meetings with other neighbouring CHB members. Sharing experiences was a 

fom of validation, especially as we diçcovered through informal communication that 

other CHBs were undergoing similar vision-building processes. 

Validating my theoretical analysis at the board level was not successful in that it 

evoked little "specid" consideration. The CHB members reviewed my personal diagrams 

and themes with the same interest displayed for each other member's ideas. In fact, 1 

experienced the results of overcoming one of the contradictions that ou. culture normally 

supports. In establishing equality, 1 lost my position as an "expert." 1 did not receive any 

indication that others disagreed with my thoughts, rnoreover, my points did contribute to 

the collective views that created the CHB vision, but there was no interest in conducting a 



theoreticai discussion. 

The Report 

Producing the research report was my responsibility, as an academic requiranent. If 

the centrai purpose of participatory rrsearch is to benefit the participants, then should 

participants directiy benefit fiorn the report? Hearing that some of her group felt 

betrayed upon reading her report surpriseci Brydon-Miller (1993). She hcluded her 

personal theoretical d y s i s  in the documentation, resulting in the description of the 

participants in language unfamibar to them. The participants took exception to king 

portrayed as objects. 

0ripaily7 1 intended to write a thesis that wodd be available to, and readab1e by the 

CHB members. 1 considered Brydon-Miller's story of the participants' reaction to her 

report and vowed to prevent such a representatioa Unrealistically 1 believed the written 

thesis would benefit ail the participants and I would bave the CHB members review the 

document before its final review. 1 planned to write the report concurrently. This did not 

happen. Instead, there was a trail ofjournal entries, CHB notes and the compiled 

handouts prepared for the CHB. CHB members received ongoing records of our 

proceediags and they have beem satisfied with the amount of documentation. Two 

members responded to my offer to share my thesis. Afier submitting my thesis to the 

university, 1 will organize the notes and handouts into a readable form of documentation 

for the CfIB. 

Miles and Huberman (1994) advised researchers to determine wtiich type of audience 

wiil read the report, noting that ofien more than one report is necessary. In reality, my 

written thesis will not directly benefit the other research participants. It is written for an 



academic audience, intending to infuse theory and pst research iïndings into the thesis. 

including a d  quotes fiom participants enhances the validity. Kirby and McKenna 

(1989) recommended weavhg the voices of the participants in with that of the researcher. 

The participants should be able to recognize themselves in the repos As board members 

may aiso recognize each other, I received permission fiom the participants before 

including any quotes fiom the interviews in the report. 

Protection of ParticimntEthicai Considerations 

A letter corn myseK, dong with a project outline, was circulated to al1 memben 

before a meeting in which the ternis were discussed. (See Appendixes F and G). 1 

attended the meeting and received d o u s  approd nom the board memben. There 

were few questions asked 

Al1 members granting individual interviews signed consent fomis (Appendix H). 

The consent fom addressed areas such as purpose of the study, participant expectations, 

potential benefits, &dom to withdraw or refiisal to answer any questions and 

confidentiality- There were no perceived health risks. Approval was received From the 

Human Ethics Review Committee, Faculty of Graduate Studies, Dalhousie University, 

the Western Regional Health Board, the Nova Scotia Department of Health Systems 

Reform Branch, and the principle researcher of the Heart Hedth project currently under 

way in the Western Region. 

1 assigned a code number to each audiotaped interview and erased the tapes after I 

completed the transcription and generation of themes. These themes were common 

issues identified by the participants and could not be linked to individuals. The omission 

of names in the research report does not ensure anonymity, as participants may recognize 



traits, demographic attributes, even patterns of language that distinguish individual 

members. However, confidentiality has been maintaud 

The report bas ethical considerations As the participants came to know each other, 

anonymity was not possible arnong the board members, making the report a potentially 

sensitive matter. nie nature of several discussions was political and opinions were 

encoufaged When deciding whether to include details, especially direct quotes 1 ofien 

had to weigh the use of such information venus the potentiai harm. 



CIfAPTER III 

Presentation of Findings 

Partici~ation and Emuowerment: Individual Perce~tions 

Listening 

Conducting individuai interviews pnor to attending group meetings was beneficial in 

three aspects: they provided data for the theme identification, they encouraged CHB 

members to explore their own perceptions regarding the concepts of participation and 

empowerment, and they fostered rapport between each CKE3 member and myself. The 

laa  point was especially relevant in a srna11 cornmunity, as people tend to know abart 

each other rather than know each other. In estabiishing rapport, we were able to "test" 

Our assumptions, removing the barriers that our status in the cornmunity may have 

created. 

The questions focusing on the concepts of participation and empowerment in relation 

to the cornmunity's health and the role of the CHB resulted in the formation of 

"generative" themes. Generative themes are representations of "cornplex experiences that 

are charged with political significance and are likely to generate considerable discussion 

and analysis" (Keaney, 1989, p. 9). 

Freire (1973) wrote of the contradictions that amse in people's aones, acting as 

catalysts for dialogue. The themes or codifications he described to illustrate this point 

were denved from his work in teaching oppressed individuals in developing societies, 

such as illiterate pesants in Brazil. As with Maguire's (1987) research with women that 

suffered persona1 abuse, the participants' reality served as the contradiction against the 

principles of equity and justice. 



The conversation began with questioning the CHB members about their own 

community activities. 1 then asked them to consider their personal "empowering" 

expenences and relate them to community participation and the anticipated role of the 

CHB in promoting the same. "In Freirean terms, they could begin naming their reality" 

(Maguire, 1987, p. 134). Maguire (1987) described interviews based on dialogue as a 

means of encouraging inte~ewees  to reflect on the "whys" of their lives. Maguire's 

research was conducted with oppressed women, based on the understanding of factors 

leading to personal empowennent. The CHB members fkeely articulateci their 

understandings of the issues, the problems and possible solutions relating to comrnunity 

participation. It became a social anaiysis as they compared their reality, their perceptions 

regarding other citizens' circumstances and their understanding of conditions that foster 

health. 

The CHB members represented people who had experienced the process of 

empowerrnent. As individuals they displayed quite similar understandings of community 

involvement, and al1 had confidence in their ability to contribute to the health of their 

community. There were few glaring contradictions arising fiom the interviews. 

As 1 wntinued my conversations with the individual CHI3 mernbers, 1 realized the 

fia cycle of reflection was my own. It was humbling to find my own assumptions were 

in need of "deconstruction." As individuals, the members demonstrated their insight and 

awareness regarding the strengths of their cornmunity and the potential for the 

comrnunity to address the root determinants of health. 1 had assumed that only health 

promotion "experts" knew about the detexminants of health. 



The generative themes were identified and prepared in a format to present to the CHB 

in order to initiate dialogue. In order for participatory research to have economy in 

conduct and reporûng, the data is presented as the agreements and disagreements that 

arise tiom multiple sources in each reflective cycle @ick, 1996). In the presentation of 

findings 1 have grouped the themes derived fiom the individual i n t e ~ e w  data as they 

relate to the research questions orïginally proposed. Under each heading, 1 summarized 

the agreements and disagreements that amse between the CHB members' i n t e ~ e w  data. 

Partici~ation. 

A central theme soon emerged fiom every personal account of "participation." The 

stories people choose to tell included the aspect of a "felt" contribution. These were 

positive, successfbl expenences ocaimng at individual, interpersonal or even political 

levels. 1 labeled this theme "making a difference." 

Participants identified the concept of participation From three perspectives, 

personally, in relationships and at the cornmunity level. Personally, members described 

situations where they participated in activities that provided them with skills or 

knowledge that enabled thern to act on their own behaif One member explained how he 

researched the local interagency in order to use it as a resource. "That is when 1 decided 

it might be a good idea to get into it and participating more deeply and learning 

everything 1 could find." 

Helping others provided personal satisfaction for several CHB members. Comments 

such as, "1 like to visit and talk to older people who get lonely and take them something 1 

have made" represented "making a dflerence" on an individual level. Several of the 

CHB members recognized the benefit of a one-to-one interaction as a strategy for 



increasing community involvement by members. Participating with other people formed 

the basis of heaithy relationships, as was noted by this CHB member. 

1 used to be a big believer in programs, setups and 1 am not saying these should not be 

done, but 1 think most of what works, or at Ieast we have seen work at the centre is 

the relationships. 

A rural environment was appreciated as a factor that promoted relationships and 

encouraged participation. "1 think with the rural community you have more caring 

people because there are not so many of you and they are interested in you and your 

health and well-being", was a statement that expressed the sentiment echoed by one half 

of the respondents. 

Every respondent identified factors negativel y affecthg relationshi ps. They included 

poor self-esteem, severed family ties and the expectation to be handed everything. 

Comments such as "1 think what we have is a 'me' generation" or "The people need to 

learn to put back into the system instead of always just taking out of the system" were 

expressed by several members. 

Stories about participation also demonstnited the leadership abilities of the CHB 

members in organizing community groups and activities. Al1 of the CHB members had 

at least one successful experience as a group leader, organizer or facilitator. When 

members were asked why people fiom "vuinerable" populations were not on the 

community health board, they indicated the need for a wider representation by statements 

such as, "Right now everybody is a volunteer and maybe when our term is up they can 

look at ensuring that d l  these segments are represented." When probed M e r  as to how 

people experiencing persona1 powerlessness would achieve a sense of "making a 



dif5erenceN by participating on the CHB, ody  one member related this question to her 

own stniggle for participatory competence. Another member alluded to the m d  for 

people to feel they have the abiliîy to conaibute before they are able to participate on a 

community board by sayuig, "1 hope in the fiiture the CHB will help people know that 

they c m  have a say no matter what their background is and in the friture they will want to 

be on the board." 

Many CHI3 members expressed their hstration with the low numbers of people 

participating in community activities. Activities mentioned included recreational, 

educational and political events. They directed their fnistration at both the citizens and 

the established bureaucratic system. In answer to a question pertaining to the reasons 

why the public does not become involved in cornrnunity matters, the replies included 

dependence on social programs or services, discrimination, lack of interest, apathy and 

mistrust. One CHB member said: "Part of it is the mistrust, like obviously the fishermen 

now mistrust the govemment." 

The members readily understood the word "participation." However, the term 

"empowerment" led to a mutual fûmbling with the definition, which seemed to restrain 

the response. M e r  atternpting it in three interviews, 1 discarded the label and asked 

interviewees to expand on their stones in order to exfract the defining characteristics of 

"empowerment." 1 sensed the feelings of accomplishment as the CHB members 

descnbed overcorning an initial challenge or stniggle in the following comments: "We 

work really hard at developing relationships and we do it!" "It was hard to get it started . 

. . . The group was a success but we no longer needed that support." 



Kieffer (1984) in his study of personai empowement, found that success created a 

desire or determination to do more, increasing the participatory cornpetence of people. 

The histories recounted by several CHB members reflected theû growing obligation to 

their community. "Successful in that 1 was able to get it going, yes, and to see the 

younger ones have the same experiences as I did . . . that was the beginning of my 

volunteering in Digby. " 

Exploring a concept that defies a universally accepted definition poses the risk of the 

researcher assurning a standard meaning and applying it to the voiced experiences of the 

participants. AU of the CHI3 members demonstrated qualities of self-detennination, self- 

confidence, critical thinking and the perceived ability to "make a difference." These 

participatory cornpetencies indicated an intemal sense that agreed with my definition of 

personal empowement. Yet, when I asked for specific cucumstances leading to this 

sense of power most inte~ewees were unable to provide a direct answer. 

Without the identification of a clear personal ernpowering transpiration, there could 

not be an application of such an experience to a social analysis. The data Erom the 

interviews did not provide a common understanding of the concept of empowerment. 

Generally, it was difficult to discuss power as an isolated concept. It may have been 

unredistic to expect people who have a long hiaory of participatory successes to 

envision a condition of personal powerlessness. It also may have been threatening, as 

these community leaders rnay have been required to acknowledge that they potentially 

were part of the problem in propagating inequity in the community. 



The rnajonty of the CHB members h t e ~ e w e d  were able to articulate their 

perception of the potential power that communities could unleash if they became 

organized. Comrnents included the foliowing: 

"People are power, so consequently if al1 the people Say this is the way we want our 

system to run the govenunent has to listen to us." 

"We blame whoever is in the elected office and use them as an excuse not to do 

anything . . . any changes are going to be made, then we are the individuals who are 

going to make them." 

The discussions surrounding programs, seMces and education safely addressed the 

concept of empowerment. There was a dissensus between CHI3 members in their beliefs 

of the social system's affect on public participation and empowerment. They W e r  

identified these contradictions in the dialogue session and eventually shared an 

understanding. The cornmon understanding led to the agreement on the pnmary values 

£Yom which their vision stemmed. Building the capacity and increasing a sense of control 

within individuals and the community were the articulated values. Throughout the 

research study these values were never named "empowerment. " 

Heaith care services. The discussions that onginated with the examination of health 

care seMces or programs accented the dichotomy between security and dependence. 

Some members were angry as they condemned the downsizing that took place at the 

Digby General Hospital several years ago. They were very concemed that the flhire may 

bring further reductions, evidenced by the following statement: "We have thought about 

leaving, ody recently. Health and the facilities we no longer have are playing a role in 



that . . . . 1 just no longer fiel secure in this community." Another CHB member 

comrnented: 

The refonn was a great vision but there was nothùig put in place before it went ahead. 

People are left feeling hopeless . . . .It is really scary and obviously people are going 

to d e r  in the short tem. Hopefully in the long term it will not be as bad. 

The notion that "reform" represented reductions in heaith care services was repeated 

in several of the interviews. This respondent had observed the following reactions: 

1 hear that there is anger with the way institutional cut-backs have affected them. 

They are scared, feamil and they don't have the tools to take the place of the s e ~ c e s  

and the people they have been used to. They have no other replacement. 

However later in the interview she expanded her position with the following comment: 

If we dont get panicked by the changes, I see them as being positive. The inevitable 

will take place and people will become more responsible and knowledgeable. They 

will mature and start doing what they should have been doing al1 dong. 

One CHB member disagreed with the need to protect the health care senrices 

observing, "People are saying there is no doctor at outpatients. And 1 Say, 'Well, you 

probably didnt have to go anyway."' 

Several CHB members referred to the curent home care seMces negatively in their 

discussions of programs. In order for citizens to acquire information and tools so that 

they cm claim more responsibility for their health, changes in relationships with health 

care providers are necessary. The cornmunity should detennine home care and 

complementary health care needs by involving the citizens in the planning. One member 

claimed that unqualified caregivers were being assigned to il1 people while another noted 



that the seniors d l  felt as if they were on their own and unable to cope. He suggested a 

daily visiting program. 

Promams and education. Some respondents viewed educationai or semice programs 

as the answer to problems such as teen pregnancies, clmg abuse or unernployment, while 

others viewed them as resources to be utilized &er determining the solutions. These 

defining criteria represented the contrapositions that led to dialogue. Quotes &om CHI3 

members that indicated the need for more programs included the following: 

"We need a program of some kind to make that person realize they have a problern." 

"But there should be more out there for them. Not only the seniors but the children, 

the Young, the teenagers . . . . Where are these kids going to go if there are no 

activities for them?" 

"Kentville and Yarmouth have programs, but rnaybe we could get more in this area." 

Other CHB members dissented aating, "The problem is that there have been too 

many programs and people are dependent on them" and "I dont think the kids know how 

to organize themselves today. " 

CHB members identified the risk of social programs in creating a dependency in 

citizens. Relying on social programs destroyed the fellowship that arose when 

neighbours or families cared for each other. Most of them believed that citizenry was 

adversely afTected by the present social programs. 

Members viewed education as a strategy that would increase people's ability to 

participate or shoulder more responsibility for their own health. Several CHB members 

stated that just providing information was not enough, as there had to be values, such as 

respect, sharhg, and self esteem incorporated into the leaming expenence. They 



identified health professionah as one source of information, from which the public couid 

benefit. One CHB member cynically noted that it was easier to prescribe a pi11 than it 

was to sit down and teach someone, especially if that individuai was not weU educated. 

Al1 of the CHB members were familiar with the terni community development. 

Questions or probes that sought their perceptions regarding the CHB's ability to promote 

community development were generally answered with ideas reflecting the notion of 

community mobilization and uicreased public involvement. Members expressed the need 

of the Digby community to regain a sense of local control. How to achieve this sense of 

control was considered somewhat problematic. 

Though the exact roie and function of the CHE3 was unclear to al1 members, most 

echoed the sentiment that, individually, they were going to promote a heaithy 

comrnunity. They spoke of being role models, communicating their values, and 

demonstrating their appreciation of fellow community members. One of their biggest 

challenges was to increase community involvement. Several members described their 

success in expanding cornmunity participation by issuing personal invitations, as 

illustrated by this comment: 

We found that once it got underway that people started to Say, "Oh 1 c m  do that". 

And it has really worked itself out to help the community. People need to be 

encouraged, as there are not the things provided that there used to be . . . . We dont 

have any trouble getting people to help with things, like the meals. I find that it is a 

way not only to involve the dropin centre but also to involve other people. You cal1 

them for help. 



The CHB members expressed a desire to form a collective voice. Some identified the 

need to increase their confidence in order to speak out. Building their collective strength 

and establishing legitimacy in the cornmunity would be a slow process. Several members 

stated they were prepared to wait for a two to three year period before they were really 

accepted and functioning as a decision-making body. One member stated, "1 have 

learned not to see any results fast. Even if the government backs d o m  and does not 

recognize community health boards, 1 am ail1 going to stick around. I'll become an 

activist. " 

Moa of the members recognized the urgency in establishing a legitimate position and 

a trusting relationship within the comrnunity. How to achieve a presence in the 

community was not clear, as indicated in the following: 

I guess just being there is how it will work. After we get our pictures published 

people will be able to stop us on the Street . . . . That is where we will impact . . . . If 

we are visible in the community and people will corne to talc to us we cm help them. 

But they need to know us as people before they will do that. 

The CHB members sought legitimacy firom the community rather than the province. 

The legislation for the regdation of community health boards denied in August 1996 by 

the Minister of Health was not considered a handicap. The cornmitment to the 

community rather than goveming bodies is in line with the results of the survey 

conducted on regional board members by Lomas, Woods, and Veenstra (1996). There 

were virtually no statements indicating a need to be accountable to the WRHB or the 

Department of Health. Iastead, several CHI3 members identified the need for the WRHB 

to support and shift control to the CHB. 



Governrnent. There was a general sense of mistrust in the CHB members' regard of 

the government. They described it as being too big, too bureaucratie and too full of 

rhetoric. One person clearly stated the CHB was being deliberately set up to fiil and 

another cornrnented on the possibility that CHBs would be scapegoats if community 

development failed to happen. The WRHB was linked to the government. Comrnents 

opposing govermnent's interference included the foilowing: 

I am trying very hard to be positive in thinking that they have chosen us to do a job 

and they will let us do it. 1 dont care if we have their support as long as they don? 

tell us we can't do what needs to be done. Ifthey nit us loose and it's sink or swim 

then we will swim. 

In sumrnary, the generative themes representing participation, "making a differencg " 

and empowerment, a local sense of control and capacity, revealed a high Ievel of 

agreement between al1 the CHB members. It was startling to discover such coherence in 

their perceptions of accountability to the community, mistrust of the govemment and the 

mutual desire to work as a team. 

The membership of the CHB consisted of five health care providers, al1 employed in 

various health sectors in the community. Participation on the CHI3 was strictly on a 

volunteer basis and there was no recognition that members were representing their 

profession or employer. Only one person was employed in acute care, and the majority 

of her work was conducted with ambulatory clients. Interestingly, with the exception of 

this one person there had been no expression of interest towards the CHB by hospital 

nurses or other personnel, despite holding the CHI3 meetings at the hospital. 



There were no discernible differences in the responses in the individual i n t e ~ e w s  

from the health care professionals compared to d e r  people except in the use of technical 

language. Their understanding of empowerment and participation was congruent with 

other CHB members. 1 also did not witness the domination of the health professionals in 

the discussions or decision-making at the CHI3 meetings. 

The other themes, which gave rise to tangible examples, such as programs, services or 

education, indicated some areas of disagreement arnong the CHB members as to the 

affect of these s e ~ c e s  upon the health of citizens. Some members described the need for 

additional programs but neglected to Say why. 1 sensed that, to some members, services 

and programs, especially medical, represented security, status or even control. Five of 

the in te~ewees  believed that the govemment decision-makers unjustly treat rural 

communities, as evidenced by the recent losses in heaith w e  services. Yet, conversely, 

four other CHB members blamed programs and seMces for the creation of dependence 

and apathy in many of the citizens of Digby. With the exception of emergency medical 

s e ~ c e s ,  the programs described as being desirable in this community addressed issues of 

social, emotional or physical well being. Exarnples included smoking cessation, fitness 

programs, and family counseling. 

The literature voiced a fear that it may be as dificult for citizens as for doctors to 

shie fiom health care provision to health promotion (Marchand, Durocher, & Tousignant, 

1996). This concem was shared by one CHI3 member who said, "1 think the biggest 

obstacle is getting the CHB beyond sickness care. 1 suspect that is what people are going 

to respond to." The i n t e ~ e w  data did not support this supposition. Shinyei (1997) 

i n t e~ewed  six members of community health boards in the Western Region of Nova 



Scotia and found five people understood h d t h  refonn as being compatible with Nova 

Scotia's Blueprint for Healîh System Reform. Ody one member linked health reform to 

hospital reduction. 

Freire (1 973), Maguire (1 987) and Travers (1997) described how the researcher 

initially collected information fkom the other research participants in order to learn about 

the participants' worldview. A "learned powerlessness" shaped their subjectst reality. 

The CHB members did not represent a similar population My nndings indicated they 

were ail "empowered" at the personal level, and, individually, they were able to reflect 

beyond their personal situations to a social level. It becarne a challenge to rethink how 

the Freirean educative process could benefit this group of people. My journal entries 

during the penod of interviewing and analyzing the data indicated my confusion. I 

repeatedly asked, "1s this participatory research?" 1 was the only person who appeared to 

leaming at this point. The CHB members did not display an interest in my results 

aithough they did consent to my request for permission to present the themes to them 

during one of their regular board meetings. 

Before 1 was able to facilitate the planned session, an incident occurred that presented 

an opportunity for a "reflective cycle." As it contributed to the research cycle, I have 

included it in my narrative. 

Learning From Action 

1 planned an educative session based on a facilitated discussion of the themes. The 

objectives of this dialogical session determined solely by myself, were to share common 

views regarding participation and empowerment, challenge some of the disagreements 

that arose in the generative themes and begin to critique the current heaith care system in 



order to ide- barriers that must be overcome. 1 based the format on the five-point 

strategy (Wallerstein & Bernstein, 1988) described in Chapter II using "making a 

difference" as the generative theme representing participation. Fanning out from the 

i n t e ~ e w  data were the "codes" or contradictions, under headings such as, who we are, 

what we do, what we value, what we said about government, s e ~ c e s ,  programs or 

education and how can we make a dserence. 

The first step was to obtain consennial agreement from the CHB members on the 

"making a dflerence" theme. Not oniy wouid ulis validate our mutual understanding but 

also it would defme the level of participation that the CHB was reaching for. When the 

CHB members compared the current status of the health of their community citizens, the 

effects of societd systems and the goal to increase the level of participation they wouid 

start to identiw areas that require changing. My journal en- of March 10, 1997 

described the following: 

There I was, with the perfect presentation, clear, simple and thought provoking. It 

should have led to a round of dialogue that would enable the CHB, with their 

heightened awareness, to develop and embrace the concepts of empowerment and 

participation 1 began to talk and saw some of the members taking notes during my 

overhead display. 1 wanted to lay the background before leaving them with the 

conflicting issues. As 1 neared the highlight of my presentation, in walked Dr. Ross. 

1 wrote the journal entry with irony as 1 realized that the CHI3 members did not have 

a desire to explore their understanding of participation at this tirne, regardless of Dr. 

Ross's visit. They were prepared to listen, even take notes, but unless an issue arising 

firom my presentation comected their leaniing objectives to mine, the process 1 hoped to 



initiate wouid not have "made a dserence" to the CHB. At this point 1 was transmitting 

my knowledge or "banking education" (Freire, 1 970). 

Dr. Ross had requested an audience with the CHB in order to apprise them of a 

possible withdrawal of24 hour physician coverage for the emergency unit at the Digby 

General Hospital. The rural physicians were finding it unreasonable to commit to the 

time demands without an alternate source of remuneration. He explained that with 

adequate payrnent for their s e ~ c e s  the physicians would able to take time OR rest and 

provide a higher quality of patient care. 

Dialorne. M e r  Dr. Ross spoke to the CHB and lefi, dialogue arose. CHB members 

had different opinions on the issues of physician payment and practice and freely 

challenged each other. Their diverging viewpoints informed each other and 1 witnessed a 

thorough analysis of the complex situation. This reai life situation exposed the 

contradictions that had surfaced in the interviews. The CH6 members identified 

systernic factors that they could not control. These included the employment status of 

physicians, fee-for-service incentives, the physicians' role as gatekeepers to the medical 

system and the fact that without a physician on-cal1 the emergency unit in their 

community hospital would close. Factors that could be addressed with local physicians 

stemrned fkom the CHB's hope that physicians would work with them in order to increase 

the ability of people to participate in their own health or medical care. 

1 was very conscious of my employment position and refiained from adding to the 

discussion. 1 did provide facts regarding utilization of the service when requested. In 

addition to focussing on the crisis, they brainstormed for alternate ways to address this 

problem in order to bring about improved relationships with the local physicians. They 



concluded that, given the sensitive politicai nature, and the immediate need for a 

resolutioq they supporteci the demands of the physicians. They also wished to have a 

long-term plan to review how physicians practice in the community. 

Action. The CHB members were active, if not instrumental, in the organization of a 

community protest publicized in the media. It aîtracted the attention of the WRHB and 

the Department of Health. Within a week, a settlement providing hourly wages for 

physicians working in the Digby General Hospital emergency department was 

irnplemented. However, one-haif of the local physicians still refused to be on-call. 

The CHB chairperson, in an informai conversation, informed me that the CE0 of the 

WRHB had indicated the action of the CHB in regards to the physician issue was 

inappropriate. The CHB chairperson had dso received a letter clearly stating the 

provincial level of government deait with matters of physician payment. The chairperson 

disagreed with the WRHB's position, stating it had proved the community could mobilize 

around an issue and it dernonstrated the government's response to the "squeaky wheel." 

Following the acceptance of the physician payment scheme there had been no further 

plans to improve the qudity of physician and cornmunity interactions. Individual board 

members asked physicians meet with them, but the physicians had refused. As one CHB 

member quipped "When they Say it ain't the money, it's the money." Another member 

was indignant, claiming, "They [the physicians] just used us." 

The CHB members demonstrated their ability to dialogue on the issues, act and 

reflect on the consequences following. They were able to critique the medical practice of 

the local physicians in relation to their goal of increasing the public's capacity to be 

involved in their own medical care. However, 1 questioned how many "outsiders" would 



assume the CHB had, as expected, focussed al1 their energy on presewing an acute 

medical senrice. 

The CHB met on Apnl 14, 1997. The minutes of this meeting refer only bnefly to 

the physician smergency service. The CHR reviewed several reports from 

subcomrnittees who had completed various "needs assessments." Two people 

representing a community health centre also made a presentation. 

Following the reports and presentation, the board discussed how they should judge 

and respond to requests Eom community groups. A separate workshop, other than their 

regular business meeting, rnight be helpful in establishing a comrnon tiamework nom 

which to view the gathered material. They determined the themes 1 had quickly 

distributed as a printed handout to hem on March 10 1997 were representative of their 

values. The CHI3 asked me to facilitate a workshop planned for Saturday May 10 1997 

using the themes as a starting point in the development of a collective vision. Research 

questions developed for this workshop were: 

1. How do we, as the Digby and Area Community Health Board envision a healthy 

community? 

2. How do we translate this mode1 into a vision statement that will guide our actions? 

3. What are the health issues in Our comrnunity? 

4. How do we address these issues using the vision statement as a tiamework? 

Partici~ation and Emoowerment: A Collective Understanding 

The CHB members, in a pre-workshop survey cleariy indicated they wanted action to 

stem fiom this meeting. They were inpatient, tired of rhetoric and "white binders" fiom 

the Department of Health, Health Systems Reform Branch. In order assist the CHBs in 



developing their community health plan, a series of 1 1 workbwks were issued with 

instructions to fil1 out the forms. One workbook provided guidelines for developing the 

values and vision of a CHB. 

Stringer (1996) labeled this the "think" component of participatory research and 

described it in the following: 

The task of the research facilitator in this phase of the research process is to hterpret 

and render understandable the problematic experiences being considered. 

Interpretation builds on description through conceptual fiarneworks-definitions and 

hneworks of meaning-that enable participants to make better sense of their 

experiences. It utilizes experience-near concepts drawn from people's day-to-day 

lives (rather than, e-g., theoreticai concepts fkom the behavioral sciences) to clarify 

and untangle meanings and to help individuals illuminate and organize their 

experiences @. 8 1). 

1 found it difficult to apply Stnnger's rational and techniques to the participants 1 was 

working with. They understood their expenences and did not require me to "untangle" 

them. 1 displayed the values reported by the C)IB members in the interviews, added to 

them as instructed until the CHI3 members agreed on the central values by consensus. 1 

was confident in the validation of these values, having heard them repeatedly in the 

formai i n t e ~ e w s  and in casual conversations. The values included a local sense of 

control, community responsibility, trust, respect, relationships, caring, pride, 

cornmitment, and increased community participation. The central issue, as identified by 

the CHB members, was increasing community involvement. Though members had been 

issued my portrayal of participation as " making a difference" they did not consider it to 



be a defining characteristic. They did not oppose ït, but it just did not serve other 

people's theoretical representations as well as it did my own. At this point, we carried 

individuai images of participation and empowerment. The purpose of the first workshop 

exercise was to identie ow personal vision of a community that fosters the participation 

and empowement of its citizens and then to collaborate as a group in order to create a 

collective model. 

The CHI3 members, individually, sketched their "utopia." We defined this as a 

community that fostered the values put forth by the CHB. The members formed small 

groups; each one produced a joint graphic representation of "utopia" (See Appendix I). 

Though 1 did not present the interview themes to the CHB again they did appear in the 

diagrarns and explanations created by the groups. 

Dialogue 

Dialogue was easily facilitated as we critiqued the contradictions between reality and 

the ideal healthy community. The disagreements 1 unearthed in the individual interviews 

surfaced as programs, services and education were identified in the community models. 

The contradictory assumptions those individual CHI3 members stated became topics 

leading to dialogical exchanges. I recorded the following dialectical interaction. 

A: We do not need any more goverment prograrns. 

B: We deserve to have the same seMces as <name of place? We are taxpayers. 

A: What good is a program if no one cornes. We have different needs than <name of 

place. 

B: 1 understand that but why should we have to do without funding? 



A: 1 am not saying we do without fhding-just that we decide where the money is 

being spent. 

B: O.K. 1 see that. I just don't want us to keep giving stuff away. Sometimes when 

we don? take what they offer, we get nothing. 

The comrnon agreement resulting fiom this discussion was that they required 

resources, such as finding, but only if it was part of their solution. Without the dialogue, 

these two CHB members may have maintained two different views regarding govemment 

programs. The CHB rejected govenunent programs that created dependence in 

individuals or controlled the community . 

Relatine the conceDts to hedth. During this period I began to see "doing for" emerge 

as a theoretical representation. Several times during that day 1 heard the phrase, "If we 

don't get this done, they will come and 'do it for' us". The CHB agreed the strength of the 

community had to come firom within. The distinction between programs or seMces that 

enabled communities or individuais to "do it" themselves became a focal point in the 

cntical analysis. The CHB interpreted their understanding of "empowerment" as the 

building of strengths that abound in the Digby area and achieving a local sense of control. 

A healthy community represented one that encouraged the citizens to be involved and 

respected the contributions of the citizens. They described how small successes would 

spur other positive changes. Statements that described a healthy community were listed 

under the heading "Essential Elements" and included the following: 

1 . Individuais and community are strong, capable of making decisions. 

2. SeMces, programs and government fiinding are resources. 



Resources are NOT the cirivers; the individual or comrnunity has the capacity to 

determine their needs. 

The CHB's role is to help build these capacities and help £ind resources that 

support that development . 

Healthy policies. 

Caring neighbours. 

Involving present organizations. 

Increased cornmunity spirit. 

Increased community pride (Digby & Area Community Health Board Workshop 

May 10, 1997). 

We pursued the vision through the nrocess of critical analysis and dialogue for over 

an hour. At times, it seemed we were going around in circles, as we tried to produce a 

vision statement fiom the "sentimental rhetoric" that the above words connoted. 1 sensed 

some mernbers were getting discouraged, the dialogue had abated; yet, the common 

understanding was still too vague. We needed a "theme" that represented our vision and 

incorporated our critical consciousness of the process of community development. 

One member spoke up and reeled off the following statement. "To promote a healthy 

community through the development of the required resources and the encouragement of 

community involvement." The statement was dissected and applied to our understanding 

of a arong community. This group of words represented o u  conscientkation. The 

phrases in the statement were defined as follows: 

"To Promote" - The Digby and Area Community Health Board's role is to facilitate, 

to support the development of our community, including human resources, services, 



prograrns and facilities, thus enabling us to address or deal with the issues that impact 

on our health. 

" a Healthy Comrnunity" - a community that is working together to deai with the 

issues that affect our health. 

"Through the Development of the Required " - building those resources determined 

to be most effective and efficient 

"Resources" - facilities, services, buildings, people, neighbours, prograrns, education, 

elected govemment representatives, etc. - AU are tools or means that enable 

individuals, groups and the community to strengthen, and build the capacity to deai 

with their health issues. 

"Encouragement of Community Involvement" - People need to feel their 

contribution will make a difference in their own lives and the lives of other 

community members. To be actively involved, people must be part of the problem- 

solving process. 

Following the discovery of this vision statement there was a sense of elation and a 

release of energy fiom within the group. Al1 members eagerly discussed how they could 

enact the statement. They reviewed and r e h e d  issues that had &sen at previous 

meetings in comparison to the new vision. Past disagreements now converged with the 

collective understanding. The CHI3 members expressed confidence in the direction that 

they were taking. In 30 minutes, they had outlined their action plan. 

The Digby and Area CHB focussed on the meaning of participation to individuals and 

then discussed how they would foster a community that valued the contribution of its 

citizens. Perhaps in a smail community it is easier to concephialize how changes would 



affect the people as we could easily put names on the faces and relate to the stories. The 

CHB related health to capacity building, recognizing that their first challenge was how to 

increase involvement of people in decisions that wouid affect their own [ives. 1 jotted 

down a two-line conversation in my notes that did not capture my attention until 1 was 

completing my analysis of the finished research study. One CHB member had 

commented, "The healthiest choices need to be the easiest choices" while another CHI3 

replied, "1 don't even think some people are able to make choices." 

1 found it difficult to articulate my reaction to the workshop's outcorne. My journal 

reflects my excitement and 1 noted that 1 finaily felt as if my research was "making a 

difference." However, 1 did not capture, in words, the emotionai wave that came over me 

as 1 shared the vision with these people. 1 sensed the dedication, cornmitment and felt the 

collective strength. 

One of my personal goals had been to explore the concepts of participation and 

empowerment. Members fieely discussed cornmunity participation, defining its role in 

improving the health of their community, analyzing the status of community involvement 

against the optimum and seeking suggestions to increase participation. 

We did not name the concept of empowerment in the joint analysis. Instead many 

CHB rnembers indicated a healthy community promoted citizens to "do it for" 

themselves, supported people in their stniggles and shared in their successes. The 

dialogue revealed an understanding and desire to advance the elements of the 

empowerment process, as 1 defined it. Underlying the verbal exchanges, 1 sensed an 

attitude of optimism and hope. 



1 achieved the goal of initiating dialogue that led to an increased critical 

consciousness for the participants. Focussing on the disagreements in the individual 

perceptions of CHB members regarding the effects of programs, services and education 

provided an application of the strategy of Wallerstein and Bernstein (1988), as outlined in 

the research rnethodology. Participants initially focussed on their personal experiences 

with health programs, cornparing these experiences to statements based on other peoples' 

assumptions. The dialectics carried the dialogue to a general critique of the current 

health care system, resulting in the identification of actions that could influence the health 

system. The CHB disthguished between actions that could be initiated at the local level 

and responses required at the policy making level. 

Action 

The CHI3 members planned another meeting for Iune 9 1997 in order to compile their 

information and assess the health issues of the community. The vision was again 

validated and the values identified at the workshop were listed on a flipchart. 

The Department of Health workbooks depicted a process for the collection and 

analysis of information that would illuminate the community health issues. The CHB 

rejected the process as they had conducted extensive community consultation over the 

past two years. They also opted not to comply with the prescribed workbook format. 

The health issues identified in previous meetings were verified through a 

brainstorming session. Information from other sources, such as past needs assessments, 

was used to check the issues for accuracy and agreement. There was a consensus f?om 

the CHB members that the issues were inclusive. A CHB member noted that some of the 



root causes of il1 health were the antithesis of severd of the stated values. In turn, 

enacting the vision would address these determinants of health. 

Disagreements that created an opportunity for dialogue at this June 9 meeting 

centered not on the health issues but on the rights of the CHB members to represent the 

community. Some members, especially those who had been on the steering cornmittee 

previously, clairned there had been ample opportunity for public input, while others 

expressed some hesitation. How could they eosure the citizens of the Digby area agreed 

with the CHBfs plan to address these issues? Though not aiI members concurred with the 

need to consult the community they decided the citizens required information and access 

to the CHB in case other community members had responses. 

A group of CHB members created the newsletter at our following meeting. They 

simply described the role of the CHI3 in relation to regional health planning, listed the 

issues and included the names and home telephone numbers of al1 the CHB members. 

They extended an invitation for people to cd1 any of the CHB members. The back of the 

newsletter contained several questions and the public was encouraged to answer the 

questions and drop off the sheets at one of three central points. I helped by laying out the 

newsletter on my computer and printing the master copy for them. Every household in 

the Digby area received a copy of the newsletter in the mail (see Appendix I). 

The Research Process: Did it Benefit the Participants? 

The purpose of my final questionnaire was to gather information for my use in the 

evaluation and completion of my thesis. The resuits validated the vision and reinforced 

the commitment by this group of individuals to promote community development. 



The members ail stated they were satisfied with their personal contribution towards 

the vision, and agreed that the values were reflective of their individual beliefs. However 

one member stated he did not think the vision espoused the cornmon thinking of the 

citizens, especially the seniors. 

Three people responded to the question regarding changes in their understanding of 

community participation by using the term "doing for." One person commented that she 

now was begimhg to understand "doing for people is not making them healthier." These 

answers were surprishg as 1 had not shared my "do it for" representation with anyone. 

Two other mernbers stated they were now aware of "capacity building" or "building on 

what we have." 

Al1 members identified ways they personally would promote the vision. 1 interpreted 

this as their perceived ability to advance community empowerment and participation. 

The statements included activities such as share the vision with other citizens, act as a 

role model, and continue to be active on the CHE3 and personally invite friends to be 

involved. In the first interviews the members expressed uncertainty regarding their 

individual role as a CHI3 member and questioned how they could contribute to the group. 

This uncertainty has receded as the CHI3 members al1 answered the final interview 

questions without hesitation and with confidence. 

I did have one disconcerting finding. Out of 12 responses to the question regarding 

perceived barriers to the achievement of the vision, eight CHB members strongly 

conveyed their fear that the WRHB or the Department of Health would interfere in the 

process of community development. Possible examples of interference descnbed by the 

CHB members included, demanding regional conformity, limiting community 



innovation, restricting CHI3 decision-making, and emp hasizing the completion of tasks or 

projects rather than appreciaîing the process. 

At the time of the fust set of individuai interviews, eight months ago, there were three 

CHB members who firmly stated they would disengage fiom the CHB if they did not 

witness certain results. 1 sought additional comments &om these three individuals, as 

they were still active in the CHI3 without having obtained their desired outcornes. 1 asked 

each one separately, at the time of the final i n t e ~ e w ,  why they continued to participate. 

The replies were spontaneous and genuine: the dedication and cornmitment of their 

fellow board members had fueled their hope and optimism. However, one penon did 

caution me that she soon would need a sign of support fiom the WRHB. 

1 aiso asked five members, informally, following the last interview, what was theîr 

impression of the May 9 1997 workshop? Al1 five had shared my sense of a common 

understanding, almost a group "bonding" that arose afler the vision was articuiated. One 

person called it "the big ah-ha." Another observed it was "pretty intense" while someone 

else remembered feeling "quite low and al1 of a sudden things just took off." 

I presented a handout of the compiled result to the CHB members at their meeting of 

August 26 1997. There was no discussion, but 1 was not disappointed as they had a busy 

agenda, begiming with a presentation h m  a cornmunity-based organization that 

provided seMces to pregnant women with low incomes. Before attending the meeting 

the presenter was provided with the CHB's vision statement and a lia of values and 

community health issues. The CHB requested that she direct her talk to the means her 

organization had to address the issues and contribute to the vision. The CHI3 was not 

focussing on what others could "do for" their community, rather they wanted to hear how 



others would facilitate the development of the Digby citïzens. For example, the presenter 

descnbed how several of their saiaried caseworkers had been previous clients. 

The WRHB assigned the CHBs the onerous responsibility of developing a 

community health plan. From the plan wodd stem a "project" for which funding had 

been assured. 1 listened to the CHB members discuss how the latest events were at cross- 

purposes to their vision. In order to complete the assignrnent the WRHB hired 

"assistants" for the CHBs. The qudifications for this job included a Masters degree in 

Health Education. The CHE3 members openly achowledged their sense of inadequacy, 

as an "expert" was now required to determine the needs of their community. One 

member comrnented, "we are only puppets on a string." 

At this meeting members proceeded to wmplete their action plan and set timelines. 

They had established a process, facilitating meetings in the community and comecting 

various groups that were contributing positively to the identified health issues. Originally 

this process was their plan, but now they implernented it as a means to consult the 

cornrnunity in order to create their plan and project. Cornmunity participation may be 

decreased if consultation is the process rather than collective action (Martin, 1997). At 

the time of this last meeting, several CHB members confided that they were confused as 

to what the plan would be and how it would be implemented. 

Definine Community Particioation and Em~owerment 

The findings, as presented above, address the research questions only if we share a 

unifonn definition of the concepts of participation and empowennent. 1 established my 

own definition of participation and was confident that it represented the concept in each 

of the initial individual interviews. I defined participation as purposehl involvement in 



an activity that was perceived as "making a difFerenceW in one's own life or the lives of 

others. Comrnunity participation was the community's capability for fostering nich 

meaningfùl involvement for the citizens. 

The definition of empowerment remained elusive throughout the study. Participants 

even acted out their impression of empowerment by pointing to their own body and 

saying, "You know, it cornes f?om here. " How could 1 capture that definition? 1 have 

defined comrnunity empowerment as the capacity ofa community to define its own 

problems, solutions and to a d  on them. niat does not preclude the need for resources. It 

is through a local sense of control and ~e~determination that citizens will find 

participation meaningful. 

The CHE3 members, individually, comprehended the concepts of padcipation and 

empowerment similarly. Their understanding of health related to issues of comrnunity 

development and not to a perceived need for increased sickness cares services. They al1 

identified the need to develop the assets of their community, inciuding the citizenry. In 

the group dialogue, they leamed that this was a collective goal, which served to 

strengthen their personal vision and determination. They demonstrated the ability to 

critically analyze situations, act and then reflect on the outcomes, creating experiential 

leaming cycles, in order to increase the? understanding of community development. The 

vision statement represented their collective understanding of empowerment and 

participation in relation to the health of the community. 

The nine months in which 1 worked with the CHB members was a learning and 

growing penod for them. They were relative mangers who had corne together to serve 

on a govenunent sponsored board with an unclear purpose. During that time they 



became aware of specific factors that promote or block community development. The 

answers to the final questionnaire indicated they had gained cornmitment as a group and 

an increased consciousness of the need to establish their authonty and gain some local 

control. However they still did not have a clear position on how, or even if, they were 

able to influence the public's perception regarding the value of community participation 

and capacity building. The provincial regulatory legislation withheld in August 1996 

prevented the CHBs fiom having an official position of authorïty in Nova Scotia's 

healthcare system. Though some of the members negated the need for the govemment to 

give thcm fonnal power, this omission may have contributed to the confusion regarding 

the CHB's role in health planning and community development. 



CHAPTERN 

Discussion 

Chapter III presented the Eindings as a chronicle of the research process. The 

narrative described how the CHB members and myself, as the researcher, came to 

understand the relationships between the concepts of empowerment, participation and 

community development Heeding the recommendation fiom Dick (1996). 1 focussed on 

interpreting the agreements and disagreements that arose fiom the reflective cycles that 

emerged during the participatory research process. The foilowing discussion extends our 

understanding and situates it in relation to the literature, past research and curent trends 

in heaith. As such it serves to validate our experiences, providing M e r  questions to 

explore. 

Though the intent of participatory research is not to generate theory I view my 

world as a "researcher," in that 1 tend to test my daily experiences against theoretical 

suppositions. In order to reduce the hidden bias of the researcher 1 developed a graphical 

representation of the conceptual tiamework in which 1 organized the fïndiags and data 

from other sources for the purpose of discussion (See Figure 1). 

Without the firunework, which highlights the concepts I wished to not explore but 

also to promote, the project may have been overwhelming The h e w o r k  prevented me 

fkom neglecting the political aspect of participatory research. This is a significant point 

and is expounded in the discussion on the role of theory. 



+ POLITICAL 

Fiwe 1. Graphical representation of the theoretical framework. 



Particimîory Research Methodologv - 
Participatory resezuch m&odology represented a methodological praxis for me as it 

incorporateci the aspects of theory, practice and personal honesty that 1 felt compelled to 

follow. I stniggied with the dilemma of instilling al1 three of the above components into 

a thesis that met acadernic research standards, clearly narrated the process and tnrthfully 

portrayed how we, as research participantss came to undersîand the concepts of 

empowerment and participation. Two issues that remained especially problematic 

throughout the research study were the role of the researcher and the role of theory. The 

discussion on the role of theory is located at the end of this chapter, as it was only 

towards the end of the research process that the relevance of theory was clarified- 

Role of the Researcher 

Entering the field was a gradual process, starting with my affiliation with the Digby 

and Area Community Health Steering Cornmittee. Although I was a rnember of the 

steering cornmittee, 1 was not a member of the CHB. The CHB accepted me a researcher 

and my role as a member did not become solidified und the time we agreed on the 

vision. Adler and Adler (1987) explored the membership roles of researchen who 

immerse themselves in their field of study. They concluded that in seiving to have equal 

status with the subjects or "going native," the comple&-member-researcher (CMR) role is 

cornplex, sensitive and open to role conflicts. They descnbed how the researcher might 

initially be detached fiom the community members but, as the project progresses, the 

researcher becomes involved to the point where she includes her personal changes as part 

of the phenomena studied My journal notes traced this shift, demonstrated by the use of 



"we" as a pronoun to descrii the CHB members and 1. Before the May 9 workshop, I 

wrote "we" iafiequently, whereas following that &y I became very cornfortable using i t  

The CHB's cnticism of the heaith system divided my loyalties, for 1 am concurrently 

a researcher, a member and a health care professional. Adler and Adler describecl the 

phenomena of conflict between two roles, member and researcher in the foUowing 

passage: 

[Her] research experience was fraught by such "conflicts of consciousness." On one 

hand she felt the need to remain somewhat of a detached, objective and neutrai 

observer in her research role. Yet her membership role demanded active commitment 

and involvement . . . . She felt as if she was betraying the movernent through her dual 

commitment The issue of tKtrayd was one she could not shake, and that came back 

to haunt her in her relations with memben (Adler & Adler, 1987, p. 74). 

The above quote affirmeci my feelings of guilt and divided loyalties. 1 felt uneasy 

during the p e n d  that I compared the outcornes of our research with literaîure and 

theones. 1 tmsted the integrity of the actual research process. The members validated the 

hdings, but somehow applying those findings to theoretical "language" felt like a 

violation. 1 questioned my right to create my own theoreticai conjecture. These 

emotional feeling were shared by other field researchers as evidenced in the following 

passage: 

She experienced a profound sense of betrayai. CMRs have such a strong commitment 

to and self-identification with the group they shidy ùiat they have an especially hard 

time portraying them in the light of the detached anaiyst. They do not want to reved 

the members' secrets and foibles, to hurt them in any way, or (most especially) to 



show them that they thought of them in any way other than the way members think. 

Nearly al1 of these, though, must be done if the CMR is to w d e  a theoretical analysis. 

The final road, then, is particuiarly difficdt for the CMR (Adler & Adler, 1987, p. 80- 

8 1). 

Research Ouestions 

The research questions listed in Chapter I were determineci pnor to the initiation of 

the study. I based the questions on my interests and a perceived gap in knowledge 

regarding the development of people and wmmunities. The methodology was chosen 

due to rny personal need to contnïute, to " d e  a difference," other than advancuig 

theoretical knowledge. Establishing a research question before initiating participatory 

research was the first contradiction 1 encountered. Approaching a group of individuals 

with a request to shidy how they carne to undentand empowerment and participation did 

not create a participatory research study. By remaining responsive and flexible, 1 was 

able to incorporate my research questions into the query submitted by the C m .  After the 

CHB asked me to facilitate their own understanding and articulation of the elements that 

lead to cornmunity capacity building, the research became "participatory" and I sensed 

that my project did "make a difference." 

1 informed the CHB my research purpose and the questions that 1 sought to explore at 

our initial encounter and throughout the process members expressed a polite interest in 

rny academic progress. However, their research questions were the focus of our 

participatory inqujr. Fominateiy, the process of defining their values and vision led to 

their understanding of empowerment and participation as concepts integral to community 

development Posing specific research questions before entering a contract with research 



paaicipants was taking a risk. 1 also feared that my contriiution as to the direction of the 

research process might be viewed as a form of manipulation in order to ensure my 

questions were addressed, 

Participation and Empowerment 

Particimtion 

in conversations, before the workshop that led to the vision statement, the CHB 

members used the word "involvement" to indicate a presence. For example, in reference 

to a public meeting, poorly attended by community members, one penon tiom the CHE3 

said, "There was no wmmunity involvement." Another CHB member described the 

crowd that appeared at the protest agamst the withdrawal of physician services as a sign 

that the community did want to be involved These statements demonstraîed the careless 

use of the word "involvement" Mer  reflecting on their own participatory experiences, 

dl the CHB members articulated their understanding of participation. 

The i n t e ~ e w  data analysis indicated that people considered participation as a 

positive experience when they personally conm'buted to an activity, another person's 

well-being or their own life. The vision defined "involved" as "people feeling their 

contniution was making a difference." Al1 members enthusiastically agreed that 

"encouraging community involvement" was a primary focus in the improvement of 

health in their community. Yet exactly how this would be measured was not discussed 

during the meetings 1 attended The literature also tended to promote the concept of 

participation without considering the how "participaiion" will be evidenced. 

The exact role of the CHB, as a driver of the process of cornmunity developmmt 

mut be determined by the Department of Health, the WRHB and the CHBs and then 



clearly communicated throughouî the province. The concept of participation takes on a 

completely different meaning in a mode1 which delimits the CHB as  a stnicture merely 

representing local communities in the operation of planning regional primaxy care 

services. In this role, the definition of participation h o m e s  public consultation and 

input. 

Abelson and Lomas (1996) coined the expression "voice" or "choice" to represent the 

levels of participation they were presenting. In an article regarding the process of public 

participation in the Ontario District Health Councils, they concluded that the public was 

content to have a "voice" and strategies for service planning should concentrate on 

designing public input processes. 

Ifpromoting "choice" is to be the goal of the CHB, theù strategy must bring into 

focus the experience of individual participation Unless an individual consciously makes 

the decision whether or not to be involved, there remauis poweriesmess or coercion. The 

issue is not measined by numben in attendance, but by personal perceptions regarding 

choices and the anticipted outcornes. The essentid element is the individual's 

perception of choice, control and ability to contribute. 

At the visioning workshop there was a conversation based on how the CHI3 members 

would invite other people in the community to parûcipate in various activities. There 

was an agreement that the CHE3 members could personally act as mentors for those 

people who lacked the slolls and confidence to joie They spoke of widening the circle 

through personal connections. One member said, "We have to ask people how they each 

want to participate. Some juçt like to donate money and crafts. But even with that they 

want you to personally let them know how things are going." This member understood 



how different citizens may constnict their "participation" and appreciated the divenity. 

Another CHB member deviseci his strategy for gathering participants. "Ill just act 

helpless and then after they do the job, IU teil them how wonderfûi they di&" 

Freire defines a "subject" as a human that has "the capacity to adapt oneself to reality 

plus the critical capacity to make choices and to transform that reality. [A person 

becomes an 'object' when he] loses bis ability to make choices and is subjected to the 

choices of others, to the extent that his decisions are no longer his own because they 

result nom extemal prescriptions" (Freire, 1973, p. 4). 

The rapport established between the individual CHB members and myself during the 

one-to-one i n t e ~ e w s  was invaluable in securiag a tnisting relationship. The dialogue at 

this stage centered on who we were and how our worldviews converged on the 

community. In a mal1 commuuity, our social positions or occupational status 

represented a "code" that required deconstruction. The interpersonal skills acquired h m  

my nwsing practice were helpful at this stage of the process. 

The intemiew data produced few disagreements arnong the participants related to the 

concepts of empowerment and participation. Al1 CHB members had developed a level of 

individual participatory competence. Their experiences d k m e d  the RNABC's 

empowerment continuum (1992) and the validated the results of Kieffer (1984) and Lord 

and McFarlow (1990). 

Most members of the CHB recognized empowerment as a fimdament of health. They 

identified components of the concept such as overcoming a challenge, feeling successful 

and acknowledging the sense of achievement. Comments such as this one, " It seemed 



like I was able to help someone now, whereas two years ago someone got me to go to a 

meetingn illustrated the developmental nature of empowerment m e r  members 

compared their own experiences with the health issues found in the community, noting 

"There are some my age who would want to figure out how we get these younger ones 

that have got the children . . . and do the things we did with our kids. We never had any 

money but we had a good time and it was wholesome. " If empowement is a conscious 

process that we enter voluntarily then primary to empowerment is the concept of 

participation. 

The whesion of the respondents' perception of empowerment and participation as 

essential elements of community development was unexpected to me. 1 reflected on my 

reaction and chastised myself Why had 1 imagine& just because 1 had spent days 

researching the concepts of empowement and participation, that 1 was an expert? It was 

because of our common understanding that the research questions determined by the 

CHB wnverged on the concepts I had selected to study. 

Promotinn the understandine of -personal emwwerment A discussion took place at 

one meeting after sorneone suggwted enlisting a youth to be on the CHB, in order to 

ensure representation The use of dialogue as a method to critically reflect on the 

meaning of representation and tokenism allowed the CHB members to explore the whole 

issue of their membership. The members rmderstood how individuals require personal 

empowerment before parûcipating in groups: to do otherwise may only reinforce their 

perception of powerlessness (Travers, 1997). Lnstead of "plucking" an individual student, 

the board established links to seveml youth organizations and student councils. In this 

example, 1 facilitated the discussion, providing information 1 had gathered in my 



research. The fact that I presented such knowledge led to M e r  reflection on the 

propriety of offering "expertise. " 

Professionals and emwwerment Labonte ( 1987) descnid the neeù for 

professionals to develop an empowering practice in which they regard their "clientsn as 

fellow community members, as people capable of making their own judgements. 

"Developmental casework" is the term used to indicate that not only are individuds 

supporteci when they need help but they are also linked to other individuals or groups that 

will continue to increase their growth. This requires that people providing the persona1 

care consciously direct their interactions towards capacity building and the promotion of 

natural support networks. The need to w e  for iadividuals, yet build towards mutual 

support was recognized by the following CHB member: 

1 have worked with Alzheimer's for yean but I know there are some out there who 

havent There is a lady in <name> who really is getting anxious and she is a h d  she 

is going to have to put her Mom in a home and she doesnt want to. I said to her, 

When you are gening redy fiushrated, give me a c d  and I will corne out and give 

you a break' . . . . 1 would like to see an Alzheimer group out there in <name>. 

The CHB is in a position to uncover and nu- these natural networks. They are the 

links to resources, often u~vecognized or appreciaîed in this unique commmity. For 

example, one member observed: 

This foodbank, I think it is alright but still 1 laiow people that would give up 

parcels of land in the summer and sornebody would plow it up so that people in 

groups couid plant something and it would mean everybody, even the kids 

working again too. These young people don't know anything about growing. 



Statements such as  the one above were o h  voiced but quickly disregarded People 

in the commmity assume that the "experts" have investigated such simple ideas and there 

is a good reason why it will not work One CHB was discomged, saying: 

We all have good ideas and some of them don? even cost anything but every time you 

have a good suggestion and go through the chaanels to reach the head, the head says, 

"Oh no we can't do that or it has k n  tried or if it has been done it has not been done 

well enough for us to be aware of" 

John McKnight (1994) accused professionals, under the guise of "good intention" of 

destroying the natural associations that build a community. His theory of commUILity 

capacity building claimed that s e ~ c e  provision is a large i n d m  dependent on the 

needs or problems of others to flourish. M e r  d e s c n i g  two community initiatives, 

which he has been instrumental in fàcilitatiug, he commented: 

1 worry over and over that even the saying of what w e k  saying will be heard by 

people who are mamgers and experts in systems, and that it will be quantified, 

systemized, administered, and dl we will have done is guided the way for them to 

fïnally colonize more of the everyday life of community folks (p. 26). 

Such a statement indicated an assumption no less disernpowering than other 

stereotypes that serve to classi& individuals. The notion that he must "guard" his secret 

for capacity building only senred to perpetuate the d them division that must be 

overcome. Participating in a critical analysis with my fellow comrnmity members 

compelled me to assess the distribution of power in the health care system as well as in 

the community. Leaming about these forces with the CHB dispeiled the myth that I was 

an expert. 



We encountend confusion regarding the benefits or harm of professionals and 

semices in relation to citizen health in the interview data and in the dialogue. There were 

clear opposing opinions e x p d  The dialogue focusing on these contradictions led to 

an understanding that professionals, services and education are necessary, as resources. 

SeMces, or the lack of, were viewed as part of the solution not the problem. Re-g 

issues related to health Gare s e ~ c e  cutbacks in this light provided CHB mernben with a 

sense of ccntrol, eliminating m e  of the p i c  that SUffaced each time a nimour 

circulated Menibers were able to pause and critically say, "OK, what was that program 

doing for us  anyway?" 

Whereas John McKNght implied that health care providen should be restricted in the 

seMces they adrninister in communities, Labonte inserted them as vitai links in the 

development of a community. Before they were able to parûcipate in the development of 

their community, professionals had to becorne personally empowered (Labonte, 1987). 

The CH8 members decided to forge connections with the professionals in the Digby area, 

especially the physicians. One CHB member suggested a strategy that would idem the 

physicians how much the commtmity valued them. Not al1 members were prepared to 

grant physicians such a position of privilege. One CHB member stated, "1 think everyone 

cm be volunteers, professionals uicluded. 1 think everyone can give a small hction of 

their time to make this a better community." Several members tried to arrange to meet 

with individual physicians but there was no reciprocal interest from the physicians. 

The arguments put forth by McKnight and Labonte failed to isolate and highlight the 

heart of personal empowerment and the essentid role of people who carry the image of 

an "expert." ui Freire's portraya1 of the people's stniggle against oppression, he clearly 



identified fktors that continueci to manipuiate or "domesticate" people. One such factor 

was the care provider who assumed recipients of the services were "abjects." In 

"extending" expert knowledge without providing an opportunity for dialogue, the care 

provider was dedaring the ignorance of the recipients (Freire, 1973). Therefore, the 

t'professional" or "experttt can best foster the capacity of other individuais through 

personai dialogue wzth thern, ideally in a position of solidmty. 

Freire's language is remuiiscent of peasant rebellions, which dissuades the application 

to our cunent Canadian health care system. However his conception of oppressors also 

king dehumanized may well illustrate the status some health care professionals, 

especially physicians, have k e n  assigned Freire postulateci that dehumaniration of 

oppressors occurs as they develop the conviction that havtng is a condition of being and 

consequently they no longer me. they merely have. "As the oppressed, fightiag to be 

human, take away the oppressorsr power to dominate and suppress, they restore to the 

oppressors the humanity they had lost in the exercise of oppression" (Freire, 1970, p. 42). 

Freùe defended the essentiality of dialogue despite protests clairning it was too time 

consuming, there were few successes and the oppressed lacked the ability to enter into 

dialogue. In his argument, Freire examineci the societal structures that discouraged 

dialogical interactions and he Iinked the critical wnsciousness arising nom dialogue to 

action based on changing these structures. Freire incorporated the perceptions of 

pefsonal empowennent and group conscientization, as he descnbed the process leading to 

civil reform. h this light, his theory parallels the empowerment continuum. 



The empowerment c o n h u m  (RNABC, 1992) represents a linear relationship 

between the personal to political action "nodes" as does the "spiral" that 1 designeci. The 

CHI3 came together and began as a commmity organization The final questionnaire 

demotlstrated a high level of agreement as to the benefit of the dialogue session in raising 

their awareness of each other and developing their collective vision. The cornmiinity 

organization looks outward, identifyug the causes of suffering and acting as a group to 

challenge those causes, while a small group numires the soul, tuming inward to support 

the participants. Responses fkom three CHB members credited the comection to their 

feilow board memben as a force that sustained their participation. This would support 

the notion that s d l  group development did occur. 

There were published reports available, illusîraîing the potentiai for group 

conscientization in oppressed populations (Freire, 1973; Maguire, 1987; Travers, 1997). 

The focus was on developing the critical consciousness of individuals as they Iearned to 

support each other. Travers described a group of women, who were dependent on 

government social assistance. that worked together in order to transfonn aspects of their 

world by becoming critically aware of social factors that irnpacted on their nutritional 

choices. She described this process as wnsciousness-raising that began with the 

experience of oppression. Maguire noîed that conscientization was on her agenda, but 

not on those of her participants, f e d e  victims of domestic violence. Though the group 

of battered women that Maguire studied with benefited from the dialogue and developed 

a greater awareness of the causes of their own problems they did not gain a structural 

d y s i s .  



The population 1 worked with did not resemble an oppressed sector. They were 

w'bmt, weii-infomed leaders in the community. They volunteered to participate in the 

CHB, confident they were able to contnbute to the hedth of the community. Research 

published on communïty leaders undergoing M e r  empowering experiences is rare. As 

I carried out Vanous unsuccessful literature searches, I questioned whether researchers 

only conducted participatory research with disedhchised groups. The reports 1 did 

locate indicated the participants came to together to research and act on a specific cause, 

such as an environmental concern (Cornstock & Fox, 1993) or to research and act on 

issues regarding their profession (Labonte, 1993b). Tbere was a lack of published 

participatory research studies in Canada and those that were available contained few 

descriptions of the process, as they focused on the outcomes (University of British 

Columbia, Institute of Health Promotion Research, 1995). If outcomes measure success, 

would a vision statement be our sole achievement? 

There were problems translating Freire's mode1 of popular or empowerment 

education to a situation where the subjects were not thernselves in oppressive situations 

and the power stniggles in society were hidden or more subtle than are those in the 

underdeveloped nations, such as Brazil. Labonte (1990) proposed that the North 

Amencan cultural myths of classlessness and individualism prevent the simple 

identification of, and action against dominating forces. Labonte suggested that Freire's 

educative strategy "offers instead the opportunity for relatively alienated 'individuals' to 

redevelop a sense of collectivity. This sense of oollectivity, in tum, is viewed as an 

essential step in the re-creation of communal value" (Labonte, 1990, p. 65). 

The CHB benefited fiom the collective understanding towards their role and their 



vision However the eXpenence of this group extendeci into conscientizaiioa with the 

realization that citizens and communities have the right to determine their own needs. 

Applying Friere's terminoiogy to a specific example, some CHB members came to 

understand that health care consumers have the right to be subjects in their relationships 

with professionals and agencies Though the CHB did not represent an oppressed group 

they dispelled a wmmon rnyth that several members held. 

Aaalyzing the experience of the CHB as a group and commiinity organization, in 

relation to my empowerrnent spiral and in com@son to the other information, created 

another reflective cycle. As a group, the Digby and Area Community Heaith Board 

demonstrated the criteria indicative of a spirited board (Houle, 1989). At the initial 

meetings, those CHB memben previously on the steering committee were able to guide 

the others as they explored their own objectives and converged on the collective vision. 

As an observer, 1 was aware of a communicative culture that respected each individuai's 

history but was mindful of the addressing the community as a whole. Freire (1973) 

identified cultural synthesis as a process that is required before groups can undergo 

conscientization. Cultural synthesis is achieved when people leam fiom, and appreciate 

each othefs diversity and then agree on common goals on which to collectively act It is 

compiired to the process a small goup undergoes as it evolves fiom a self-help group to a 

commmity organizatioa 

The processes of empowennent and conscientization can result in groups acquùing an 

awareness of the forces that oppress them and the power to transform thern. If these 

processes are to be encouraged in a reforming health care system then the CHB's 



response to the physician issue in Digby was a positive factor in their development 

From that experience came a reffective cycle in which their understanding of at Ieast four 

political stnraures was enhanced The CHE3 critically explored the relationships between 

the eiected provincial government, the Western Regional Health Board, the Nova Scotia 

Medical Society and the citizens of the Digby area foiiowing the protest. That analysis 

contribuîed to theu identification of the need for a framework to guide some of their 

decisions, ensrtring the CHE3 supports resources that add to the capacity of the community 

The cycle that resulted in the vision clearly demonstratecl the CHBfs desire to build on 

the capaciîy of the people. As a group, they perceived their own capacity as king 

increased This strengthened their resistance to restrainhg forces. 1 could not locate a 

description or even a story that portrayed what conscientization feels Iike. Does is just 

slowly build or was it the big "ah-ha" that the CHE3 members and myself experienced on 

the &y of the workshop? It was at this point on the empowerment spiral îhat the CHB 

starteci to resist the instructions coming down the bureaucratie channels. Indeed, the 

Chauperson of the Digby and Area CHI3 shnigged off his reprimand from the WRHB 

administration following the CHB's involvement with the physician protest The CKB 

members refused to comply with the procedures for complethg the workbooks, and 

asked if they could have the fun& iastead of the "assistant." When they were bound to 

accept the assistant, they quickly organized their meetings without waiting for her. The 

chairperson told me that he challenged the WRHB on several issues at the last regional 

meeting and during a wffee break at the meeting, other CHB chairpersons thanked the 

Digby representative for expressing his thoughts. They too shared these concems but 

were reluctant to voice them. 



Labonte (1993a) captured a consternation shared by people advocatiag for systemic 

transformation. We should not confuse "participation in a bureaucrate process with 

participation in a social change process. Bureaucratie processes are inherently 

conservatizing, and the higher one goes in complex orpanizations the greater is the 

imperative to ensure that controversy is avoideâ, rather than created" (p. 65). The tension 

between the CHB's  conmitment to the citizens of their community and the protocols 

determined by the WRHB was growing. In August 1997 one CHB member predicated, 

"The next six months are going to make it or break i t  " 

Coalition Building and Advocacv 

The CHB discussed forming intersectord working groups to initially address the 

health issues in their commmity, using a broad, loosely defined approach that would 

encourage public dialogue and critique. However, the provincial government had set 

aside monies for cornmunity health initiatives and a project proposai was won required in 

order to qualiQ for hding this year. At the last meeting 1 attended, the memben were 

very busy drafting their schedule for coasulting representatives fiom various cornmunity 

groups. The emphasis appeared to be on collecting and compiling the information for 

submitting the plan to the WRHi3. 

Again drawing firom the essays of Labonte (1993a) there are discemible 

characteristics of coalitions that define their intent, Institution-created coalitions are 

really an extension of communrty-based programming while cornmmity group coalitions 

usually arise fiom the community in reactioo to a critical issue. Cornmunity group 

coalitions tend to seek a resolution in a mamer that creates a power-over situation. 

Institution-created coalitions serve to coordinate and integrate services. As such, they 



perpetuate the current power dationships. Labonte descnbed an often-neglected 

elemen? in coalition building as the d l  group process that must take place between the 

representatives h m  separate commutzity groups. 

The CHB does have the potentid for or-g groups within the community in 

order to take a stand on public policy issues. The extent to which they wili challenge the 

social and political structures wouid depend on the community support and the WRHB's 

determination to retain control. CHB members displayed an awrireness of the political 

forces, mistrust of the govemment and a sense of commitment to the community. Two of 

the most empowering features they possess are their recognized collective strength and 

their volunteer statu. In one discussion conceming the CHI3 taking a position on an 

issue not favoured by the WRHB, one CHB member voiced, "What do we have to 

loose?" 

Coalitions have been the founders of many Healthy CommUIZity projecîs. Based on 

the design of WHO'S Healthy Cities promotion, the Canadian Healthy Communities 

Roject, introduced in 1986, was source of funding that enabled communities to organize 

coalitions to plan, propose and implement projects that would demonstrate improved 

health in their commrmity. Canadian Public Health agencies offered workshops and 

facilitation across Canada in order to encornage community groups to o r m e  and apply 

for the funding. Local govemments were expected to drive the process and provide the 

cornmitment to sustain projects. Participation was voluntary and the only city east of 

Quebec to engage in this program was Dartmouth, Nova Swtia (Poe1 & Pym, 1994). 

Hof ian  (1994) identifiai three models of community organizing: social planning, 

community development and social action. Social planning represents the intersectord 



cooperation resuiting from institutionai-created coalitions. Hof i an  credited the major@ 

of Canada's Healthy Community projects for reaching beyond their mandateci social 

planning roie to endoning community development However, he noted that the 

relationships between some of the community committees and the Canadian Public 

Health Association became saained when there was a strong community development 

initiative, possible due to the Association's perceived loss of control. 

Cmently many Healthy Community projects continue to operate. British Columbia 

and Ontario appear to be the leaders, having incorporated the Healthy Community 

program under their provincial realm of health services. 

In southwestern British Columbia a partnefslip between the University of British 

Columbia and the City of Richmond has resulted in a city wide urban planning project 

that is looking at indexes of "ecoiogical carrying capacity" and "social caring capacity" 

(Hancock, 1996). "What makes this of more than academic interest is that the City of 

Richmond is now attempting to take these concepts and apply them in the development of 

planning guidelines and in the process of decision-making on p l h g  applications" (p. 

72). 

In Toronto, the Hedthy City Office, established in 1989, has a citywide mandate to 

pursue its three principal themes, nameiy equity, ewnomy and environment. It is a 

political structure that is directed by a steering committee with representatives fiom a 

number of different govemment departments as well as community members. "One 

example of the way in which it does this [address the themes] is to present an annd 

series of awards (called T h e  Neighbourlies"), to cornmulyity organizations that have 

show leadership and initiative in the three areas" (Hancock, 1996, p.72). 



1 reviewed reports about Healthy Community projects across Canada 1 also 

comidered the missions of the two provinces that do have a central office or 

clearinghouse for their provincial projects. The B.C. Healthy Communities defhes its 

role as a liaison between communities and other government boards, whereas the Ontario 

role includes comrnunity "animation" and facilitating healthy public poiicy establishment 

(British Columbia Healthy Communities, 1997; Ontano Heakhy Cornrnunities Coalition 

1997). Howwer, the community projects descn'bed by each of these provincial groups 

were veïy similar in their scope. Without a clear understanding of the intent of these 

projects, it is impossible to systematically analyze the qualitative data 

After coilecting the above information, and reading the literature, 1 compared my 

understanding of Healthy Communities to the "spiral of empowerment." Do these 

coalitions address the concepts of empowerment and participation? One Healthy City 

project in England studied the effects of a new heating system in a housing tenement on 

the residents' health and levels of satisfaction with their housing. There was a positive 

correlation (Green 1996). Did the residents conûibute to this project? Altemately, did a 

govemment department "do it for" them? Does it matter as long as the indicaton 

demonstrated improved "hedth status? 

Poland (1996) observed that the emphasis has been on quantitative indicators as a 

means of evaluating Healthy City projects and suggested that, in order to address social 

inequities, a cntical social perspective be included in the criteria for evaluation The 

author provides examples of the political implications and the potentiai for uncovering 

inequities. "A participatory fom of critical pedagogy mi@ genenite a contea in which 

participants (ûurseIves and others) are challenged to explore the assumptions brought to 



the table and influencing daily practicen (p.242). Poland then cited a national project in 

which h d t h  promotion practitioners participating in srnail groups, told stories and 

cr i t idy analyzed these stories using a didopical approach (Feather & Labonte, 1995). 

Having been a participant in that study myseW, 1 refbte the claim that it was an 

"empowering" experience. There was no group process and 1 was uncornfortable sharing 

my story, for the purpose of critique, with strange individuals. Resources advocating the 

use of participatory research as a tool for evduation of Heakhy Community initiatives 

(Poland, 1996), or as a meastue of commUI1ity empowerment (Israel et al., 1994), fail to 

provide concrete examples of how their suggestions will be operationalized 

Coalitions cm be instrumental in advocating for changes in public policies. The trend 

has been for govemment to provide various entry points in the political system for 

submissions or expressions of concem relating to policy development. Rather than 

enhancing the effectiveness of coalition lobbying, the many task forces or commissions 

serve as a consultative process, thereby dissipating activia energies (Labonte, 1990). 

Papers presented at a health promotion symposium stated concerns about the evaluation 

of public policies. "Specific policies affect public behavior, but their health impact is 

difficult to assess [and] effectveness evaluations have hidden assumptions" (Edwards, 

1996, p. 27). We need "the development of better tools for health impact assessment, 

especially ones which take equity into consideration and incorporate the experience of 

people at the receiving end of policies" (Whitehead, 1996, p. 30). 

A community empowerment model defies the "power-over" situations that may result 

when coalitions demand actions without long range planning. "A community 

empowennent model transcends hierarchical, patnarchal, coercive, or violent 



conceptuaiizatiom of power and challenges the assumption that power is a zero-su. 

commodity, that is incfeasing the power of one wmmurzity, organization, or individuai 

implies decreasing the power of another1'(Iml et al., 1994, p. 154). To portray an 

"empowered" commurïity as one without power struggles is misleading- One aspect that 

added to the lack of support for the Austraiian Health and Social Welfare Councils was 

their ïuability to represent the various voices of dissent in the community. To do so was 

viewed as criticism against the govemment (Baum et al., 1997). An empowered 

community is one based on the principles of democmcy, opposing views are encouraged 

but common values are shared Expressing disagreements may foster dialogue and lead 

to some consensual agreements. This, in turn, may lead to political action. 

Political Action 

A general interpretation of political action could be the support or stance emerghg 

from a larger, more diverse population, based on shared values rather than a single issue. 

Political action may imply nothing less then a coup to overthrow the curent goverament 

to some citizens, discouragiug any involvement in "politics." If one follows the 

philosophy of Paulo Freire, such a radical action would represent "power over" and 

oppression would remain (1970). Oppressors only achieve equality when they are in 

concert with the people stntggling for fieedom. The forces that prevent individuals £?om 

actively participating in their own detennination and alienating them fkorn their 

"commmity" are the antithesis of democracy. Political action then should be based on 

the promotion of the values tbat lead to democratic participation for al1 citizens. 

After World War 11 labour unions and other activist organizations accepted a 

guaranteed social security system in exchange for the support of a large bureaucratic 



government that controlled the majority of public policies. As the community welfare 

was essentiaiiy "taken care of? by the govermnent, citizens centered their individual goals 

on collectuig material goods and economic advantage (Heauey 1989). 

The CHB members easily identified the societai contradictions influencing citizen 

participation and empowerment. The reliame on social programs necessitated passivity, 

in order to be aired for. A dependency on a diminished naturd resource7 fish, has led to 

poverty and hopelessness. Many victims of the lost fishing indusûy did not complete 

grade school and certainly have not had an opportunity to develop cntical thinking. They 

were devastated, lacking the resources to explore other career options, and relied on 

government prognuns to provide their income. 

The discussion th& ensued after the threatened attempt by the physicians to cancel 

their seMces resulted in a critique of some of the wellestablished social hierarchy that 

was in this commtmity. The CHB members identified how the accepted divisions in 

social status shaped an individual's health. 

The culture of the Digby and area community sustained racial and geographic, as well 

as socioeconomic discrimination. This discrimination discouraged a nutnber of members 

from participating. The CHB memben blamed the capitdistic society for creating 

individualism, which disintegrated the community and spiritual fellowship. 

The broad health issues identified by the CHF3 members contradicted the values 

displayed in their "utopias." These con.tradicti0n.s paralleled the three "P"s7 policy, 

participation and political action, that have become representative of a proposed direction 

change for the Public Health Department in Ontario. The rational Qiving this 

departmental refocus was based on a list of researcn reports evidencing the effects of 



poverty and social class on heaith (Raphael, 1997). The following quote fiom the 

document, descriiing the growing detriments of social inequities, identifies how al1 

classes are negatively affect& 

Incfeased economic inequality not only affects those on the bottom of the ladder but 

affects everyone, including those at the top. As a society beguis to detenorate. a 

resdt of increasing polarization and alienation, there is increasing lack of civility. 

decay in civil cornmitment and increased evidence of poor health. These may take 

the form of greater violence, increased risk behaviour, and increased crime. The nch 

begin to opt out of the public discourse. They send their children to private schools, 

lobby for two-tiered medical systems, hire security guards for their property and 

homes thereby heightening the move toward disintegration (Raphael, 1997, p. 5). 

One CHB member in the initial interview noted the withdrawstl of the "upper" class 

members nom participating with community volunteer groups. She made the following 

comment: 

When 1 fïrst came here physicians and teachers were active in commuuity boards etc. 

It is tragic that they stay away because we have lost some of o u .  natural leaders. 

Maybe the doctors do have to be made to feel as if they are vital and important to this 

coulmuaity. 

The cornparisons between the fàctors affkcting the health of citizens in the Digby and 

area community are congruent with those factors cited in the literaîure from the fields of 

addt education, health promotion and public health (Hancock, 19%: Heaney, 1989: 

Raphael, 1997). Such cornparisons M e r  reinforced the accuracy of the cornmuni@ 

health issues identified by the Digby and Area CommWUty Hedth Board 



The CHB rnembers fkquently voiced their distnist for the govemment and its 

bureaucracy. They also aclmowledged that dismist negatively affected citizen 

participation They were not alone in their unease with placing confidence in the 

hienuchical structures that mold most public agencies but they did note that theu 

optimism and hope for change was not commoniy shared by other citizens. 

In a recent on-line participatory research posting the author, Pablo Leal, described 

how organizations have appropriated the words "participation" and "empowerment," 

thereby rendering them as components of management theory. The main goal of 

management is to enable workers to effectively and efficiently achieve the mission of the 

employer. He remindecl us that those concepts flowed nom emancipatory teachen, such 

as Freire, and advised us not to loose sight of their real meaning. 

His critique of two community development projects currently building industry in 

third world countries illustrated how people can be "culturally invaded" by agencies who 

use participation and empowerment as seategies to facilitate development of the industry. 

He also objected to "scalhg up" of empowering projects as he maintained that 

participation is only possible at the human Ievel. "So if participatory processes are to be 

tnily emancipatory processes, they need to be articulated to the stniggles for construction 

of meanings (and identities, for that matter), since power is also concerned with the 

control of cultural codes and thus, it is these stmggles which re-interpret participatory 

democracy in civil society" (Pablo Leal, personal communication, August 27, 1997). 

As 1 endeavored to o r m e  the discourse fiom various documenteci political theories, 

1 came across a resource that ihstrated some of the irony between "formal" theory and 

how the CHB members perceived the concepts of participation and empowerment. The 



source was a series of workbooks designed to renew democratic citizenry. The phrase 

they used to capture the principle of democratic engagement was "making a difference" 

(National Commission for the Renewal of American Dernoctacy, 1995). 

As 1 expanded my reflectiom fiom personal empowerment to the political and social 

issues, I drew on the Wntings of philosophers, educators and researchers. Though the 

spirai guided me through the cycles7 1 aiways retwned to the personal level to create my 

understzmding. 1 co~l~tatltly reverted to comments made by various CHB members in rny 

attempts to integrate theory Uao meaning. Repeatedly 1 was struck by the insight these 

individuals brought to our discussions as they, too, were interpreting their personal 

understandings In effect, the political is personal, as at the moment we shared that 

common vision we committed ourselves to collectively stand up for those values Witten 

on the flipchart. Yet, each of us constmcted a personal meaning to that vision The 

dialogue enabled us to work through the individual agreements and disagreements, 

coming to the common understanding. 

The Role of Theorv 

Theorv in Particimtow Research 

The literaîure on citicai theory and participatory research presented contradictory 

applications of the theory. Literature describing the potential effects of criticai inquiry on 

subject emancipation fiequently does not contain explicit evidence to back up the 

presuppositions. In fact, Fay (1975) in his widely quoted reference book admitîed thai 

the critical theory was untesteci in the manner he proposed. Participatory research reports 

ofien negiected to apply the theory descnied in their literature review to the actual study. 

Sorne evaluation reports of projects that cited their objective was to improve heaith had 



no mention of theory at all. These reports prevented the reader from acquuing an 

understandhg of the intent of these projects, and biocked the ability of the reader to 

critique the success of these "heaithy" projeçts. 

1s the lack of attention to theory in participatory research publications an attempt by 

the researcher to suppress the image of an "expert" researcher? Alternatively, was the 

theoreticai intent of the shidy not conveyed to the participants in fear they may not agree 

with the t h q ?  To deny the intent of a participatory research project 1s a fom of 

manipulation by the researcher. The theory of the researcher would best serve the 

purpose of the critical inquiry if the researcher s h e d  it with the participants. It would 

provide an opportuuity for the participants to dialogue and "test" the researcher's theory 

against the participantsf assumptions. I was surprised to h d  how ciosely my theoreticai 

understanding of community development matched the individual interview respondents. 

The main difference was in the language that we chose to represent our images. 

Research based on cntical theory conveys a conscious intent to promote change. For 

such research to be participatory, the researcher must cornmimicate this intent to the 

participants. I found that a simple staternent such as "1 wouid like us to work together to 

make things better helped clarify my interest and cornmitment to the parbcipants. Mmy 

of the theories in social science are about people, yet the tenninology prohibits their 

communication. The terms created by Freire have been inserted in the ianguage of health 

and education, resulting in the same potential for manipulation that befeil health 

promotion discourse (Grace, 199 1 ). Fay's ( 1975) description of activities required of a 

critical socid scientist used technicd language ofkn C O M W ~ ~ ~  with positivist research. 1 

was unable to translate it to a denornination that would permit cornparison to my O W ~  



theory of critical inquhy. In efféct, by presenting his theory in such mfkiendly language 

the theorist had rendered it "mtidialogical. " 

Blake Poland (1996) compared the various studies conducted, world wide, on the 

Healthy City or Healthy Community projects. He concluded t h ,  while these projects 

were evaluated locally, there was a lack of systematic inquiq addressing effects of the 

Heaithy Communïty movement towards the determinatlts of hedth at the macro Ievel. 

Rewgnizing the political value-laden nature surromding the choice of a universal theory 

or method, Poland suggested combining the generic questions based on the principles of 

the rnacro issues with local participatory research approaches. He recommended a local 

participatory research process that "encourages suseained reflection of assumptions, 

issues of power and so-forth (as per a cntical social perspective . . .) and that assists in the 

development of concepaial models rooteà in (and derived nom) local practice" (p. 347). 

Dr. Poland and several of his research colleagues have been meeting shce 1993 in 

order to develop a hnework in which to establish tools for Local selfduations of 

heaithy community projects. In that period they have been making presentations based 

on the proposais put forth in Poland's papa, dong with approaching many practitioners 

involved in Healthy Commmity initiatives across Canada, seeking their input in the 

study design. At the tirne of writing this thesis, Dr. Poland was unaware of other 

participatory research studies conducted with local health councils (personal 

communication, September 29 1997). 

Personal Theorv 

Theory is the understanding that consciously guides action. Freire claimed "We must 

have a clear and lucid grasp of our action (which implies a theory) whether we wish to or 



notf' (p. 1 12). He alleged theory arose fiom a deliberate refiection regarding the purpose 

and the efficacy of our actions. This theory is a point of reference when making M e r  

choices. As such, theory development is a means rnobiliPng individuais to act as 

subjects in their own world Theory also is a means of conceptuaiking and 

communicathg values. Dialogue provides a forum for discussion that chailenges our 

personal theories, leadhg to an awareness of common values. 

Without theory, there is no intem. When we are unaware of our intent, we risk 

bewming objects, as defined by Freirz (1973). Ifwe do not openly commutilcate our 

intent in ou- relationships with others, we risk k ing  manipulative or oppressive. My 

understanding of the role theory was enlightening to me, as 1 no longer perceived 

restraint in my ability to express my own theories 

The CHB's development of their values and vision was a method of identifjmg their 

concephial h e w o r k  In this h e w o r k  they placed the concepts of participation and 

community development and incorporated their theones of health, empowerment and 

capacity building. 

Theories conskt of concepts linked by propositions, which indicate the relationships 

of these concepts, and infer the outcornes of applying the theory to reality (Polit and 

Hungler, 199 1). The CHBts vision or theory proposed that, by shiftiog to a social system 

where individuals and communities are respected as king capable of making their own 

decisions, eventually people would realize their actions "make a ciifference." Analyzing 

individual experiences of the CHI3 rnembers, the board was able to idente negative and 

positive factors that validated its collective theory. This theory, in clarifjmg the C m ' s  

understanding of the relationships between participation, local control, capacity building 



and healtb, communicated the intent of their actions. It aIlowed them to establish 

guidelines for future decision-making and action and it will enable ongoing evaluation 

During the period of my research, I had the opportunity to discw my findings with 

chairpetsons fkom two other C H B s  in the Western Region. Both descnid how their 

CHBs had also developed a vision. However there had not been encouragement from the 

WRHB for the CHBs to share their visions. I f  the C H B s  did discover that they dl 

supportecl a cummon vision and the intent of their actions was clearly cornmunicated, 

would their position as a polifical force be strengthened? Local theorïes may be the dots 

that comect to create the psradigm shift required to achieve a primary health care system. 



CWAPTERV 

Summary, Limitations, Implications and Conclusion 

Summq 

The purpose of this study was to explore and describe the experience of commUNty 

health board members as they piirticipated in health planning. The research questions 

stemmed nom a lack of attention in past research as to how people, in the role of board 

members, came to understand the meaning of participation and empowerment in relation 

to the development of health in their c o m m ~ .  The questions, themselves, fillled to 

capture the intent of the research study which was irnplied in the choice of partx5patory 

research rnethodology and the use of cntical theory as a conceptual framework. The 

researcher's role became one of participant and fkccilitator in the process of experiential 

leaming that the commULLI:ty health board underwent in order to develop the critical 

awareness necessary to foster empowerment and citizen participation in their community. 

Participatory research is a methodology that by its nature is open to the application of 

various methods of investigation. As it continues to gain popularity, especially in the 

research fields of adult education, sociology and health promotion, participatory research 

is becoming a term that is carelessly applied Often there is a lack of clarity regarding the 

theoretical underpinning of participatory research methodology, presenting a 

contradiction of its own ideology. Whereas some researchers claimed that consciousness 

raising was a method of participatory research (Henderson, 1995), others were reluctant 

to assert any theoretical representations, fearing such action may be a form of domination 

(Maguire, 1 987). 



Fals-Borda (1991) descriid piuiiciptory research, with its cycles of research, 

reflection and action, as a spiral that increased the pariicipmts' seme of control and 

cornpetence with each successfid cycle. Rather than providing a summary by means of 

reducing the findings or discussion previously presented in Chapters III and TV, 1 have 

outlined the primary issues and new understandings that were illuminateci during the 

refiective cycles. 

Entering a participatory research shidy in order to Mfill an academic requirement is 

risky. I was fomuiate in having the stability in my home and work that permitîed the 

long wait before CHBs did becorne established Though genedly people were 

supportive of my research design and the group 1 proposed to study with, 1 did receive 

some words of caution. The project appeared to be unmanageable and difficult to 

operatiodize. Perhaps the lack of a welldefïned research plan was discomforting to 

pesons aiigned with positivistic research. 

During the individual inte~ews, the CHB members fieely shared their theones with 

me, although 1 did not name their understanding as a theory at that tirne. As 1 prepared 

the thesis document, 1 reread ail of the interview data, recognizing how closeiy their 

interpretations of their personal experiences resembled some of the "labeled" theories that 

I had been tau@ in my undergraduate university educstion. One CHI3 member carefully 

outlined her understanding of the stages individuals must go through before they are able 

to change and I realized that some of my ingraineci assumptions were faulty. For 

example, 1 had unconsciously believed that Lewin had invented the process of change 

and only those who attend4 institutions of higher leamhg could lmow about this theory. 



1 accepted that my assumptions regarding other peoples' understanding of the broad 

definition of heaith and societal fâctors affecting health were wrong. Initiaily this 

conscious acknowledgement provoked feelings of confusion and guik This cycle 

conm%uted to a personal transformation and a renewed appreciation for the capacities 

individuais and commUILities have. 1 lemed so many interesting facets of peoplest 

histories that 1 developed a new respect for individual wisdom and other worldviews. At 

this time, I found the philosophy and wrïting of Paulo Freire (1970) piimcuiarly useful. 

M e r  1 interpreted his langage and applied it to my present environmen?, my awareness 

of oppressive situations increased 

My role as a researcher, rather thm a CHB member, maintained my position as an 

"outsider" until the dialogue session that led to the creation of the vision statement. The 

vision statement represented the c ~ o n  of the dialogue, the group conscientization 

and our personal understandings of empowerrnent and participation. Though the 

statement captured the collective theory, it failed to communicate the process we 

undement to arrive at one sentence. 

One aspect of the research project that I had not anticipated was the emotional 

cornecbon that 1 made with the hdividual CHB members and the board as a whole. 

Perhaps, because I am surrounded by increasing cynicism and voiced negative 

expectations fiom other health care providers and consuners, I lost sight of the positive 

strengths that aboumi While this experience renewed my faith in the abilities of citizens, 

it did create a pfacticaf dilemma as I began to resent and object to professional and 

bureaucratie actions that in tered  redth the CHB's development. 



1 p b e d  to exit the field after nine month of workïng with the CHB in order to 

h t e  the thesis and Mil my academic obligations. Fominately 1 did not physically 

leave the community and my friendship with the CHB members c m  continue. At this 

point, I am no longer attendhg meetings, but I still receive the CHB's  meeting records. 

There is a formal link to the CHB through my position of employment, providing 

ongoing interactions. Perhaps there will be an opprtunity for me to M e r  this research 

with îhe CHB again in the future. 

The stories, theories and dialogue 1 s h e d  with the CHB rnembers addressed my 

thesis questions. The research process, through the facilitation of dialogue, accounted for 

one aspect of how the CHB members came to understand, collectively, the concepts of 

participation and empowerment in relation to the health of individuals and their 

community. However, our woridview is coll~fantly reshaping our understanding as we 

continuously experience new challenges. The research project only captured a snapshot 

of a life long leaming process. 

As a subject of my own research design 1 came to understand how the concepts of 

empowement and participation relate to the process of community development and the 

health of the citizens in the Digby area 1 clarifieci my personal theoreticai representation 

of the above concepts in line with the empowerment conhnuum presented by RNABC 

(1992) and the spiral as suggested by Fals-Borda (1991). With each reflective cycle in 

the research process 1 became more confident that my theory wmmunicated my beliefs 

and propositions. I welcomed the opportunity to introduce it to other people and 

encouraged their critiques. 



The research process engaged the participants in dialogue that formed a critical 

analysis of our own theories and understanding This analysis, the essence of 

participatory research methodology, extended OUT understanding to a level ulat 

transcended the assumptions we all held Removing our preconceptions enableci us to 

become cntically coascious of the factors preventing the generation of a healthy 

community. This new level of understanding also created a sense of discovery which 

strengthened the group's cornmitment. 

Limitations 

Participatory research methodology primarily benefits the participants rather than 

generating or testing theory. As such the reports are often in the form of a summarized 

case study. Though I did not require evidence of reiiability or validity in participatory 

research reports, 1 found it useM to compare the various case studies in order to extract 

information that helped in the design of my research project. To aid in the comparison of 

îhis research study to other participatory research nidies 1 have highlighted the 

characteristics that 1 found to be unique in this research. 

The participants in this research study were individuals who had established their 

persona1 sense of empowerment. They had volmteered to be on the Digby and Area 

Community Health Board, as they were confident that they could contribute as 

community representatives. This population difEered nom those of most of the 

participatory research projects 1 reviewed The majonty of the studies indicated that the 

researcher elected to work with groups of disempowered individuals. 

The CHB formed to fulfill a dehed function within the organizational structure of a 

goverment system. This represents an "amficial" link in the empowerment continuum 



as these individuals came to together as a commrmity organization. Most of the reported 

participatory research was conducted with people who came together as a group in order 

to act upon issues that pemnally & i d  ail of the members. Commonly, these groups 

were located outside of the govemment bureaucracy. 

I conducted the research in Digby, the wmmrmity that 1 lived and worked in. This 

fact may have eased the field entry but it required conscious attention to dispelling any 

myths regarding my bias or "expertise." 1 was womed, initially, that the CHB would 

look to me for direction, but that did not happen. Being a member of the community 

added to the benefits of participatory research as it provided an opportunity to correct ouï 

assumptions regarding each other and establish an enduring partnership. 

Being a novice researcher and conducting a research methodology not commonly 

used by graduate nursing -dents was ambitious. The rurai location M e r  distanced me 

from ongoing interactions and consultations with experienced researchers. 

1 initially planneci for a p e r d  of 18 months to work as a participant with the C m .  

However, the dormant period spent waiting for the formation of CHBs reduced the time 1 

was able to ailot to the fieldwork An additional six montbs studying with the CHB 

would have added to the exploration of the CHB members' understanding of 

empowerment, participation and community development As 1 concluded the research, 

the CHB members were just beginning to conceptualize how they would influence the 

health of their comrnunity. 

The nnal limitation evolves around the ethical notion of confidentiality and 

ce~~sorship. In documenting the research process and preparing a written thesis there 

were examples, other than the excerpts 1 chose, nom the CHE3's discussions that may 



have provided a clearer illustracion of the themes. 1 weighed the benefit of a graphic 

illustration against the ham of printing a sensitive or controversial conversation 

Un~Iications 

The wide scope of this research study uncovered many implications for action, 

education and research in order to promote and M e r  the understanding of the concepts 

of empowerment and participation and the process of commU12ity development in relation 

to h d t h  The most startling implication lies in the need for al1 people who are tnily 

committed to shiftùig fiom our current "paternalistic" health care system to a primary 

health care system to recognize that this shift necessitates social change. This shift is 

mandated in the WHO'S Primary Hedth Care Report, which emphasized that all people 

have the right to equality and the opportunity tu participate in decisions conceming thek 

lives (Martin, 1997). Health is purposefui. Therefore 1 have described a broad 

conceptualization of what the social change could resemble, followed by the implications 

that wouid stem fkom that idediration. 1 classified the salient points under the following: 

implications for professional practice, education, research and the fuhire of Community 

Heaith Boards in Nova Scotia H d t h  care professionals are defined as people that have 

received speciaiized training, including a theoretical education, and they practice under a 

set of principles and regulations. 

Implications for Social Change 

1 based the implications on the premise that health care practitioners support the goal 

of social change leading towards the establishment of primary health are. The definition 

of primary health care incorporates ail  aspects of a person's life (N.S. Department of 

Health, November 19%). The CHB rnembers were provided with a broad definition of 



primary health care and a list of nine fàctors affécting health, The intent of primary 

hdth Gare was mclear: the intent king to reduce the social and economic inequalities 

that prevent al l  humans fkom becoming subjects in their own world 

The social inequalities are becoming one of the major influences in peuple's h d î h ,  

perhaps more so than economic ineqdities alone (Raphael, 1997). The basis for this 

effect may be related to a sense of immobility within one's social sphere, the assumed 

tewards of our capitalistic society are too far fiom reach This perceived lack of 

significance or control restncts voluntary participation, in effect, limiting the sense of 

"making a ciifference." These individuals retain a sense of incapacity that deflects 

extemal forces that attempt to educaîe or s e ~ c e  them. 

Rachlis and Kushner (1994) surveyed the Canadian Constitution, the Canada Health 

Act, and various provincial constitutions. They concluded that the most important core 

value that Canadians seek in health and health care is equity. The authors stated the 

present health care system does not reflect this value. Equal access to health care 

services is not synonymous with equal access to health. Despite the leadership Canada 

has demonstrated in the s&g of health policies, there has been an iriability to 

implement changes that significantly alter the statu quo of the health care system. The 

current health care system serves powerfid groups such as the medical profession, dmg 

companies, hospitals, and private insurance companies. Rachtis and Kushner (1994) 

claimed that the present structure of the health care system prevents groups such as 

nurses, community agencies, health care institution employees and patients from 

becoming organized in order to challenge the dominant forces. 

Also affecthg the refom process are the factors of public ideologies and beliefs. 



Ideologïes are the core values we hold, such as equity, while beliefs are our 

understanding of how people have equal opportunïties to participate in their own health 

decisions Rachlis and Kushner noted tbat the public's beliefs are "somewhat out of 

synch with those expressed by the various Canadian commissions that have 

recommended funchentai health reform" (1994, p. 229). 

Im~iications for Professional Practice 

The majority of health care workers in Nova Scotia practice in bureaucratie 

institutions or agencies such as hospitals, home aue agencies or public health agencies. 

Baumgart ( 1992) noted that there are inherent tensions arising when professionals 

educated to believe in a holistic, individualist approach are expected to practice under 

organkhonal policies and procedures that restnct this approach The fact that these 

tensions becorne silenced or reduced to ineffectual "whining" has been compared to the 

oppression of nurses (Roberts, 1983). While acknowledging that political and policy 

level changes are necessary, the pRmary focus of this thesis is on the factors affecthg 

parhcipation and empowerment at the personal, group and organizationai levels of a 

social change continuum. 

Ironically, 1 found this section one of the most difficult to write. From my experience 

in exploring concepts related to heaith with the CHB members, 1 discovered some of my 

assumptions about other people's understanding to be incorrect. As 1 explored the 

implications of this research for professional practice, 1 found myself hesitating. 1 

became a m  that my understanding of the practices of other professionals is largely 

based on assumptions. I do not really understand how nurses experience their work yet I 

am a nurse manager. Nurses may verbalize theù anger to me about lack of tirne to spend 



with patients but when I see that their actions do not rdect a patient focus, 1 discount 

their words. 1 have not created the opportunity for the nurses and myself to engage in a 

dialogue regarding the discrepancies 1 observe and they experience. Furthemore, in my 

political naiveté 1 cannot comprehend how large bodies of health professionals, such as 

nurses, have been unable to organUe themselves in order to collectively promote an 

important vision of their profession 

The hdulgs of this mearch indicated that the CHB members held cornmon beliefs 

that did align with the direction of primary h d t h  care. When provided the opportunity, 

they discussed thek cornmon values, converging on a common vision They also 

recognized that individuaily they contnbuted to the health of the community by 

pemnally establishing connections and inviting participation with other community 

rnembers. As these hndings oppose the statement that Rachlis and Kushner (1994) 

presented regadhg public beliefs, is it reasonable to challenge the statements about the 

inability of repressed groups, such as nurses, to affect changes to the st;ttus quo? 

Individuaily, as health Gare professiods we need to develop a reflective practice by 

idenûfjmg our own theones and reflecting upon our actions in order to determine the 

contradictions that disable an empowering practice. Nursing education provides the 

values, theory and skills necessary to support an empowering client interaction. A 

communication ski11 textbook used in a Canadian undergraduate nursing degree program 

descnbed the helper-client interaction as king a relationship built upon collaboration in 

which both parties experience positive changes (Egau, 1994). 1s the experience of 

professional-client interactions considered parûcipatory? Do these experiences with our 

clients or peea lead to our professional seme of empowement? 



These questions arise nom the intent to advance a process of personai empowerment 

for individuais that we interact with and ourselves. Such a process includes deveioping 

insight into one's own values, visioning one's own theones, understanding the internal 

barriers to change and developing a sense of self in relation to other human beings. From 

the reflective cycles that occurred during my interactions with the CHB members, 1 

acquired a clarification of my own vision. 

The Digby and Area CHE33 vision depicted health professionals acting as resources 

used by individuais or the cornmunity. If we refiame our prahce theories to align with 

the CHBfs vision, then how does that &ect our notims of control and professionalism? 

There is a baiance between acting as a resource, representing a field that one has a high 

level of knowledge in, and creating the image of an "expert." The ody way to overcome 

this is to develop a genuine respect for the knowledge that all human beings have and a 

genuine interest in what the knowledge imparted means to the recipient. Such a practice 

requires authentic participation by both parties. Clients require information presented in 

a problem-posing approach with an opportunity to share interpretations with the 

pmctitioner. 

Labonte (1987) described an e m p o w e ~ g  professional practice as one that rests on 

the pruiciples of the comunity's ~e~determination of problems and solutions. He 

wmed that professionals, becorning fhtrated by bureaucratie institutions have idealized 

commrmities, yet communities are often not organized, cohesive or empowered. 

Baumgart (1992) acknowledged that prllnaiy h d t h  care is a philosophy that al1 

nurses shouid aspire to. However, she restricted her example illUStf8îing the application 

of a prirnaxy h d t h  care philosophy in practice, to public health nursing. I, tw, have used 



public health nursing as a depiction of an "empowering" practice as it is a field that 

recognizes community development as part of its mandate. My personal background is 

grounded in the field of public health nursing and 1 am less likely to make unformded 

assrmipûons. The chdenge we must not loose sight of is the incorporation of a primary 

hedth care philosophy in the theories and actions of those health care professionals who 

practice in institutions. 

Public Health nurses are in a position to promote personal and group development in 

the cornmunity. The public has accepted these nurses into their homes and this privilege 

allows nurses to develop trusting relationships with individuals who otherwise would be 

disenfraachised, unable to seek help. The nurse establishes a relationship with the h n t  

to build a Ievel of competency and the sense of self that would enable these individuals to 

interact with other individuals with similar interests. The nurse then cm promote a link 

to support groups or social networks that would support their client. 

In the practice of public heaith nursing there are opportunities to interact with 

community groups that share a common goal. For example, in Digby there was a group 

of women, including rnyself, as a public health nune, which had been instrumentai in 

founding the Well Women's Clinics. This group listened to women coming to the clinics 

and concluded there was a growing wealth of kaowledge about women's health in this 

comïnunity. In order to facilitate a forum for the sharing of this information with each 

other and the public they established a location and a date, and provided the 

administrative tasks that such an event requires. The conditions that Ied to the v o h w  

participation of 18 groups included a personal invitation to each group by one member of 

the founding cornmittee, and an indication that their participation would "make a 



diffemce." Eighteen displays were set up in the local Legion and representatives of each 

participahg group or agency remained at the site for over six hours. There was often 

casual conversation between health professionals and memben of the community that 

analyzed the hedth care system and its negative affect on the ability of women to 

participate in decisions relating to their heaith. Perhaps, if recognized, this group could 

collectively form to address womenls health issues as a commmity coalition. Health w e  

professionals, in their intent to reduce inequities in health, shouid be coasciously aware 

of such opportunities to facilitate the organization of groups in respome to health issues. 

If, in our practice, we apply theones and assume they fit, we may be guilty of forming 

unjustified assumptions. Such is the case of oppression and nursing. As nurses became 

aware of the health care system's disempowering effect on their practice, they placed the 

blame on the system. Not only has this served to immobilize many staffnunes, but 

nurses who accept management positions, with the intent of facilitating change, may be 

viewed by their colleagues as representatives of the system and no longer a voice for 

nursing. Oppression theory labels nurses who enter the field of bureaucratie 

administration as "queen bees" claiming they take on the characteristics of the oppressoa 

(Roberts, 1983). This division prevents the profession of nursing fiom establishing a 

collective voice at a level that may affect organitational change. 

The cument health care system is based on the concept of "cultural invasion" or 

paternalism. The employees of h d t h  s e ~ c e  organizations have come to expect security 

in exchange for obedience and any threat of an irnpending change creates a perception of 

an d e  working environment Ifwe shift to "cultural synthesis," an environment in 

which we honour diversity but work towards a common vision, it wiU necessitate 



reflecting on the contradictions between job securïty and a practice based on the value of 

human development It is only through the estabIishment and continuafion of dialogical 

relationships that nurshg administrators and staff nurses will colleçtively develop a 

cnticd consciousness of the fictors that oppose empowering pmtices. However, such a 

process requires a conmitment of t h e  and the willingness to share fiom al1 of the 

participants. 

The fhdings of this research added to my understanding regarding team or cornmittee 

meetings, mutinely held in many health care orgaLtizations. Maintainhg staff attendance 

and interest has always been dificult. Not surprisingly, the cornmittees most poorly 

attended by staff are those that serve to handout information, elicit staff input, have littie 

discussion and result in no action. 

Health care professionals have sought to define their practice boundaries and 

establish their professional status. Even practitioners who aspire to "do" community 

development have attempted to create ownership of their specialized skills (Labonte, 

1993b). Placing the practice of health promotion under the wing of one group of 

practitioners, rather than consider it as a principle for di to advance, has led to the 

bureaucratization of health promotion (Rachlis & Kushner, 1994). In the search for 

professional autonomy, have we not only perpetuated the individualism that thwarts 

social change? We need to refocus our energy on human social issues, looking outward, 

rather than i n d  If health practitioners are accountable to, and accept the legitimacy of 

CHB, horizontal obligations will arise. The CHB may instill a collective vision and 

facilitate in the group development of representatives f?om various health care 

professions. 



In our professional role, we have to seek opportunities to enter dialogue with our 

colleagues. By appreciating the knowledge and experiences of al1 health care 

professioaals, we caa leam from each other and collectively define our muhial 

understanding of health. This is a major implication, as my perception is that health care 

professionals have divergent interpretations of heaith as well as incongruent intentions of 

practice. 

In summary, we have been unabte, as h d t h  care professionais to shift the statu quo 

of our heaith care system to a primary health care system. Forces currently dominating 

our system can be challenged if we collectively develop a critical conscioumess of the 

assumptions that act as barriers. In order to initiate ths process professionals must 

participate in interactions that foster mutual ernpowerment, with the intent to reduce 

social inequities and increase human subjectivity and mobility. 

Irn~lications for Education 

Education is a process involving experiencing information through one's worldview 

rather than the "bbankuig" of data. The goal of education is to provide individuals with 

the ability to use knowledge as a means for developing their capacity to critically analyze 

their reality, make choices, and act upon their decisions. For dui t  leamers, this goal 

needs to be explicitly stated as most adults have been socialized to expect education to be 

transmitted to passive students. 

Fostering the development of critical thinlaiig in midents is an educational standard 

in most modern school systems in Canada The method to do so centres around the 

teacher enwuraging students to question "why" (Brooffield, 1988). This research study 



indicated that, if education is to be emancipatory, the dialogue could not be restricted to 

students as the sole leamers. Teachers must join in the process as mutual leamers. 

Heaney (1989) claimed that the field of adult ducation has been rmable to fonvad 

the philosophy of Freire in the c m n t  political situation, which leaves the reader with a 

sense of pessimism. 1 would suggest that if the principles of Freirels communicative 

strategies were widely practiced, there would be a disceniable change in the educative 

approach at al1 levels. I have becorne acutely aware of situations where I "extend" my 

knowledge in such a way that it can be viewed as "power over." 

Professional education One of the major tasks facing the education and "production" 

of health care professionals is the critique and "debunking" of the image certain 

professions portray. Some characteristics of a professional image inciude expertise, 

autonomy, independence and self-detemination Al1 of these traits can be barriers in 

relationships that value equality and mutual leaming. It becomes more difficu!t to 

address the myths of professionalism after one leaves the educational system as the 

public coverts the image. Students have the opportunity to engage in dialogue that will 

increase theù understanding of societd expectations and increase their ability to resist 

conforming to the "image." 

Health professionals, such as nurses are required to complete practicums. Often they 

are assigneci to a preceptor, an experienced practitioner who is not an academic teacher. 

M e r  completing their training session they return to the educational institution and 

recount the experience by way of a written report or verbal presentation. Such 

experiences are the grounds on which to cnticaliy analyze the structural and 

philosophical barriers that were perceived as contradictions to the theoreticai fnimework 



under which the student planned to practice. A M e r  means to expand this opportunity 

for dialogue would be to invite the preceptor to participate in the dialogue. 

Students should be encouraged to develop their own theories for various phenornena 

in their lives, rather than accepting theories that are defhed and labeled. Mer d e s c n i g  

their own theory, they can compare it to a theos, already formulated Such a rnechanism 

will bestow an appreciation for knowledge that al1 people create and it d l  fiuther 

validate defined îheories. 

One barrier to change in the health care system is the autonomy of various health care 

professions. As many health care profeuionals receive their undergraduate education at 

a common University there is the opportunity to integrate their curricula, especially in 

subjects relating to social issues. Combine students fiom different professions, such as 

physicians and nurses, in study groups and assign participatory research projects. Ln 

collaboration, they leam about social perceptions with and fkom each other. 

Continuin& education. Rural locations have few opportunities for on-site coatinuhg 

education programs as they lack the numbers of individuals practicing to justify the 

expense of transporthg educational resources. Health care professionals must commonly 

travel to the urban centres to attend continuing educational sessions. The dimension of 

nuai identity is relevant to this thesis in its consideration as an oppressive factor. R d  

practitioners rnay assume they lack the experience and expertise of their urban 

counterparts, so when they do attend educaîional sessions in the cities they may be 

uncornfortable pwticipating in discussions or posing questions. Organizers of 

professional continuing educational sessioiis must be sensitive to the diverse backgrounds 

of their leamers, providing opportunities for the sharing of rural and &an experiences. 



Distance and odine educational programs are rapidly increasing the ease of accessing 

continuing and graduate education for hedth care professionals. Some programs hclude 

a mechanism for discussion, such as teleconferencing and online chatting, but other 

distance programs provide written or taped resources only. This study demonstnited 

the value of exchanging human dialogue, which leads me to question how a non- 

interactive distance program can advance critical consciousness in the students. 

Graduate education Graduate education is considered to be a formal undertaking by 

an individual that seeks to advance her professional status and personal abilities. Some 

people view it as a means to personally "get ahead-" We should emphasize the increased 

ability to contribute to fields related to health rather than the personal scholanhip that one 

has achieved 

Graduate students do conduct meanin@ research -dies that contribute to our 

knowledge and understanding. To be accessible, we must publish our research in 

joumals read by sîudents, professional colleagues and the population involved in the 

research study. The articles published in professional hedth care joumals should be 

included in the bibliographies or reading lists of future students. An audience that would 

be valuable to reach is the public Bected by CHBs. For example, 1 should submit 

articles stemming nom this research to a public health jounial and to a local publication, 

such as the WRHB newsletter or the local health centre's web page. 

I observed during my graduate education, that the position of a student afEords one 

the privilege of entering practical and social situations normally restricted to "authorized 

persons ody. Students carry a non-threatening image but are also often an imdervalued 

source of education for practitioners. 



Public education The Digby and Area CHI3 appreciated the value of continuous 

leaming and they identifieci the lack of regard that some members of their community 

have towards the process of education as a hedth issue. Their analysis of the theme of 

health education led to the conclusion that public education programs were best used as 

solutions to cornmunity determined problems. The Digby and Area CHB did not want 

the lack of programs to be their problems. How to develop health education in order to 

act as a resource for indhiduals or communities requires M e r  exploration 

im~lications for Research 

The following impliC8tions address the process of conducting and disseminaihg 

research rather than the identincation of further topics of which to investigate. In 

parûcipatory research rnethodology, the topic is secondary to how the process benefits 

the participants. 

Participatoiy research proved to be a methodology that pemitted me to incorporate 

my personal values and my practice into the research process. It has resulted in benefits 

for my commmity, and myself, which extend beyond the research study. Yet there were 

ban5en thai almost derailed the process and there were supports that helped me back on 

track. 

One barrier that I still attend to is my own iack of confidence in the role as a 

researcher. I feel alienated because my physical location is outside the d a n  and 

academic centres that house the majonty of academic researchers. 1 miss the 

opportunities to enter dialogid encounters with research colleagues and often acquire 

my information fiom traditional sources such as written reports or large audience 



presentations. As such 1 leam from others but do not appreciate that I have something to 

contriiute. 

Another barrier was the inaccessibiiity of research studies to people "outside" of the 

affiliated learning institution. Maguire (1 987) echoed this observation as she conducted 

searches for reported participatory research projects. A database listing graduate thesis 

topics and abstracts that is universally accessible would be possible now with electronic 

transmission Using Memet discussion groups, it is possible to include distance students 

in such activities as d e n t  "thesis clubs." At this time, student discussion groups tend to 

post notices, not initiate debates. Ln an other electronic participatory research discussion 

group the postings usually are submitted by individuais that include their scholarly 

credentials and University afnliation. I was somewhat ùitimidated and lacked the 

confidence to insert my thoughts or observations. 

1 consûucted the above barriers nom my own perceptions. In lacking appreciation 

for my own howledge and understanding, 1 risked paralysis. During a long dormant 

p e n d  in the research study, 1 received an invitation to participate in a research 

conference and that expression of interest sustained my thesis involvement for the next 

six months. Following my presentation in the urban centre, 1 ofTered to share my 

experiences at a local research symposium but the organizers said there was no interest in 

such an activity. We need to foster an appreciation for local knowledge and to dispel the 

a m  that elevates formal research to a level where it defies critique. 

Al1 research is meaningfid and by denying the signincance of student research it will 

continue to remain hidden. Student participatory research studies have the potential to be 

another set of connecting dots if we develop horizontal support links and share our 



evolving understandings We should celebraie our contriiution by confidently publishing 

and publicizing ou .  resemch, 

1 appreciated the opportunity to participate in a project thaî allowed me to promote 

my values. As a nurse, my practice fosters personal empowement and interpersonal 

relationships and it was important to use a research methodology that advanceci those 

strengths. I also wished to contribute to primary health care and the social shifl aecessary 

to d u c e  inequities. Part of the research design should include how this research will 

"make a difference" in the researcher's practice, profession or society. 

Recommendations for fbture research. The whole issue surrounding the CHB 

development and the e f b t  +bis structure has on the advancement of a primary health care 

system requires continued ongoing research, As it represents a historical phenornenon, 

not only should various research studies with differing approaches be encouraged, but 

also there needs to be a process for collecting and comparing these studies. 1 see this as a 

role that universities can assume, thereby assuring that student research does contribute to 

our understanding of social issues. 

One issue that surfaced in several of the CHB discussions and in the literaîure is the 

notion of representativeness. The CHI3 mernben were empowered individuais that saw 

themselves representing and being accountable to the local citizens. Further research is 

needed to address whether the local citizens and health care professionals perceive the 

CHB as an accessible and representative body. 

Continued research conducted with the Digby and Area Community Health Board 

would be valuable in deteminhg if the process of conscientization continues between the 

CHB board members. Their ability to continue to base their decisions on the& own 



vision dso requueS continueci monitoring. It would be unfortmate to loose the 

opportunity to research and record actual f8ctors that interfere with a community board 

that demonstrates the potential to contribute to the capacity building of their wxnm~ty. 

Studies are needed to detennine to what extent hedth airr practitioners view their 

service as a resource to seE&tefmifled individuals and commutlities. How will this 

vision alter professional practices? 

The CHB discussed, at length, the association between physicians and the issues 

relating to the health of the citizens in tbeir comxnunity. Some of the questions they 

posed were rwted in the present s t a t u  of the physicians as communiw members. For 

example, they asked, do physicians feel they are alienated fkom the community? Do they 

feel devalued? Do they respect local knowledge? A participatory research project with 

members of the CHB and the local physicians would be valuable in creating a common 

understanding of the contribution of the medicai profession towards the capacity building 

process of their shared community. It may even initiate the heing of the oppressors by 

the oppressed, a necessary action in order to reaiize refonn (Freire, 1970). 

m e r  research questions that sufaced during this research study were in response to 

my discovery that, often what 1 accepted to be a truth was, in fact, an untested 

assumption. Questions left unaaswered include, how do professionals such as nurses 

understand the concepts of empowerment and participation? Can professional-client 

interactions be ûuly participatory? Do these experiences with clients or peen lead to a 

professional sense of empowerment? How do they relate these concepts to the health of 

their clients? What do the nurses perceive as baniers to the establishment of an 

empowering practice? How does a body of professionals envision challengùig the 



current health aue system in order to promote a system that creates equd opportunities 

for participation? This flood of questions wodd best be addressed by the use of 

participatory research methodology with groups of professionals, such as nurses. If we 

aclcnowledge that critical theory underpins parcicipitory research methodology and base 

our research on the intent to promote equality in health then it is essential to mate 

situations where the oppresseci c m  fieely engage in dialogue and be supported in their 

critique. 

Im~lications for Communitv Health Boards 

The Nova Scotia Department of Health has stated that Community Health Boards, 

"will assess local health needs, develop plans to coordiaate primary health care and 

identiQ ways to improve the ovedl health of the community" (N.S. Department of 

Health, November 1996). Their role in promoting the social change required to achieve 

primary health care remains ambiguous. Historical1y govemment formed public councils 

have k e n  unsuccessful in advancing social changes (Baum, Sandenon & Jolley, 1997; 

Geiger, 1984; Piette, IWO). 

In this participatory research study conducted with the Digby and Area Cornmuni@ 

Health Board there were some positive aspects that could contribute to the health of the 

Digby area citizens. The CHB mernben demomtmted their collective cotlllILitment to the 

cornmunity. This was their primary obligation and took precedent before their 

accountability to the WRHB. Individually, the members theorized the relationships 

between participation and a local sense of control, human capacity, and health. These 

theories aligned with the direction sought for the development of a primary health care 

system. Collectively they constructed their vision and then identified barriers preventing 



their vision from becoming a reality. This process led to a shared critical awareness or 

conscientization, which semexi to strengthen their determination. Most importantly, this 

group of individuais trusts that their feilow members share the common values and 

vision 

Throughout the research process factors were identified that would support the CHB 

in its pursuit for community health. The CHI3 identified the need for legibacy in the 

eyes of the commiinity. CHBs requested having authority, with defined responsibility 

and resources to match, fiom the government but this had not yet occurred. The Digby 

and Area CHI3 planned to fom intersectord conmittees withui the community in order 

to fac~lity a broad response to the defined health issues. They discovered that people 

employed in other government departments, such as education or community services, 

were unaware of the presence of CHBs. As such, these people were not obliged to 

participate in the meetings and those that di4 often appeared as volunteen with no 

authonty to make decisions. Primary health care spans the fields of education, housing, 

environment, justice and community services, necessitating their participation in 

community health planning. How professionals practicing in the community will be 

accountable to the CHI3 is one aspect of the CHB's role that needs exploration. 

The CHE3 members are volunteers. As volunteers they have chosen to participate, 

assuming their involvement will "make a diftierence" to the heaith of the citizens in their 

community. Another aspect of vol~1tariness is the fieedorn to make selfdetermined 

decisions. In a situation that requires lay people to make decisions tbat may affect the 

power and statu of the elite, efforts must be made to ensure there are no manipulative or 



coercive coIlSfraints preventing the CHB members' voluntary decision-making (Yeo, 

1996). 

The CHB, at one point, complauied that they were not receiving enough information 

fiom the WRHB. The CHB chairperson atîended a monthly meeting that included al1 the 

chairpersons and a mernber of the WRHB executive. At that tune news updates and 

p ~ t e d  handouts were provided dong with some discussion. M e r  one meeting, the 

Digby chairperson commenteci that there was no time to delve into some of issues. Other 

members of the Digby and Area CHB stated that they wouid like the oppommity to speak 

persody with members of the WRHB. The time required fiom the WRHB executive to 

provide ongoing education and dialogue for the I 1 CHBs in the Western Region will be 

pro blematic. 

I analyzed the relationship between the CHBs in the Western Region of Nova Scotia 

and the WRHB by cornparhg it to the ernpowerment continuum. 1 unearthed the 

following implications for coalition building and political action. 

The WRHB has the opportunity to encourage the horizontal coalition building 

process by creating situations for the 1 1 CHBs to meet and discuss common issues 

without interference. At least two CHB chairpersons wished to share their visions among 

the other CHBs. 

Political social action starts with the shanng of values and the building of a collective 

vision between the WRHB and the CHB representatives. It is this p ld i sm  based on a 

cornmitment to the wmmon vision that will support the unmanageable aspects that are 

intrinsic to conimunity development. The WRHB can facilitate this cornmitment by 

demofl~trating it is willing to leam fiom and respect the vision and values of the CHBs. 



The histories that 1 reviewed in Chapter 1 impiied that community councils have 

received little support nom bu~aucratic structures or govemment agencies (Ba- 

Sandema & Jolley, 1997; Geiger, 1984; MacDo~Id, 1994; O'Neill, 1992; Piette, 

1990). There are no accounts of relationships between the levels of community and 

govemment that descrii a process resembhg ongoing dialogue. As these same 

histories indicated that the community councils were relatively ineffective in promoting 

community development, it may be surmiseci that working with the bureaucracy is a key 

factor in determinhg the success of local boards. The current level of mistrust and 

cynicism is so high in the CHB memben that it will take t h e  and commitment on the 

part of the WRHB in order to overcome the suspicions. Unless there is a process 

established that does foster dialogue and mutual leaming the governing structure will 

continue to be perceived as dominating or manipuiating. 

I remain hopeful that there will be changes leading to a shifl towards a system that 

promises greater opportunities for participation and empowering experiences. However, 

it would be naïve to ignore the foilowing consideration. Even in the ideal dialogid 

situations there will be people who are unable to determine the contradictions that arise 

between their worldwew and redity. If they do develop a criticai awareness, but retrrm 

in isolation to oppressive social environments, it is udikely these individuals will choose 

to act against their dorninating forces unless they are able to foresee options for their 

personal safety. We have to accept that people have deeply entrenched beliefs. To 

deconstmct their worldview without providing some alternate fom of security will cause 

great discornfort and potentiaily increase their oppression. 



Conclusion 

Community Health Boards in Nova Scotia bave been assigned to promote 

community development in a system that purports to be shifting to primary health c m .  

A primary health care system engages citizens as subjects in the determination of their 

hdth .  The concepts of empowerment and participation are uitrinsic to community 

developrnent. Their definitions demonstrate an intertwinllig or codependency, creating a 

process by which people improve their weii king. 

This empowerment process is a transformation, with a sharing of power, leading to 

the building of individual and community capacities. Participation in dialogue, resulting 

in critical thbkhg, reflection, and collective problern identification and solving leads to 

actions against the root causes that prevent health, Empowement education or 

conrczentizution, as desiped by Paulo Freire, combines critical reflection with action 

producing new levels of understanding, which challenge the dominating pattern. Social 

critical theory, in order to facilitate emancipation, uses dialogue as a method to allow 

people to understand how commonly held beliefs have distorted reality. 

The Digby and Area Cotnmunity Health Board memben held common 

understandings of empowerment and participation, in relation to the health of their 

community, that were congruent with the philosophy of primary health care. Engaghg in 

dialogue, the CHI3 members were able to mearth contradictions between their healthy 

"utopia" and the reality of health in their local community. As a group, they analyzed the 

factors affecthg peoples' health, developing a vision that would guide their actions in a 

direction compatible with the heaIthy community they had created. They identified 

values and health issues pertaining to the Digby area Ensuing actions Uicluded a strategy 



to increase community awateness and involvement in addressing the identified health 

issues. 

The literaîure review revealed that research studies conducted in collaboration with 

commuaity members often neglected to identify a theoreticai basis for the research. 

Omitting a theoretical fomdation hides the intent of the participatoly research 

methodology and opposes the principles of critical theory- 

We ai! hold theoretical representations that explain how we interpret our world The 

ability to identifL one's personal theory and the confidence to share it with others 

indicates empowennent. Pa r t i c img  in dialogue with other people regarding our 

theones leads to an understandhg ofour comrnon values and a shared vision. 

Participatory research methodology provides the opportunity to advance this shared 

vision through the stages of research, reflection and action. 

Participatory research rnethodology enabled me to explore my research questions and 

participate in the research process. During the rdective cycles arising fiom the 

participatory research process, I challenged and altered my own assumptions regarding 

the CHE3 members' understanding of health and the role of theory. 



A Continuum of Empowering Strategies 

X X X X X 
Personal Small group Community Coalition Political 

Empowerment Development ûrganization Advocacy Action 

PEIRSONAL EMPOWERMENT 
* Developmental case-work 
* Enhancùig personal perceptions of control and power 

SMALL GROUP DEVELOPMIENT 

* Improving social support 
* Promoting personal behavior change 

* Developing local actions on community-defined hedth issues 
* Critical community/professional dialogue 
* Raising conflict to the conscious level 

COALITION ADVOCACY 

* Lobbying for healthier public po hies  
* Achieving strategic consensus 
* Collaboration and conflict resolution 

POLITICAL ACTION 

* Support for broad-based social movements 
* Creating vision of sustainable, preferred fuhire 
* Enhancing participatory democracy 

(RNABC, 1992) 



Appendix B 

The Empowerment Holosphere 

(Labonte, 1993, p. 55) 



June 1994 

December 1995 

August 1996 
September 1996 
October 1996 

November 1996 
December 9, 
1996 
January 13,1997 
January-Febniary 
March 1, 1997 
March 10, 1997 
May 9,1997 

June 9,1997 
June 
July 11,1997 

August 1-20 
August 26,1997 

Appendix C 

Chronicle of Digby and Area Community HeaIth Board 

June 1994 - Augusî 1997 

Several groups involved in h d t h  issues got together to form 
the Digby and Area citizens for health Steering cornmittee. 

Mary Jane Hampton presented the guidelines for establishiog 
Steering Cornmittees at a public meeting in Digby. 
Various public meetings were held through out the Digby 
area. The group became the Digby and Area Steering 
Committee. Meetings w r e  held with the tom and municipaI 
corncils and Victor Macidalem Meetings were also held 
with the Annapolis and Clare Community groups in order to 
establish boundaries. 

Six thousand flyers were distributed by mail to al1 households 
within the proposed boundaries. 
Additional public meetings were held to emphasize the need 

public participation in health reform. 

CHB formation put on hold 
WRHB decides to go ahead 
Every household (6000) receives appiication fom to 
volunteer to be on CHB. 
Fifteen members approved by the WRHB 
Digby and Area Cornmunity Health Board has its first 
meeting. 
Research Project presented at board meeting 
Individual Interviews are conducted 
Attended workshop on "Getting Started" with CHB 
Presented themes at regular CHB meeting 
Facilitateci workshop. Vision statement and values 
developed 
Working meeting to identify issues and action plan. 
Newsletter mailed to 6000 households 
Met to review responses fiom community, plan for next 
meeîing 
Final interviews conducted 
Meeting to develop strategy to consult community in order to 
develop community health plan. 
Last questions and compiled answers rehimed to CHB. 



I n t e ~ e w  Guide * 
1. Whnr led you to become a Community Health Board rnember? 

What role do you play in the community? Le., professional, comrnulzity leader 
How have you participated in organizatiom in the pst? 

2. Why did you volunteer? What skills did you b ~ g ?  
What past events contributed to your confidence in your personal abilities? 
What satisfaction do you p e r s o d y  receive? 

3. So whot do you need to sustain your involvement in a structure such as the CHES? 
What are the positive factors? 
What are the negative factors? 
How wili you know your contribution has been effective? 

4. Community development is a process in which people take control of theu lives and 
their community. It is grounded in the value of people learning, sharing, and 
working together to change their own conditions. 
Whar will be the CHB's role in supporthg communif, development? 
What are the strengths of this community? 
What are the problems/barriers? 

5. How do you think the CHI3 will be a positivehegative factor in supporthg community 
development? 
What are the historical, political, and cultural contexîs? Past successes? Level of 
participatiodvolrmteerism? Level of control? 
What organUationai structures will help? hinder? 

6. So what do the issues discussed above mean to you as a board member? 
What experiences of your own c m  you build on? 
What barriers, preventing involvement, have you encountered? 

'(Sample questions with sub-questions to encourage reflection. Further cntical 
questionhg will be specific to the topic of conversation). 

Demographic Information 
Sex 

Occupation 



Final I n t e ~ e w  Questions 

1. Increasing cornm~ty involvement or participation was identified in airnost ail of the 
original discussions between individual Commuaity Health Board members and 
myself Each mernber described their own community participation as involvement 
in activities where they were able to moRe a d'erence in their own lives, the life of 
another individuai or in their wmmunity. Genedy, these were d e s c n i  as positive 
exmences. How does this notion of participation affect your understanding of %e 
encouragement of community involvement" as is stated in the vision statement? 

2. The visioo/vaIues were developed d e r  a series of discussions that took place over a 
6-month pend How did these discussions benefit you individudy? The CHB as a 
group? 

3. How does the vision statement support your own values? 

4. Do you feel the major health issues in this community have been identified and 
listed? 

5. Are you satisfied with the amount of input you penonally had in the discussions? 

6. How do you thhk you as an individual can contribute to achievuig the vision of the 
CHB? What do you need to help you do this? 

7. List conditions that may prevent the CHE3 kom king able to follow its vision. 

8. List conditions that will help the CHB follow its vision 



Letter of Introduction 

My name is Lynda Casey. 1 am a graduate nursing student at Dalhousie University, the 
Clinid Site Manager at the Digby Generd Hospital, and a citizen of Digby, N. S. 1 am 
requesting the Digby and Area Community Health Board's consideration in allowing me 
to participate with the board and its members in a research study entitled, "Perceptions of 
Comrnunity Health Board Members Regardhg Communiîy Empowerment and 
Participation". 

The purpose of this study is to explore your perceptions and experiences as a community 
health board member, in relation to centml aspects of community development, such as 
the shift of control to the communities and the widening of public involvement As 1 am 
dso a member of a nual western Nova Scotian community and want to contniiute to the 
success of the community health board I have chosen to use participatory research. The 
goal of this study is to benefit the participants, rather than generate informafion to be used 
elsewhere, though the nnal report wiil be submitted as a partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the Degree of Masters of Nursing. Dr. Barbara Downe-Wamboldt, 
School of Nursing, Dalhousie University (494-239 1) is the principle advisor. 

This study is planned for a period of one yea.. Along with the defined i n t e ~ e w s  and 
corresponding group sessions descnaed in the encloseci outline, 1 am seeking pexmission 
to attend regular board meetings and would be happy to help with research initiateci by 
the board, such as a c o m m ~ t y  needs assesment. 1 have skills in group facilitation, 
workshop presentations, adult learning, and communication techniques that 1 can share 
with the board members, if requested. 

1 would like the opportunity to attend a meeting for the purpose of explainhg the shidy 
and answering any questions. This agreement does not obligate individual members to 
participate in the personal interviews. 

Thank-you for considering to participate in this research project. Please feel fke to 
contact me for M e r  information at 245-250 1 (work) or 245-5039 (home). 



AppendixG 

Particiuatorv Research Studv Outline 

Each board member will be asked to participate in an interview, individuaily, at a 

convenient t h e  and location. The inte~ews will take about 1 - 2 hours and will be 

audiotaped. Participants wiIl be required to sign separate informeci consent f o m .  The 

purpose of the inte~ews is to identify and discuss issues related to board members' 

personai experiences in participating in their commun@ and their perceptions about the 

role and potential influence the commuaity health board will have in promoting 

community development in health. 

A second interview with each of the community health board members wili be 

conducteci 6 - 8 months following the nrst i n t e ~ e w .  This will allow for M e r  

exploration of the issues identifiecl originally and for identification of changes in 

perceptions regardhg these issues during the 6 -8 month time period 

Mer the completion of each of the two sets of individual interviews 1 am requesting 

approximately 30 minutes to be allocated at a comrnunity health board meeting in order 

to present the common issues that are repeated in the interviews. 1 would like permission 

to facilitate the discussion and exploration of these issues or themes. These sessions will 

be audiotaped, tnrnscnkd, after which the tapes will be erased. In order to ensure 

confidentiality, names and personal information fiom the in te~ews  will not be presented 

to the group. 

The report will be written concurrentiy throughout the study. in  order to assure it is 

=z&en accurately, ongoing feedback nom the community health board members will be 

sought. Anyone requesting M e r  information or detail please feel free to contact me at 

work or home. Thank you for participahg in this study. 

Lynda Casey, 245-5039 (Home) or 245-250 1 (Work) 
Thesis SupeMsor, Dr. Barbara Downe- Wamboldt, Dalhousie University (494-239 1 ) 



Code No. 

Consent to Participate in Personal InteMew 

1 hereby consent to participate in a research study conducted by Lynda Casey, Master 
of Nursing Student of Dalhousie University entitled, Terceptions of Community HeaIth 
Board Members Regarding CommUIUty Empowerment and Participation". The nature of 
this hidy has been clearly explaineci and I have received an ourline of the study process. 
1 understand my responses will be audiotaped, typed, and the tape erased 1 will be 
identifïed ody as a code number. The i n t e ~ e w s  wiu last approximately 1 -2 hours and 
will be held at a time and location that is mutually convenient to the researcher and 
myself 

The purpose of the interview is to discuss my personal experiences in participahg as 
a citizen and my perceptions regarding the community hdth board's role in innuencùig 
cornmunïty development in heaith. There are no right or wrong answers. The intent is to 
have a conversation that is thought provoking, rather than strictly information gathering. 
I may benefÏt fiom the opportunity to discuss and explore issues with the researcher. 
General themes or problems in ou.  commutüty will be identified for group discussion 
with the commmity health board at a fhture meeting- Persona1 commenfs are kept 
confidential. 1 understand that excerpts from the interviews may be used in the report 
without any i d e n m g  information and 1 will have the opprtunity to review the report 
before its final submission, 

My participation is entirely voluntary. There are no perceived hedth nsks due to rny 
participation I understand 1 can refuse to answer any questions 1 fmd uncornfortable. 
Furthemore, 1 clearly understand 1 may withdraw fiom this study anytime. If1 have any 
concems or questions 1 can Cal1 Lynda Casey at 245-5039 after 5:00 p. m. 

This consent was signed in the presence of the researcher and 1 received a copy. 

Signature of Participant 

Lynda Casey 

Date 

Thesis SupeMsor: Dr. Barbara Downe- Wamboldt, Sc hool of Nursing, Dalhousie 

University (494-239 1) 
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Appendix J 
Newsletter 

u e w ? ~ ~ n r u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m  
JUNE 1997 

The health system must be accessible and responsive to the needs of the people in the 
Western Region. The Western Regional Health Board, to be effective, must actively bvolve 
comrnunïties, through effective local Community HeaIth Boards, in the development of a me 
regional health care systaa By November 1997 Commmity Health Boards will take a lead 
role in regional heaith planning through the development of CommUILity Health Plans. 

(Western Regional Health Board, Strategic P l a n  19971 

OVER THE PAST SEVEFUU, YEARS THE DIGBY & AREA COMMUNITY 
HEALTH BOARD AND THE DIGBY & AREA COMMUNITY HEALTH 
STEERING COMMITTEE HAVE BEEN LISTENING TO ,-= 
REGARDING THE HEALTH OF CITIZENS OF THE DIGBY AREA. THE 
ISSUES YOU HAVE DESCRIBED ARE LISTED AS FOLLOWS: 

ISSUES THAT IMPACT ON OUR -TH 
h g s ,  alcohol, smoking and gambling - addictions. 
low seIf-esteem, low expectations. 
poor education. 
unemployment . 
lack of strong fhmüy units. 
chronic diseases (e.g.. cancer, heart, lung and arthntis). 
depression. 
dependence on social program, govemment and community leaders - expectation that 
someone will "look aftef' us. 
instability of our emergencyheaithcare services. 
lack of social support - community does not look after its members. 
ail of the above affecthg our children - leading to problems such as teenage pregnancy 
and increased youth violence. 

00 YOU AGREE? HOW CAN WE WORK TOGETHER TO OVERCOME THESE 
PROBLEMS? WE WANT YOUR IDEAS!! PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS 
ON THE OTHER SlOE OF THIS SHEET. - 7 
DURING THE SUMMER WE WOULD LlKE TO HEAR FROM YOU. PLEASE 
CALL OR TAU( TO US WHEN YOU SEE US. THE MEMBERS OF THE OIGBY & 

1 AREA COMMUNiTY HEALTH BOARD ARE: 
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What conmiutes most to good heahh and wehess in our cornrnuIlLity? 

What contnibutes most to poor health and illness in our community? 

What are the major health issues and concems, now and in the friture? 

In order to improve health in our comrnunity, what are your 
recommendations? 

You can contact us with your feedback or ideas in one of the following three 
ways: 

C d  my member of the Comrnmity Health Board at the given number 
listed on the nip side of this letter. 

b o p  off written comrnents at the fiont desk of the Digby Generd 
Hospital. 

Mail to: Digby & Area Cornmunity Health Board 
P.O. Box 1521 
Digby, NS BOV 1AO 
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